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"List his discourse of war, and you shall hear 

"A fearful battle 3 '-der'd you in music: 

when he speaks, 

"The air, a charter'd libertine, is still, 

"And the mute wonder lurketh in men's ears, 

"To steal his sweet and honey4d sentences:" 

King Henry V. Act I. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

In the following thesis an attempt has been made 

to give reasons for the differences between good 

and bad voice, dealing only with the condition of 

the vocal muscles in relation to the aperture of 

the glottis in vertebrate animals, and having no 

regard for the variations in shape of the resonating 

cavities above. Ly own voice being more than 

commonly poor, I felt that a true diagnosis of the 

cause would aid greatly in discovering a reason 

for similar weakness in others. 

That some definite principle in respect of the 

natural plan of the larynx as an instrument of 

sound might be arrived at, many dissections were 

made at 'the Zoological Gardens in London by kind 

permission of .,.r. -eddard the prosector. 

The voices of children, and of the lower 

animals were also studied, in the hope that they 

might afford some clue to the cause of voice 

degeneration in so many adults. 

Text books on the larynx make little mention 

of those muscles that are here particularly 

concerned, and, so far as I can tell, nothing has 

yet been written treating this subject anatomically 

and Physiologically. 

kuch / 



:uch of the information in the first part of 

this essay has been taken from the works of Huxley, 

Cheauveau, Owen, :iedersheir , Gegenbaur, Lathan and 

others, as it was impossible to obtain a speci"en 

of eery larynx described. 

If I have run counter to the opinions of many 

eminent authorities, it is because I have been 

driven to the belief that the average human larynx 

is a partially crippled organ and that from such 

no true conception of the voice can be gained. 
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1. 

rreparatpry to the discussion of the structure 

of the larynx in the ascending scale of vertebrates, 

we 7vould note that in fishes there is no development 

": larynx and this is only'to be expected in 

vicw of the position and structure of the respirator 

: íi n3 in this class. Zut in Dipnoi we encounter 

r;legross in the comparative pz'.th, for in these mud 

fishes cf ustralia'a short laryngo - tracheal 

chamber is found leading front the L Guth td the lungs- 

passage, however, with no cartilaginous support, 

cartilaginous trachea is found in gymnophiona - 

an order of Amphibians of which now only a fe;? specie 
1 

exist, and in the ar nhiura cf North America, but the 

first traces of a skeletal fra,:e work to the glottis 

proper are met with in urode1a, an order in which 

the proteus and siren, newts and salananders are 

included. In these the glottis is prov,idsd with 

dilator and constrictor fibres and the laryngeal 

scaffolding is represented by cricoid and arytenoid 

cartilages. Such Harts as th thyroid and epi- 

glottis appear as important structures only among 

mammalia and are wanting among the amphibians. In 

ancra or tail -less amphibians the larynx is more 

highly differentiated; it is provided with a 

distinct vocal organ and with sac -like char.bers 

comparable with the pouches of birds and monkeys, 

which/ 
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which grow from the floor of the mouth. In Rana 

isculenta or the edible frog, cartilages corresponding 

with the arytenoid and cricoid of man are Been; the 

cricoid is ring shaped, and the glottis is bounded 

on either side by the delicate arytenoids, vhich 

tra erne the whole length of the aperture as they do 

in birds; the vocal cords are well formed and lie 

along the inner aspect of those cartilages. 

In the common toad the arytenoids are large and 

strop and thE. vocal cords stretch transversely in 

double pairs along the baees of the arytenoids; 

above and below each pair there are developed lateral 

pouch -like dilatations. 

The ecutn African Dactylethridae and the 

American Pipa a species of toad are 'jute and in them 

the vocal apparatus is always absent. In the tree 

frogs, cr hylae, the larynx c ornrìuni sate s with an 

unpaired sac which admits of considerable distention 

during the croaking or even music'_l sounds which 

these little animals emit. The position of these 

pouches varies in different species, being situated 

laterally in male frogs and mesially below the 

tongue in rylae. 

A similar appearance is observed in Dracó 

Volans a winged reptile twelve inches in length, 

species of which exist in Asia, Africa and America. 

in/ 
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In it the sac is pointed and projects below the mouth 

in a single dilation. The Amphibians having no 

proper thoracic wall, inspire by a. species of 

deblutition, and the elasticity of the lungs 

tr.cros :fives is sufficient to expel the air. That it 

Lary not escape immediately after being swallowed, the 

glottis is constricted, according to some authorities, 

but others believe that exit of air is prevented by 

the application of the tongue to the palate. 

The larynx of Reptiles exhibits little advance 

in development, but the trachea is, on the other 

hand, well forced. Speaking broadly, the larynx 

is here made up of cRrtilaginous elements comparable 

to those of anura, in that it possesses two arytenoids 

and a ring shaped criccid or crico- thyroiä. cartilage. 

.!hile in the frog there are several constrictor and 

dilator muscles, the snake has but a single on%7 of 

each. Apart from the question of voice production 

it seems probable that to the frog these constrictors 

are vital to its very oxist nce, because of its 

absolute inability to retain inspired air without 

their aid; arid, in view of their high muscular 

development it appears reasonable to assume that the 

glottis, and not the tongue, is used as the 

restraining barrier. 

From a developmental point of view it is well 

to/ 
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4. 

to note that there is commonly in reptiles and in 

._onotremes a close connection between the hyoid or 

basi -hyal and the larynx. 

In Crocodiles and Chelonians there is a 

depression in the basi -hyal which receives the upper 

part of the larynx and iiiedersheim holds that the 

thyroid of mammais is derived from the body of this 

bone. 

A beautiful exanple of the sphincter is to be 

fcund in the Phr1lodactylus Europaeus t ?hose Glottis 

is encircled by e. single, but powerful muscle. No 

vocal cor-is are developed in Ophidians, the hiss of 

the crake be i na- produced by the _passage of aid through 

the mors or less constricted opening of the glottis. 

In this order the crice-- thyroid cartiiase is cut of 

all proportion to the arytenoids, being; well forced, 

while the latter are frequently rspresented by mere 

processes of which the articulations allow but scant 

f_ 3ele;:; of movement; in the constrictor species 

however, the arytenoids are well developed and easily 

able to alter their position. As a rule the 

epiolottis is :anting, and if °resent is only 

rudimentary in ophidia. 

r.;f the lizard order, the gecko and chameleon 

possess broad and well formed vocal ligaments, stretch- 

ing/ 
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ing from the base of the arytenoids to the inner 

surface of the crico - thyroid cartilage. The note 

of the gecko is chirping in character but there is 

some difficulty in ascribing the vocal vibrations 

to the cords, whose powers of approximation are 

imperfect, and !,here tension cannot easily be 

effected. Owen observes that the chirp -r.ay be pro- 

duced by the vibrat i :n of folds of mucous meTlbrane 

which lie above the vocal cor'1 t.,T: spi ris. 
in the cherielecn an intre-sti n.; r? 

structural detail is seen in tho fo_rnation o' a 

pouch, which, ter a jo c tint, betwoen the first tracheal 
ring and crico- thyrojr1 cartilae communicates 

the interior ond is observed to soeell out during 

the production of' a note. It may be that this 

dilatation compensates for the extreme narro;ine=s 

of the tracheal tube which is much larger in others 

closely related to th., eha eleon. Curiously enough, 

the ernu possesss a pouch somewhat analogous to 

that of the chameleon. In the trachea of this bird 

some of the rings are incomplete in front, and thus 

afford space for the projection of an air sac. 

*Alen the turtle soup, or Chelonia, are examined 

it is found, that, while the epiglottis is usually 

absent, the thyroid anñ cri cold have become perfectly 

distinct/ 
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distinct from one another. The Hawksbill turtle 

is rithiout an epiglottis, and so far as deglutition 

is concerned, tris structure would appear to be 

unnecessary, (as in many other animals) for the 

laryngeal constrictors are powerfully efficient in 

closin` the aperture of the glottis. The arytenoids 

of chelonia ar. large, and in some the trachea is 

divided by a longitudinal septum homologous to that 

1 which fray be observed in rodents aid in some birds of 

the luck order. Resembling the medi n spur found 

i in the larynx of such birds as the raven and the 

pelican, thore is present in Tostudo tabulata and 

elephantopus a trigngular ^lembrane ascending from 

the base of th3 larynx tc the rira `,lotticii s and 

dividin.z this tube into tvo parts. Another 

peculiarity in chelonia, like Wise noticeable in 

many birds, is the peculiar conforra.ti on of the 

trachea which is bent upon itself at different angles, 

varying_; -:T5 tì 
th7; species. Among crocodiles the 

cricoid and thyroid are rsprasc:r:tod by a single 

cartilage, which sup.iorts a pair of well developed 

arytenoids. The vocal cords are strong and give 

birth by their vibration to the bellow, or roar, of 

this reptile. As in the previous order, but to a 

greater extent, the i!ind pipe is looped on itself, and 

presents/ 
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presents a morphological resemblance to the com- 

plicated flexures of cranes and -wild swans. No such 

looping is to be found in the alligator; but this 

aniral and the crocodile are alike distinguished in 

being the sole possessors, among reptiles, of the 

ve iuT palati, and in havin, th s ore./ an(1 nasal 

passages distinct fruzi one another. 

No doubt appearances are against it, but it is 

ackno' :led ed that the cronedi1 _ c' a1? r mow` =1îs is 

the one t .t nest resembles th. bird __peint of 

structure. The trachea, th sto;-ach, 

nictitating r7.,7 ertne of tl,.s ïyr s ?11 correspond in 
:iany 'lays and i:;.aic .te vnucn i;, cerinion }ice' t':reen these 

two .^,lisses. 



a. 

BIRDS. 

Had it been given to man to imagine a 

flying creature anticipating the very existence of so 

wonderful a thing as a bird; to what might ha not 

have f loe-n in his dreaming? To anything, - from 

a cumbrous reality of screws and sails, to a 

creation of imponderable balloons, but never to 

the fancy of a bird on wings and with music in his 

throat. r, auscular action, a muscular sense 

commanded by the impulse of nerves on a specialised 

organ of sound is acs everyday explanation for the 

thrush's song and to go deeper is to place truth at 

the mercy of theory. Now a bird that can fly 

and sing must have no top heavy instrument of song, 

anL1 find that nature has given the vocal organ a 

place _nearer to the centre of gravity than the 

larynx from which the former might have been expected 

to develop. Many of the largest birds have no 

such structure at ail, but taking the class Aves 

as a wnole, the majority are found to possess a 

superior larynx and an inferior larynx or syrinx 

a e it is commonly named. The former lies behind 

t_,e root of the tongue and rests firmly attached to 

the uro -hyal or tongue -bone. Several osseous or 

cartilaginous bodies enter into its formation, the 

number / 
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number varying from four to ten in different species. 

At the anterior part of the larynx is seen an oval 

or triangular cartilage, usually more or less 

ossified, hor.:ologous an,ft at least partly analogous 

t tr , thyroid of mammals. 

The cricoid. 13 represented by three bony pieces 

:3ituated at the posterior and inferior aspect of the 

larynx; of these, the riddle one is oblong in fore, 

being smallest in Cantores. The other two parts 

lie laterally ?.nd are attached at one end to the 

thyroid an3 at the other to the *riddle division. 

The cricoid does not encircle the larynx completely, 

as in man, but it is supposed that the first two 

incomplete rings of the trachea have a comparative 

value in representing the anterior part of the 

cricoid. The arytenoids are large in proportion, 

and their inner margins occupy the whole length of. 

the glottis, (a condition rarely found in rrannalia); 

they are placed on the middle cricoid and running 

forward are joined to the uro -hyal ih front by two 

ligaments; their outer edges are attached by 

membranous elastic tissue to the sides of the 

thyroid. An epiglottis is never developed. 

The rira glottis is at first sight peculiar, for, 

to compare it with that in man, one sees the 

fissure/ 

"Epiglottis equidem nihil facit ad vocea: cum ea (v9x) 
nata sit et perfecta quam primum aer ex glottidis 
rima prodiit et absque epiglottide aves sauvissime 
canant." (huller) 
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f i s sure as though everything were reverend. 

mete d cf a trianentlrr aperture with the base 

posterior, the base lie:, anteriorly in a line 

connectioj the extremities of the arytenoids. As 

be observed from the subjoined figure the apex 

i s r orrned by the meeting of the hinder parts of 

!these pointed processes. The variations in lateral 

diameter of the bird's glottis can easily be studied 

from life in such birds as the pelican, stork, and 

dez.oiselie crane. 

in i elicanus Rufescens, not only the larynx but 

four or five inch s of the tracheal tube are rvi thin 

easy view when the beak is held forcibly open. In 

this connection it is to be noted that some points 

en the Lovements of the upper glottis are treated 

of in a further part of the essay. 

U Trig LeeRY. in ell birds the 

movement of th-: glottis is under cc^trol of two 

pairs of ruecles, na7ely the dilater 1 or thyro- 

arytenoid and the constrictors. The dilators 

arise from the sides and : ost.ìri :r surface of the 

thyroid and are inserted into the :,hole length of the 

inner edz s of the arytenoids. Th, constrictors 

arise, varying somewhat in different species, from 

the m irJ.dle part of the internal, or Posterior surface 

of/ 
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f the thyroid and are inserted 1,15(? into the 

9ry}er2oZd marins. 

The laryn cf cantores diffurs in sorg particulars 

-)r: t'iat bs1cn,3,in,; to unmusical birds. In the 

7.^.tter, certain pr .; i3 n 3 are árr .L'nt y .OLTa 

within the inter, _ Dr, _.nd the peiic'.. she "5 a 

partial se?tum projecting bac!-wards frcr th': 7:Aadle 

of the internal surface cf ti-s thyroid. ciTMilnr 

condition is r:et with in cranes ?.na crows ._Zd 

of th,-; ::a3scres. 

rest 

No such prorine 1css are found in 

singing birds, but thsir absence is no inc?_c^tien 

of musical ability for r: ?.ny lame birds 'rP - ,ithout 

thew, to instance the Asiatiet white stork: whose 

voice is nothing but a harsh hissin; sound. Owen 

sa hosts that they ray afford add't; onal protection 

te tfn3 respiratory passages. 

The structure of the trac`_es is that of a tube 

built of a caries of complete gin 3, us- :1 11 ;T of 

osse0u3 mate:'ia.l, although in b _rds, for example 

the ostrich, they are cartilaginous. In the 

s:: allcot of cantores however, the trache .l rings are 

always bony, and this might be accounted for by 

r©tror..bering that the windpipe of a bird is e,omewhat 

analogous to the tube of the trumpet or orgen pips, 

where perfect rigidity is required for the constancy 

of/ 
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of wave length during tale production of any single 

tone. Comparing these bony rino, with the 

cartilaginovs ring of quadrupeds we fine that 

whereas the latter are elastic both froth their 

composing material tnd the posterior deficiency, 

tiro3e of a bird Are always rigid and complet 'iith 

tLe exception of the u' two. In Gra.t la.tores 

they are narrower at some parts and' broader at others,, 

but their rigidity is increased by the fusion of 

one bony circle within another. 

In most birds the trachea is uniformly 

cylindrical from the beginning to the end of its 

].enóth, but in the duck order, many deviations from 

the normal are seen in the shape of peculiar 

dilatations, which vary in number with the different 

species. it is notable that such alterations in 

c1ibre are usually found in the males and it is 

thought by some that the volume of voice is thereby 

increased, and by others that the capacity for 

diving is improved. However, there is no proof 

that the male duck stays longer under water than the 

female, and many birds which exhibit most remarkable 

windings in the trachea are unable to swim at all: 

The scoter duck of the artic regions possesses a 

straight cylindrical windpipe, yet has the power to 

hold/ 
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hold breath longer than most others of its family. 

The trachea of the crane and wild swan of both sexes 

riv..1 those of any of er bird in the complicated 

flexures ;:hich they pr 'sent. :3o marked is this 

feature that the windpipe of the crane has been 

compared .pith a french horn and that of the latter 

t o an ordinary trur7 pe t. 

1'he various kinds of tracheal deviation may be 

a. vided into two main groups ;- 

?I 13 L ;v;..;r , t;i., crann i5 not, looped on 

itself but 31a0AS Li.'ác7quEd .iiaT .tprs in its passage, 

such a formatton being commonest in ducks. Sone- 

times a si:,sie unif. orL1 bulging* is found immediately 

i,..3 i .rjrx and this :day be accompanied by an 

tr.: regien of the syrinx. 1.1 some the 

riddle part alone may present a dilatation, while a 

further difference is observed in the red breasted 

:.erganser, closely akin to the duck, where two 

upper enlareetrents are present but none at the 

ini eri er part. The velvet duck, a black bird of 

the scoter faily, possesses, however, all three 

tyres of tracheal dilatation, althougf ccrn:only given 

the credit for only one. 

1N kiE S63e D GROUP; the wind -pipe is looped 

or / 
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or bent on itself as in the wood grouse or caper- 

caillie of :+erthern 2urope. in the wild swan and 

demoiselle crane, already mentioned, the sternum is 

hollowed out for the reception of the trachea. In 

soue birds this structure occupios a position beneath 

, 

the pectoral nusCles, raid in others it ray lie ;o 

superficially a's to be under the skin a peculiarity 

sor.,ir:on to the rar-'.i1 ;.r._; to the penelope or g.za.n 

of South Am-)rica. dontra ?tin -~.r':^ ?.i;;r R-ittt the 

appearance of the trachea in c_gnus ferus 117 thc, t (.:r 

the tare or :ute sin i:^. -:n, c,, tf?i ç tue j s cor- 

parat _vr;1J .. rni `ht thr,-,,a`ro-at: it i s -1._ . .nloo:?,sd 

in the cc!--,mc.. 307t'3t_c cock. 3uch :?iffer-mcc s 

been vsL'ful in deter'l'_tlrt`,! IZ of species 7i1C.l: the 

external app1rr_:"lc2s of Cit rfElreYlt sri'?C1i°s 11^7n been 

identical in cJ?r;, rssnact. 

It is rrorthy of trote that mammals as Th-li as 

I rept.i=- s 3:10I loOninr` or t}iF' -POri :n one 

of t1-:, or, i ,r, Bradypus trid^ct alus, this 

peculiarity is Clev8l ^p-)1. ior.)f' . i??(:r Vî_riú t1o`!S 

are fo;rnd amon;r different orders of birds. :`rhi le 

in cantoras and r;railatores, in :lost raptores and 

ra.9sor. ,,s and in the ,_i. jority of hen birds the trachea 

is cylindrical in .shape, it is conical in the turkey, 

I 
hersn, bun7ard, eagle, a:mi corn orant, in which the 

rings/ 
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rims beco: e ;ra:3ur,l1y less in "Ti:dth. In others 

the for,^ is t] -at of a double cone, the lá.rje st 

rims beinL situated at the iddle oP the widdpire. 

Undoubtedly any such variation must . 4" )ct or 
modify the vibrations that rise, '.hen the distinctive 

note of eaci: bird is sounded from the vocal 

ir.strur ent. 

ïhe lower larynx or syrinx -,P r occupy one of 

three positions, but rost commonly it lies at the 

junction o' the trachea and bronchi. __:is v ̂ r'ety 

is to be found in most sin ink; birds but is also 

wonderfully developed in the crow at the same 

situation. in the ccraccrorphae or south America 

th.7 syrinx has no direct rela.ticn with the bronchi 

and is placed at the inferior extremity o' the 

trachea; the third type shcrs no connection with 

thA trachea and lies wholly in the bronchial tubes 

at their ori3in. In , any birds the organ is 

totally wvantin;, notably in those which cannot fly - 

tt.e ratitae of huxlcy, represented by the ostrich, 

cassowary, and white: stork, but it is also 

undeveloped in cathartidae, of which the :^-.r,erican 

vulture is a well F:nc: n example. 

Amon; ducks there is a bulky and irregularly 

shaped/ 

"A genus including sllch birds as the crow and raven 
according to huxley's classification." 
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shaped syrinx, th;; peculiarity of which is that 

the chambers composing it are much ,vider than the 

trachea lt ïelf in some of them a single dilatation 

j 

i s present on one side, while in others the 

labyrinth is double. 

The syrinx of the raven is large and well f'crmed 

and being sir,ilar to that of the cantores it may be 

selected a3 the best type for dissection. The 

chambers of the lower larynx are less pretentious 

than those cf the luck; each is developed fror, the 

posterior part of the last ring -s of the trachea and 

is placed at the junction of this tube -ai tL its 

bronchus; the upper part of each organ opens into 

the trachea and the lower part into the bronchus of 

its own side. The appearance is shown in the 

drawings which were made from a specimen dissected 

at the Zoological Gardens in London. From the 

inside of the posterior wall, at the junction between 

the trachea and bronchi, a fold from the lining 

membrane runs fcrward as a septum to the opposite 

wall. This fold is supported fror below by an 

Gaseous or cartilaginous bar running in the same 

direction, while its upper part is represented by a 

free falciform edge projecting into the tracheal 

area above. The fold is named the membrana 

semilunari s / 
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semilunaris, and its supportirr_ base the pessulus, or 

os transversale; taken as a :whole it is a single 

unpaired structure. The glottis is double and 

lies with one opening on each sine of the membrane 

described above. The syringeal framework is 

osseous and is formed of modified tracheal and 

bronchial rings: there are three bronchial half - 

rings on each side and these together form the outer 

,walls of the vocal organs. The last tracheal ring 

expands in front and behind giving attachment to the 

pessulus while the ends of the first bronchial half - 

rings are also attached to the pessulus by their 

anterior and posterior extremities. On each side 

are observed two more bronchial half -rings, the 

socend and third, modified and flattened with their 

convexities outwards and caeable of considerable 

r over..ent, being connected at some distance from one 

another by means of membrane and ligaments. These 

Ilibamentous bands pass between the corresponding 

ends of the half- rings in front and behind, while 

e,..branous tissue is employed to fill up the lateral 

intervals. The outer lip of each glottis is found 

by a fibro- elastic cord closely connected with the 

third of the modified half rings, while the inner 

lip is composed of a tense drum-like structure known 

as/ 



as the membrana tympaniformis. There is of course 

one of these on either side cf the unpaired semi - 

lunar r embr¡Lne pr:,vicu.,ly mentioned. Each tympani - 

form membrane runs parallel with its corresponding 

cuter lip, reins attached to the opposite extremities 
1 

of the bronchial half - rings of the same side and to 

the superjacent s 3milunar r-embrane with its enclosed 

pessulus. A snail tubercle, clothed by the external 

Vocal cord and rla.ced at the level of the second 

¡half - ring, is suppcsed by some to be analogous 
1 

to the arytencid of mammals in determining tension 

or approximation of the li`aments. It is not 

icorsron to all possessors cf the syrinx but is fount' 

in the starlin, thrush artel rai _tingale. The 

:.u:,ci's are , ivid-d into two groups, extrinsic and 

(intrinsic; of the form r, two pairs are present in 

most birds,. Firstly, the sterno trechealis muscles 

which pass from the costal processes of the sternum 

on each side, and converge to be inserted on the 

iatcral aspect of tho trachea. Secondly, the 

cleido- trache alis muscles whici_ arise from the 

urculae or clavicles and join '7ith the sternum. 

his muscle is not developed in cursores and 

.railatores. The intrinsic group is well formed 

n the raven and there are four important pairs of 

useless/ 
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muscles. The first, the tracheo lateralis passes 

down the length of the windpipe and divides within 

half an inch of the syrinx into an anterior &,nd a 

posterior fasiculus; the anterior division becomes 

known as the broncho -trachealis anticus and is 

inserted into the anterior extremity of the third 

half -ring, - the other the broncho - trachealis 

posticus terminates at the posterior end of the same 

bone. The second muscle or trachealis brevis is 

much shorter, and passes from the trachea to end in 

the posterior part of the second half -ring. The 

last two pairs, bronchiales antici and postici, 

originate from the corresponding aspects of the last 

tracheal ring and are inserted into the bronchi, 

the posticus joining with the posterior part of the 

second half -ring, while the anticus passes to the 

fore ends of the first and second half -rings ^.nia to 

the small arytenoid prominences. 

In parrots there is no septum and there are 

only three intrinsic muscles. In many birds, such 

as the domestic cock, the goose, the duck and also in 

the cormorant, gannet and pelican, the intrinsic 

¿roue is entirely absent. 

Action of muscles: both the sterno and cleido 

trachealis, by drawing down the windpipe and so 

shortening the bronchi, cause relaxation of the 

membrana/ 
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.: e::,brana tyi paniformis. Relaxation is also 

effected by the power of elastic recoil in the 

r embrane itself. All r;uscles belonging to the 

intrin-_ is group are instrumental in tightening the 

tympanifor7 me ,bra.ne, for, as they pull on their 

ad iustar,le half- rinks they make tense those parts 

cf the r:enbrane which lie below their insertion. 

the mar6in of the membra na semilunaris is vibratile 

and is supposed by some to oapable of influencing 

t o pitch cf a note for the purpose of trilling. 

if the second and third half -ri n s be ,*ani ulated 

with the finer it can easily be understood, how, 

by their move:-er.ts, the vibratile portions of the 

. yrinx re able to assume an ir'!'r nse number of 

:d'eLress of tension. another '"uncle, the platys 7 _. 

::ycidos has some influence in bracing up the trachea 

and arises from the ramus of the lower jaw to be 

inserted along with its neighbour into the trachea 

just below the larynx. A contrictor celii 

surrounds the neck of birds, and along with the 

stereo- cervicalis aids in ^racing the integument 

and rising the feathers. They are well developed 

in the emu 7-:nd are contracted during the production 

of its peculiar note. It is most probable that 

these muscles are also used by singing, birds, 

C ausin¿ / 
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causing the narked swelling of tho rock and ruffling 

of feathers during song. in narrots a consl''.rable 

divergence f rom the usual structure is found, 'or, 

,lthoulsh these birds have a broncho -try creel syrinx 

they have but a single glottis developed. The seri- 

lunar sptum i:3 naturally r ntinf7 and the lips, of 

tL :: glottis are forged by a pair of membranous 

cords 3tr?tc :ing from before backwards betTTTe,en the 

last tracheal .nJ first bronc :ial rin ;S, both 

which are incoi,plete. Two tensor muscles and one 

relaxor are developed, their mode of action being 

similar to that of the raven. 

The syrinx of the male T ̂ i1i duck is interesting 

for its enor~ous size and irregular shape: a lar`' 

bony cavity if! formed by the coalescence of several 

of the 1e.st tracheal rings. It is divided into 

unequal chambers, so unequal in ^any of the duck 

fauiìy, that the smaller chamber may be no larger 

than the trachea itself, whereas its neighbour may 

be expanded to five or six times that diameter. Such 

a formation i3 observed in the Uadwa1 of ::orth America 

and in the snail teal duck of our oTr, country. In 

th y. red breasted merganser of :e;:rfoundland, the 

;rner ì cavity t ne syrinx is increased by large 

irr L;uiar bulins frcr the side. In these birds 

the / 
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Tr.L LAîtYï`h AND '1.'RA0H;il. OF .,:AnALS. 

The trachea may be described as a ,tube supported 

nd held widely open by e. series of c.e;'tila.c''inous 

loops more or less incomplete in most of tho class. 

the intervals between the ends of the rings are 

filled by unstriped muscle le ani re-^br nouS 

while the spaces between the individual c rtilages 

are brill ed over by elastic tissue, which is pro - 

longed over and covers in addition, the outer and 

inner surfaces ;f tale trachea. The mucous lining 

of the general cavity ie co.^posed of loose areolar 

tissue and ciliated epitheliur;. 

The larynx is the upper cart of this tube 

:eo :i1'ie3 principally For the purposes of deglutition, 

pìicnaticn ?n i respiration. The variations of 

the trachea in different animals ? "3 - 'merka1'l's, 

both with re,_ard to ,general conforTation and to the 

number of rinds it possesses, v;hsther bony or 

cwrtilC 6inous. 

Among ...arsupials and Sirs :ia, r, order of 

:..arinc mammals, the trecheal rings are cc, plete as 

in reptiles and birds, while s septal partition 

is found in some Rodents recalling a sir,ilar 

appearance/ 
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appearance in a lower class cr vertebrates, tine 

chelonia. 

The convolutIon, rcpt_ì s arp 

represented in thr,, fl_ ures of .owe -at,s, 

and rodents. the number of cartila eq c,n be 

jud,ad but rourhly front the length or the nec':s 

different ani?rals: while the dugong his three rings, 
the horse has !°?, the giraffe )0, and the carpel 100 

or :tore. LeTTuridae show peculiar dilatations on 

the bronchi, which, however, can have little influence 

on the voice. 

The frar:,ework of the mnr4r alian larynx is made 

up of criccid, and arytencid cartilages, which tend 

tc bi'c3n3 Osseou3 as ate advances, and an epiglottis 

is usually we i l developed. This organ of voice 

corresponds, 3c far as the special cartilazes are 

concerna-d, with the ups er larynx of birds, but the 

positi n and ncve7.ont of the arytcnoids 'with the 

associated muscles are widely different owing to the 

developr..ent of the co ~.piicatoi vocal L.echanisrr. 

Among the ronotreres, the hyoid and thyroid are 

usually connected as in reptiles, but in the higher 

r a: :imals they lie distinct from one another. he 
arytenoids of the ornithorhynchus are proportionately 

l wrier / 
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larger than those of most narrr 1s and in them the 

hyoid and thyroid are .join ,.'. to ether 

ìaking trie Ilan ;aroo as a type of the order of 

we find that the larynx is provided with 

a .: od.oratoly lar8o epiglottis, vertical, and almost 

surrounding the upper part of the chamber; the apex 

is notched, as will be seen in the drawing from a 

dissected sp cir::.:, o.r__1 the ;;ase is attached by 

:-.ocï rately stron.L, fascia tc the flattened plate -like 

hyoid in front. From the body of that bone a small 

r.0 ;cie runs to the tongue, but there is no ligamentous 

union beteen the epiglottis itself and the tongue 

Ts in ruminants. '2he arytencids are large with 

their inner surfaces closely and Flatly opposed, 

occuy:rg aìn:ost trio °!;tire length of thc. slit of-.. 

the glottis L 'All be observed, only a small 

sr.ac.. in front gives room for the mee:branous vocal 

cord, which is short and thickly made in comparison 

with the other parts, but possesses no intrinsic 

::'usc Le. mere are no C alse corms or ventricles 

a^? on this account the kangaroo's larynx has been 

classified with that zroup belongin to the "simple 

c type." "f , n 
r s has classified the ,! otti., yp... t r.iì.ie-- Ìc1- z ..s 

different forms of larynx in four special groups 

the first :`,iti: no vocal cords: the second or simpl 

6lottic / 
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t;lottic type; the next, or cer.po site larynx, having 

both true a_vi fada: v cel eer.is and ventr'ieleo, e:'9 

the last posses3ir Rddit:.en pouch -like dilatations 

of varying shape and size. ) 

In marked contrast to eh ape of the glottis 

I of ani.':a1s higher in the sc ̂.le, the ary tenoide 

together with their attached vocal cords are closely 

parallel, so that only ana.rro, linear fissure is 

presented to the eye. 

The e -is are fused stet r+1 an o 
1i1,. arytnol ,r.. .z .a po. ic:. 7 ,._ ar 

capable of little move7ent; a flew r:uec7..i1ar fibres 

oil each side pass fr.xr these cartilages and from the 

upper part of the cricoid to the nostero- inferior 

margins of the epiglottis. other muscles are poorly 

developed and it seems probable that any powerful 

stretching of the vocal cords rut result fron the 

blast of compressed air that the k ngeroo er its in 

raking its peculiar deep gruntinj note. This sound 

c3rows louder +ÿnen the animal is irritated but is 

(never prolonged. In captivity, it i3 never heard 

to squeal or to raise the pitch of its voice to any 

marked degree and this might be anticipated on 

consideration of the vocal apparatus. 

rennet observes that a moan may be uttered if 

the kangaroo be in pain. 

Lauder / 
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Lauder Brunton and Cash in an article dealinT7 

with the glottis cf different animals observe that 

it is mute and .;v!en says that the ic.ank7aroo never 

utters a "vocal note." myself have heard the 

runting sound and aD assured by the keeper at the 

that tfte voice varies in ouality with different 

states of emotion. In the American Oppossum a 

;small ventricle is .lopd above the vocal cord, 

but the folds representin,; the fals -7. cords are 

rudimentary a:d cannot posibly be approximated; 

the :iombat of llstralia and Tasr..ania possesses a 

peculiar pouch, lying in front cf t1 e. epiglottis and 

don between the thyrid cartila,7e and hyoid 

bone. It has been said ti;at thn purr of a cat 

is produced by the use of the false cords, but 

a1thou0a wanting; in these lig,acients, the opPosum is 

capable of emitting a distinct purring sound. 

The Larynx of ...arsuplal embryos takes a higher positio 

than in the adult and lies touching the soft palate: 

this feature is important and has for its object the 

safe nourishment cf the young,which are able to 

breathe in comfort while milk passes on either side 

of the larynx to the alimentary canal. 

The same peculiarity is to he found among full 

grown Jetaceans, and to a less degree in the human 

embryo/ 
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embryo, but in the latter at birth, the epiglottis 

lies lower anti its position is not favourable for 

such a performance. 

The structure of the larynx of Rodents is 

interestinL in some of its variations:- A large 

crico- thyroid space accounts in great measure for 

their ability to produce tones of different pitch 

and it is known that some are even capable of 

utt min musical tones in sequence. 

In the com :-.cn Rabbit the epilottis lies 

obliquely over the larynx, although the apex, which 

is bifid is bent upwards. The wings of the 

thyroid meet acutely, the anterior part of the 

cricoid is thin, and the well formed arytenoids lie 

close, with their tips everted slightly. Toth true 

and false vocal cords are strong and the intervening 

ventricles are well defined but are not produced 

upwards or downwards. Distinct muscular bands 

run along the ary- epigiottic folds. The false 

cords are separated in front by an interval bounded 

on either side by a small spicule of cartilage, 

. vhich projects backwards from the epilottis internal 

to and in a line mith these ligaments. These little 

spines/ 
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spine: of cartilage toether rith minute rodules 

lying in the substance of the false cords ray be 

compared with similar projections in the horse, 

rorpoise and ?nt- eatr;r. "îhe guinea o; 's t 

larynx: is like that of the rabbit, i.ein,, hog =revr, 

less elongated in proportion. 

i-orcupines rave no proper vocal cords and ar 

mute except during the breeding season when the 

male er its e lo77 rruntin , noir . 

INSECTIVORA:- 

in the hedgehog the arytenoids are 

confluent at their apices; sore have asserted 

that/ 
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tnat the falso cords ,__^ e That both these 

and the trug vocal cords are present, while the 

interposed ventricles 7!.rF prr^41.:cc-1 into _. ..-.c lying 

bet. ;reen tho epi aii , m " the hyoid bone. 

In -.- teropus 7,7,di us, the Indian fruit 

bat, -.. nir.. ,l abo.zt the size of a raven, th cork 

ere e':tra.ordinarily long and thin occupying about 

.'our -fifths of the glottis; so delicate ire they, 

th:'.t the sound produced by thoir vibrations is 

i neudible to ^;any. We ray ce' p re the note of 

this anir..al tc thGss prod-;cri by Oaltcn's Thistle 

or the sireno, Those vibrat i .-ins ,* a.y be so nuTMercus 

per second that the human ear is unable to alJpreciate 

the sound. in the fruit bet the false vocal cords 

'an.? ventricles are not 3eveíopoi, there is, 

!.0 : '!(r, a slight ignt r '_ 1 ;ß in the 7ruc us m-..br no 

oCvo t:.73 true cords, but this cox id d not be con- 

sidered functional in any de re. The n.r,yter.oids 

are _arÿe aid str ,ng, but the vocal processes 

are necoss!zrily .short, to afford space for the long 

vocal cords; the e?'iglottis is vertical and 

terr.:irates ebove in a d.elicete spine. in the ion -- 

eared bat of Creat Erit..in the vocal liba*..ents ara 

fine as in ptcropus rredius, but they are shorter 

and their characteristic note is said to be 

inaudible / 
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inaudible to one out of every six persons. Owen 

reiAa. i;s that the vocal cords of the frugiverons bat 

are short, as well as narrow, but, in the specimen 

dissected by myself they were peculiarly long, as 

may be seen from the drawing given opposite. 

In the Sloth are developed both true and 

false cords with a shq.11ow v,: ntricle, although (juvicr, 

denies the existence of tho tJo ..atté':' structures in 

this order. it i , :;a1-1 that t2ee voice is feeble 

and plaintive ^n' _ The ,, _ . . .. ,,l1t? 1:?C l:ú s 

never been heard t c 

also possesses vocal cords, lout 

this a ;i:Ja_. 'is probably al gays mut:. The larynx 

.;î t__, Great ant -eater is peculiar in having the 

.__ifi e.i; the lower cords are present. but 

the upper are but rudimentary. The ventricle is 

odsr,.t Ì ly iar8e. 

in tietecea the thyroid is much broader than 

it is long and the cricoid is incoelplete anteriorly, 

the space being occupied by a m 
7 lbrane which is 

dilated to form a large sacculus. Suoh a deficiency 

is also observed in s ».i s, but with them there is 

no saccular protrusion. The cricoid of the dugong, 

dolphin, sirenia or sea- cows, forms a complete ring, 

but / 
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but the thyroid winL,s do not clesce and are unit,?d 

by a firm r:icl:.branous tissue. fhe vocal cords are 

represented by dense bands of elastic tissue 

enciosth, th thyro-arytenoid 7usc1os and th? 

lottis has a T 3hape,1 a..,-;earance. The 4'a1se 

cords and ,flntticies are not well defined, "hut it is 

instr.:,ctive to note in th-:sc three Evnirels the 

presence of a lare pair of Tuscles correspendin,- 

to the aryteoidus transversus and oblic:u-; of 

'7hich act pc-7:erfill1y in cioin th lottis: 

the epi.lottis of tLe dolphin is retroflexed. 

It is contrast the lary-:x of the 

hippopotamus "it h those of the porpoise and dolphin, 

for in the first is found'a si7i1ar T shaped L-,lotti, 

while the whole laryneal structure together with the 

trachea bears a mar-71 re57:mblence to those of the 

acquatic 7=als just mentioned. 

nand - Sutton observes that in the porpoise 

a cartilainous bar, projecting frorr the base of the 

is connected by fibrous tissue with 

sin.ilar process passing hack froo the cornicula 

larynj.s, nodules of cartilae beins deAnloped in 

tho connectin fibrous band. he c1-serves further 

that the ant-eater is likewise provided with 

cartilae/ 



cartilaEe in the sa-,c situation and that it virtuall 

forms the false vocal cord of that aninal. 

The larynx of the dolphin is pyramidal in shape, 

the apex being forted by the opening of the lottis 

.which projects into the posterior pares; this 

conformation is also apparent in the hippopotamus, 

but the ._lottis itself takes a such lower position. 

:,either of these animals has the true cords well 

developed; in the quadruped the arytencids are 

lare and project far into the glottis occupying 

nearly its whole length. 

in the Rhinoceros the thyroid presents a 

defici ncy it front, about the level of the vocal 

cords, ïhich is grid, ed over, . . by 

membrane stronL enouf h to give attachment to some 

fibres of the thyro- arytencid muscle. The epi"lottis 

is curved forwards, bein-, united to the tongue by 

strong muscular ?ands, anti having connections behind 

with the true and false cords. The ventricles are 

lar de and are prod. ced into two sacculi underlying 

the epiglottis. in spite of its size, the voice 

of the rhinoceros is miserably creak and resembles 

the bleating of a calf. 

The vlottis of the morse may be taken as one of 

a/ 
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a type in which the intercartilaginous part lies 

widely potent, whereas in the pig a reverse 

condition obtains. The wins of the thyroid 

meet obtusely, supporting a large antiflexod 

epiglottis, while the large arytenoids are capped 

by book _shaped Santorinian. cartilages. The vocal 

processes are lon ana are continued half ,vay along 

the rira, but the muscular processes are relatively 

short and thick. 

:hile t,t rest, tine cartilaginous glottis presents 

tue form of a large elliptical space, bounded 

anteriorly by the line joining the tips of the vocal 

processes and posteriorly by the arytenoids and the 

loose membrane connecting them together. The latera]t 

boundaries of this opening are formed by the interbal 

aspects of the arytenoids and their vocal processes, 

the surfaces of which are markedly curved with their 

concavitis inwards. 

un account of this for7a ti .r it is impossible 

that the pars respiration can ever be closed 

perfectly during phonation, and in this respect the 

cartilaginous ìottis differs greatly frorr that of 

the majority of mammals, sphere the arytenoids are so 

constructed that they lie more or less flatly 

opposed in the exsected larynx. The true cords 

are / 
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are thick and powerful and the enclosed thyro- 

arytenoid MUSCiliS are well developed. Owen epeaks 

of' the false cords as "barely distinguishable" but 

this ie eomewhat exaerated : they lie far from 

the rima lottilie, and are seen to bulFe towards 

the centre only pt thf,fir posterior part as shown 

in the drawin¡:7. On this account, they cannot 

po33ibly close perfectly, but it is remarkable that 

in their folds lie two etrong bands cf TUSCie, 

almost as thick as a cornon pencil. These fibres 

have no connection with the vocal processes, but 

crijenate from the postero-external surfaces of the 

arytenoids a little above the transverse muscle 

between them., fro7 whence they pass to their 

insertion in the posterior aspect of the thyroid. 

enclosed in the substance of tie false cords is a 

stron bar ofl certilage which is connected in front 

with the base of the epilottis. 

This has been compared by Eland-Zutton with 

a similar process of cartilage observed in the 

porpoise and the ant-eater. 

The ventricles are shallow in proportion to the 

size of the larynx, and are not produced into pouches 

The arytenoideus transversus is large and 

powerful, - some of its fibres are slightly obli'ue 

but/ 
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but teere is no proper oblique muscle. Now, in the 
slight 

hoe there is butAdeveloprnent of the transversus 

arytenoideus, nor is it large in the lower 

monkeys, but in these animals the pyramidal cartilage 
lie naturally in such close juxta position, that 

there is little necessity for the presence of strong. 

muscles. A strong muscle is developed at the site 

of tie gloss() - epiglottic ligament.. is the 

inability of the horse to cough directly owing to 

the absence of the false cords as is commonly 

supposed? Une cannot help believing that it is 

due primarily to the shape of the glottis, the 

perfect closure of whose lips must be impossible in 

view of the ,vide space between the arytenoids already 

descried. This space is ever present and cannot 

be obliterated even when the vocal processes are in 

perfect contact, the cords touching one another and 

the arytenoids adducted to the greatest possible 

degree. 

In Lauder Erunton an' Cash's essay on the 

larynx it is stated that in such animals as the 

sheep, cow, deer and gazelle the internal faces of 

the arytenoids touch so closely that air can only 

gain exit at the anterior parts of the glottis, but 

it will be seen that this is not the case in the 

sheep / 
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sheep, the appearance of whose glottis is described 

later on. 

. ilne - .:dwards and '. andl believe that a 

;posterior aperture is developed in those animals that 

run quickly, so that there may be always a free 

passa. e for air, and this would certainly seem to be 

the case in the horse and in the wild sheep at least. 

In the angle of the thyroid of the horse a membrane 

is developed in connection with th.7 vocal cords; 

Lerrisant believes that this structure is concerned 

in the production of the "whinny" of the horse, but 

others differ on this point. 

The different tones that characterise the 

voice of the horse are well known, varying from the 

'whinny of pleasure to the long neighing sound; there 

is also the hoarse windy effort of the ineffectual 

ough nigh tones are made easy of production by 

the presence of a large crico - thyroid space, which 

facilitates leverage of the cricoid. 

in the ass the angle of the thyroid is obtuse; 

t the base of the epiglottis, above and on either 

side of the insertion of the vocal cords are seen 

two foramina which are continuous with small sacculi 

in the thyroid cartilage. The general structure 

of the larynx is similar to that of the horse, and 

here / 
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hero too, there is a large opening at the mars 

respiratoria, while the false vocal cords are 

rudimentary. The harsh bray of the ass results 

frcm the vibrations of the cords respcndi n 

alternately to inspired and expired air. As in 

the horse there is a lavish waste of breath during 

this performance, and only to be expected, in view 

of the shape of its glottis and the inability of the 

ass to cough properly. 

Owen remarks that the voice of the horse is 

characteristic of that species of equidae which 

possesses a flowing mane and tail as well as 

callosities on all four legs, while in that family 

furnished with erect rs.nes, tufted tails and 

callosities only on the front limbs, there is heard 

the peculiar bray of tho ass. In the striped ass 

or quaga of South Africa the braying noise becomes 

shortened almost to a bark and hence the name 

"couakka" or quaL,ga which is supposed to reproduce 

the sound. 

The larynx of the Tapir has some interesting 

features :- firstly, the cartilages of santorini., 

being fused, .re represented by a single cartilage: 

secondly. the cartilages of l¡risberg are developed 

and thirdly, the ventricles are dilated into oval 

chambers on the inner surface of the thyroid. The 

epiglottis/ 
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epiglottis is marked by perforations, continuous 
1 

with saccular dilatations as in the ass: the true 

and false cords are present but the latter are 

poorly developed. 

If the larynx of the horse be instructive 

that of the Southern River clog of east Africa is 

even more so. No one can be ignorant of the grunt 

of the domestic hog with its penetrating sound, and 

that of the river hog is very similar. Although the 

brunt has not remarkable volume, it has at least a 

strong metallic timbre, albeit rough in quality, and 

here we see a method of tone production in some ways 

the very antithesis of that discovered in the horse. 

i ti: retard to the shape and position of the 

cartilages composing the larynx, we observe that the 

upper cornua of the thyroid are '-panting and that the 

alae form an acute angle in frcnt. The epiglottis 

is of enormous size almost surrounding the brim of 

the thyroid. The cricoid is large and is particular 

massive in the posterior part: the arytenoids lie 

closely together and the cartilages of sanatorini are 

comp.etely fused. In the horse there is such 

loose membranous connection between these small 

cartilages that they may easily be drawn widely 

apart, but in the hog on the other hand, the union is 

so/ 
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so intimate between the santorinian cartilages and 

the arytenoids themselves, that they cannot be 

separated at the posterior parts. The vocal 

processes of the pig extend about one third of the 

.vay along the opening of the glottis, and give 

attachm,7,nt to the true end false cords which are 

both exceedingly well developed. 

The interval between the upper and lower 

ii3anents is narrow but leads into a well hollowed 

ventricle, from the posterior region of which is 

produced n oval sac, not capacious, but wide 

enouh to admit the tip of the little finger, which 

ascends the :wall of the thyroid for nearly an inch. 

arytenoids with their superimposed tubercles are 

retroverted as may be seen from the drawing; they 

ride easily on the articular surfaces, being placed 

saddle wise on the cricoid with their muscular 

processes projecting back-lards, outwards and 

downwards, and their vocal processes forwards and 

downwards. The muscles are large and strong :- 

the lateral crico -arytencid acts as in man by 

pulling forward the muscular processes and thereby 

levering the vocal projections into contact ; it 

also draws back the upper parts of the arytencid 

cartilages and must therefore aid in narrowing the 

intercartilaginous/ 
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intercartilaginous space. This muscle is much 

weaker than the posterior crico -arytenoid. The 
well 

trans'îersus arytenoideus is notAdevelopei and would 

be of little use if it were, owing to the nearness 

of the vocal pyramids. Thick bundles of muscle 

ar,; fo..nd running alongside of the false cords and 

are attached to the vocal processes and to the 

upper parts of the arytenoids, sore fibres ascending, 

to the topmost points of these cartilages. There 

are no radiating fibres connecting the muscles of the 

false vocal cords with the thyro- arytenoi d below, as 

in the human larynx. Looked at fror above, the 

opening of the glottis seems riuch larger then it is 

in reality, and this appearance is due, as will be 

understood from the-drawing, to the retroflexed 

position of the upper parts of the arÿtenoid cartilages. 

un further examination of the rima, one is immediately 

struck by its extreme narrowness. In the cadaveric 

position, both true and false cords are almost closed, 

the vocal processes touching indeed, but the inner 

rargins of the cords being concave, a narrow 

elliptical fissure is presented between them. Rehird 

the attachment of the cords, the intercartila Tinous 

glottis is seen to be closed except for a small 

posterior opening. One mould imagine that the pig 

had difficulty in gaining proper space for eir entry, 

but / 
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but no doubt the abductcr muscles are able to act 

powerfully when required. It is worth noting that 

the lips of the glottis are rendered less yielding 

by the presence cf cartilaginous noctules enclosed 

within the true cords, there being none in the false 

ligaments as in the horse. 

,with regard to the camel it is enough to 

mention the well formed true and false ligaments 

with moderate sized ventricles lying between; the 

upper cords are set at some distance fron the middle 

line. 

In the Ox, the true cords are long and well 

developed, but the false cords are not so prominent 

as in the ca::el : its bellowing sound is well known 

'Barbary sheep (cvis tragelophus): Lere one 

notices particularly the extreme shortness of the 

vocal cords, which occupy only about one third of the 

fissure of the glottis. 

This aperture a little resembles that of the 

horse, and although the space is not proportionately 

wide, there is a considerable separation between the 

arytenoids, by reason of their concave internal 

surfaces, just behind the vocal processes; these 

cartilages may likewise be easily pulled apart at 

their/ 
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their posterior attachments. As in the horse the 

false cords are poorly developed, but also contain 

distinct muscular bands which pass from the sides of 

the arytenoids, above and behind the muscular 

processes, to the thyroid in front. A more hollow 

repre:;ents the ventricle on either side. The false 

ligaments lie far too widely separated for perfect 

closure, and the muscles belonging to them would 

appear to be instrumental in aiding adduction of the 

true cords below by rotating the arytenoids inwards. 

The epiglottis, which is of medium size, is attached 

in front to the tongue by strong muscular fibres. 

The larynx of the Reindeer is peculiar in 

possessing a saccular resonating chamber which 

protrudes below the base of the epiglottis. 

in the deer and in the gazelle the false cords are 

rudimentary, but the arytenoids lie flatly together 

so that the cartilaginous glottis is more or less 

closed. in the stag at the breeding season, the 

larynx together with the thyroid gland enlarges 

considerably. This is interesting, in view of a 

once entertained theory that the thyroid of man 

:xercised some peculiar influence on the larynx and 

secreted fluid for its internal lubrication. Darwin 

olds that this periodic growth is probably not the 

utce e / 
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outcome of the principle of sexual selection, as the 

female is in no way attracted by the bellowing of 

the male, but he thinks it more likely to be owing to 

frequent and powerful use of the voice "under the 

strong excitement of love, jealousy and rage 

continued during many generations." 

The red - deer also utters a bellowing noise; 

the fallow - deer has a hoarser braying note, while 

the voice of the roe - buck is a shrill . r :.r t. The 

cricoid of the elk is rer-Qrksble for the d ̂ nth of 

its posterior segment, which covers the first five 

rings of the trachea. .its, reference to the theory 

mentioned, - that those animals which run 

quickly have a natural opening in the posterior part 

of the glottis, - it Tay be reels.r'-ed that it cannot 

be held generally true, if one reriembar the speed of 

the gazelle, deer and even of such small aurais as 

the hare and cats 

Reasoning fro: the appearance of the glottis 

in the horse and barabry sheep, both being wonderfuii;f 

swift to run, - I would argue that the posterior 

opening is ,iven to compensate for the stiffness of 

the vocal cords, these being in the sheep exceeding- 

ly rigid, contäini:z`, much dense fibrous tissue, 

whereas in the horse the condition is even more 

marked/ 
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T':?.rked and thn cords I!nabie to tie drawn near to 

tt. .;ails or the thyroid. 

The Giraffe like the percurin= is sni to be 

raute save at the breeding tire. 

ln the tear the thyroid wings unite at an 

obtus an ;le, and at the fore part or tlb larynx 

the criccid presents a cleft which a1mc:77t divides 

the circle, the space being bridged by the 

ligamentous tissue. The larynx is furnished with 

loll formed truc and false cords and with cuneiform 

and tiantcriniai cartilages. 

the badter lias two large sacculi continuous 

with the larynx and extendinE fron the root of the 

tongue to the criccid cartilage. 
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Larynx of-. the Dog. 

here the chief points of interest lie in the 

peculiar shape of the upper opening of the larynx. 

The epiglottis is bent almost horizontally back- yards, 

while the lateral n.ar ,in> are curved inwards and 

'eac :'.cards .)c that the fissure of the vestibule is 

atro.3t obliterated in some larynges. he arytenoi s 

are pulled fcr.ards over the aperture in such a way 

as tc close still further the brim of the '_'eetibuls. 

le cartilages lie very closely together and e.re 

c on behind by a moderate sized arytenoideus 

c -e. opening the larynx, tl-:e true cords ara 

seen to be large and well formed, their upper 

surfaces being set obliquely, so that they slope 

downwards into the ventricles. The false cords 

are well developed, and beneath them lie capacious 

ventricular chambers. The opening leading to 

each ventricle is peculiar, for, as in the larynx 

of the 7ox, it is limited tc the anterior half of the 

space between the true and false ligaments. The 

posterior half of the inner surface of the false 

cord presents no opening, and slopes downwards and 

outwards to join : : :ith the tissue of the true cord 

below. The muscles of the false cords are well 

developed and it is instructive to note that a flat 

bundle/ 
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bundle of .strong r.usculiar fibres radiates from the 

anterior part o=' each cord to the inferior edges of 

the epiglottis. The muscles of the ary- ep1glottic 

folds are continuous below with fibres running along 

the walls of the vestibule from the sides of the 

arytenoi:ds to the epiglottis. 

Out of four lar.ynes I dissected, three 

prosentcd markod development of these sphincter -Ii'ce 

muscles connected with the epiglottis, - in the case 

of the third, the fibres passing fror th^ f lse cords 

to the epiglottis were much weaker. 

All of these bundles must tend to depress the 

epiClotti s, and tc narrow the aperture of the 

vestibule; they are antagonised by a pair of stout 

Lyo- epigiottic muscles which take the place of the 

l i garr.ent s of the same name in the human being. 

The Larynx of the Cat, is furnished with well 

formed true and false cords, which are short, and 

contain between them t rc sra_11 ventricles. 

According to some writers, the ventricle is a deep 

pouch, but apparently the size varies considerably 

in different cats. Of three larynges examined by 

myself, the ventricle could onit be described as small 

and shallow in two of the specimens; in the third, 

these pouches were moderately deep, bt?t showed no 

tendency/ 
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tendency to saccular dilatation at any point. The 

-false cords are delicate, but can easily be rade to 

meet perfectly. the intrinsic muscles of both upper 

and lower libar.Ìents are represented by strong bundles 

which cannot be tiff erertiated from one ancther. The 

ei;iglcttis is obli uely placed, and is connected 'with 

the thyro- arytenoid muscles and with the arytenoidi. 

cartilages by fin_ muscular strands. 

in the lion the ventricles are also well formed being 

_.roduced into a sac on each side. The tones er -i tted. 

by the cat under varying conditions of mental excite -, 

; .:nt are toc ronderful to be described. The deep 

solemnity of the lion's rear is well known, but at 

tiges it may be heard to produce a peculiar groaning 

sound dyin;; a-.vay in its repeated utterance tc a 

faintly audible sigh. 

curTing the traveller writes that "ot 

infre,zeetly a troop may be heard roaring in concert 

one assuming the lead, and two, three or four more 

regularly taking up their parts like persons singing 

in a catch." 

Genita Pardina: The pardine genet a small 

carnivorous animal resembles in sore ways the 

domestic cat in appearance and size, in its climbing 

propensities and in its appetite for nice, but in 

the matter of voice the likeness ceases, for it is 

from all reports absolutely. dumb. The reason for its 

mute habit is not apparent on dissection of the larynT. 

The arytenoids are large in proportion to/ 
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to the thyroid, which cartilage in its turn is 

much smaller than the cricoid being represented by 

a mere shell like plate to which the vocal cords are 

attacned. Tna Opening of the glottis is very 

narrow, for the margins of the cords and the inner 

surfaces o' the arytenoids are set closely parallel 

along its whole length. The arytenoids are not 

able tc be separated posteriorly because of intimate 

union at their lower and hinder aspects, but their 

vocal processes are easily rotated outwards to open 

the glottis. Both true and false cords are 

¡present, but the latter appear only as frail ridges 

in the yhuccus membrane, separated from the true cords 

by.an indefinite fissure. The lower ligaments 

appear as delicate bands filling up half the lengthÌ 

' of the glottis, the posterior part being guarded by 

the large arytenoids. The epiglottis is peculiar 

in having no fire: attachment to thy, thyroid, but it 

is so joined to the tongue by fibrous tissue, that 

if the latter organ be lightly pulled upon, the 

epiglottis comes with it and is at once freed from 

the thyroid behind. 

As an example of the larynx in the smallest 

carnivore that of the ';,easel, (mustela vulgaris) 

is interesting. The epiglottis is large in 

proportion/ 
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proportion to the other parts of the framework, 

which are extremely delicate in structure; it lies 

vertically and terminates in a fine point. The 

arytenoids are perfectly opposed and project half 

way along the rima, which appears as a mere linear 

slit. There is no possibility of an opening in 

the cartilaginous glottis when the cords are 

adducted, because of the close connection between 

the. arytenoids behind. The true cords are short 

and relatively thick, but the upper ligaments are 

but poorly formed. Between them is a minute and 

extremely shallow ventricle, which is not dilated 

at any situation. 

In Lemuridae the larynx presents sore important 

features :- the vocal cords of the Aye -aye of 

;:.adagascar are slender and well made: between then 

and the epiglottis is seen the opT e'_: :: to a deep 

pouch which. is produced into a large sacculus below 

the epiglottis. In stenops gracilis the false 

cords are attached to the epi slottic, and t}e 

ventricles are continued into one another beneath 

that cartila e. 

The lemur usually utters a grunt with something 

of the oboe timbre in it, but at times a high 

pitched squealing note is given instead. 

Among / 
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Among the different species Of r'l7!tyrrhines OF 

south America the larynx exhibits remarkable 

variations in size and structure; in the sitii_rrel - 

monkey and the group represented by the marmoset it 

is com ar atively small, but in Atelos or snider -- 

72onkeys and in :..ycetes the larynx is of great size. 

in the spider - monkeys the cartilages of Santorini 

are Fused, cuneiform bodies are present, end moderate 

sized ventricles are formed between the upper and 

lower ligaments, which are very well developed. 

Mesa together with the marmoset, are 

provided with a saccular dilatation vhi ch 

communicates with the larynx in front of the crico- 

thyroid interspace. 

An important feature is the exc ation of the 

body of the hyoid bone, a peculiarity to be observed 

in most of the genus, but rhich may or may not 

communicate with the interior of the larynx. It 

is not developed in the tail -less apes. In ateles, 

the cartilages of Jrisber:g are confluent and are so 

closely related to the epiglottis that they appear 

to be part of that process; which is instructive 

on recallin:, that some have held that they are 

developmentally connected. In this species a 

median air .sac projects from the posterior wall 

of/ 
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of the windpipe between the cricoid cartilage and 

first tracheal ring. 

On dissecting the larynx of the Chacra Baboon 

of South Africa (Cybocep:ialus porcarius) one is 

struck by the oïcseness of the aryten ̂ ids to the 

epiglottis, the i;.t' er being tent horizontally over 

the vestibule. in front of the epiElottis, between 

the thyroid and hyoid, a large median eacculus is 

found lyin6 in a cavity scooped from the body of 

the hyoid bone, but there is, however, no passage 

from this char.ber to the larynx. It is curious to 

nome the prominence cf the cartilages of ':rrisberg 

in connection with the pendent epiglottis, for these 

are marked features in the larynx of the negro and 

of most savage peoples; in the baboon the cuneigorm 

bodies appear to aid in preventing collapse of the 

walls cf the vestibule from the weight of the 

overhaing epiglottis, which appears almost as 

part of the arytenoids themselves. On examining 

the aperture of the glottis, the well developed 

false cords are at once seen, lying nearer to each 

other in front than behind. The arytenoids are 

of moderate size, and lie naturally more closely 

opposed / 
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opposed than in the larynx of man, so that only a 

minute posterior opening is visible in the cadaver. 

The cosition's of the arytenoid and cuneiform c.rtila 

are remark -.ble o coin paring them with those of the 

human larynx, for these cartilages lie closely 

bunch up into one mass, so that the opening of 

the vestibule is narrower and the f,-1se cords 

approach nearer to one another than is to be 

observed in man. 

rrob hly the position of the tongue and hyoid 

bone have their influence on the shape of the 

epiglottis, but apparently an even more important 

part is played by powerful muscular traction. 

;um'.rous short strands of muscular fibre are 

seen passing along the vestibular walls from the 

upper and lateral aspects of the arytenoid cartilages 

to the lower :argins of the epiglottis; while, from 

the anterior parts of the false cords, a few more 

Fibres run forwards and outwards, to join with the 

inferior edges of the epiglottis, as may be 

sometimes observed in the human larynx. 

The true cords are long and thin, and above 

'them are the openings of the ventricles, which are 
V 

continued/ 
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continued intclla.rge pouches ri ._.i i!;`, añovE, the brim 

of the thyroid in front and e.t the sides. As in 

the negro, the upper surfaces of the true cords are 

oblique and slope down into the ventricles on 

either si:: e. There, are thus in tri: larynx of the 

baboon thr s cf the distinEuisbing characteristics 

of the same organ in the black man, namely, the 

pendent e iglottis, the obl.isuity of the true 

cords, and the special prominence of the 

,ri` 1'erTia. cartila,_ °s. 

i.ut it is in the :,. jcetes or howlers that the 

larynx shows t?i'_ most snor-- cus develepme-t, `'or 

in this species the thyroid surpasses that on any 

other mc";: fcy in size, whereas it is thrice as 

lane 7...s the same cartilage in the human being. 

The chief interest, however, lies in the 

develoÿ.r. ent of huge re':onating chambers continuous 

with the interior of/ 
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of the larynx In front of the thyroid a rarke 

prominence is formed by two of* these Cavities, which 

are produced from the anterior part of uhe v-.ntr c1es, 

and in continuity with them a second pair of sa.cculi 

ascend. to a position between the epiglottis and hyoid 

bone. notrier and ruch l aY'o.r unpaired ci °nb ,r 

occupies an enormous bony ^.aJït.'}r, lar g-! enough to 

admit a pieon's contained :Titñ in the body of 

the hyoid bone; it is contiru^.is rn e- ch side with 

th first mentioned saccuii. inally an nach side 
: 

of ,f.o _lottls are tr bL seen two pouches .forried 

fror.. th pc.aryneal mucous mor'.brar°; these are 

pr:iced forwards and upwards from the TìuCO'JS linin-_ 

situated between the opening of the Tlottis and the 

arytenoid cartila es. The aryteno i ds are relatively 

s::a.l, but their apices are sur- :ounted by lare 

confluent confluent cartila;;es of Santorini, which, :!.s in the 

s_ ider :.Ionkey and the chacma baboon are incorporated 

with t cunei:or- cartilages, and on either side 

closely connected with the epiglottis by means of 

membranous bands and muscular fibres renresentit7 

the ary - epiglottis folds and false cords, the 

latter being indistinctly separated ̀ from the 

surro ndinL structures. The true cords are broad 

and prominent, for; ̂ing between them a narrow fiti,lIre 

which/ 
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in semitones, ascending and descending through the 

entire octave with perfect ease, the notes produced 

being; in tune and distinctly musical in quality. 

Unfortun. %ly surprising monkey is now dead and 

there is none tc take its place. 

Darwin mentions that another of the sa^'e genus 

(hylcbates leuciscus) has also been heard to sing 

musically within a limited range of three notes. 

The rìycetes of :orneo display no such talent, but 

are able to roar, which they often do in concert 

with prodigious power, so loudly that the tones are 

audible more than two miles away. The voices of 

the gorilla and orang resemble those of the ryc3tes, 

but are much weaker: others of a smaller type have 

their voices on a quieter scale, the majority being 

able to chatter and squeal obtrusively. At present 

there lives in the Zoo a chacma baboon, about the 

size of a collie do. , 1.7hich screams and barks 

violently when annoyed: but when contented it purrs 

complacently like the domestic cat though less 

porseverinLly. A neighbour of his from 77eet 

J Africa, ampbell ' s mankey ~ice eous v ( _r opith M_,m pbelli ), 

is tireless in the emission of a sound only to be 

conpared with h the chirping of a hoarse canary. 

Giacomini hs,s pointed out that the larynx of the 

orang/ 
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orang, of ail anthropoid apes, is the least akin, 

Nhereas tt.::J organ of the chimpanzee is the most akin 

to that of the huma:^. being. 
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The Larynx of 1r.an : The trachea, and 

i _trynx together with the lungs and bronchi are 

developed f 3: the middle of the ventral gall of 

the Poregut, trie larynx being formed by the 

mods ?ication of the upper part of this outgrowth. 

The thyroid cartilages arises from the fourth and 

fifth primitive visceral arches, .vhile the 

arytnoids according to Wiedershein are probably 

devr,loped f. c ::, the fifth branchial arch. 

Go,_ui. ur holds that the thyroid is an extrinsic 

ele:. :nt of the larynx and separate from the general 

air passas, but that the cricoid and arytenoics 

are, on the contrary, ,part of their frame^rork, the 

former being simply a ring of the trachea which has 

developed and closed completely behind. The cricoid 

may scmetir:;es be united to the first tracheal ring, 

ther:by in dicatint, the same morphological value for 

each structure. Une has only to notice the fusion 

between the thyroid and hyoid in monotrer?es and 

reptiles to realise that the forrer is developmentally 

separate from the other parts of the larynx. The 

human thyroid being derived from two pairs of 

visc rai archus, presents four pieces united by a 

median plate. These are indistinguishable after 

birth, but in a lower mammal, the ornithorhynchus, 

they/ 
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they can easily be roconised 

As already :1:entioned, the epiglottis and 

cuneiform cartilages are oftml closely related in 

the lower mammals and it is believed by Goppert 

that t-m.4 are veloped from a ,lingle structre. 

t=igenbaur asserts that the epiglottis 13 fr7.ed 

from the f)urth branchial arches, but oth,?r 

finl it difficult to be agreed on this 

point. in 3070 of the lower mi-r-ials for example 

the marsupials, 7,nd more frquefltly in the young 

than in the adult, the epiglottis projects behind 

the sort paleto, and such a position appears to 

afford reason for the existence or the nasal passages 

Opinions differ as to the nositiol of' the cpiglottis 

in the human embryo, but Lilian affirs that it may 

rise so far as to .:-)11ch the uvula. It is believed 

that in man, a7ld tho 1,rynx hr4s 

become aitered in positic-i, 'o'.;.a;e of the necd for 

a voice producing Iachanism. According to '1sin, 

the epiglottiL; cf the six 'month otus lies 

opposite the arch of the atlas, so tht the -Thole 

larynx is two v.ertebrao hi6h:Ir than in the adult: 

until pubE'rty it gradually descends, th?, descont 

being indepnlent of the Erowth of the carts, and 

duo probably to the enlar3cmant in a "vertical 

direction/ 
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direction of the facial part of the skull, :Which is 

relatively shall in the foetus." Mile the male 

and female larynges are almost identical in 

childhood, a marked difference is manifested in the 

adult. At puberty, as is well known, the cartil.es 

of the male ;;row much larger and stronger and the 

pomur ada7ei is formed at the fore part of tho thyroid: 

there is also a distinct growth in the female l7ryrr :, 

but in a minor de;-ree. The :raie glottis becomes 

nearly twice its oridinai ien th and that of the 

female about one third longer. Naturally the 

muscles Mold to their original attachments and as 

the cartilages increase in size, the muscles -ere 

subjected to a second process of adaptation, - the 

first having occurred in the unconscious ertryo 

when the sphincters and dilators became arranged 

into various specialised bundles: at the second 

period of change the brea.kinL. of the voice begins. 

if the growth be regular and proportionate in each 

of the component cartilaes, the muscles are able 

to suit themselves easily to the new condition of 

affairs; and the voice chan. es so L;raduai ly that 

there may be no time in which the tomes _-.re untrue, 

or reveal a lack of proper co- ordination. 

bnfortunatsly such cases are extremely rare in the 

cale where the transition stage is often measured 

by/ 
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1 by many months and even years. Cases are on record 

: in which the adult rale voice has developd in the 

space of a few lays, and it is said that Tith 

7.ablache, a farous bass siner, the change oo1,7 

place in one ni:t; this is hardly credile. But 

thse are rare exceptions and occur usually only 

in such singers as have undergone a long period cf 

pnwious trainin6. 

At the ase of twenty, ossification heirs ir 

the thyroid and cricoid, but it is so-ne years later 

before the arytencide follo-v suit; as a rulo the 

process is more rapid in men than 1-1 vemen. 

ITI2: muscular systel or Z,ho human larynx 4s 7, 

modified and specialisod form or tta sphincter - 

dilator mechanism of snakes s.nd lizar:Is. Renle 

remarhs that the muscles whicI7 are '.1i=c1ndel by the 

thyroid cartilar.:e may be likene;', to t1,- spl,incter 

apparatus of reptiles. :iit): ar2phibiz the d4Mtors 

exceed the sphincters in number, :Tut the oppcts 

holds 600d in the case of the huran 1.ryn)r., -Mich 

indeed possesses no muscle exclusivelj dilstor in its 

action. According to Hanthc%, at the second 7onth 

in th hu:7an embryo, c ring of horizontal muscle 

fibres, representing th orioo-thyroids and stylo- 

pharyn8ei, is observed 7;urrcundin6 ths larynx and 

these / 
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these are continuous with the constrictors of the 

pharynx. At a lower level a second sphincter group 

is formed by the thyro- arytenoidei, ir_tsrarytenoidei 

and crico- arytenoiaei muscles. 

The first of these is inseparable from the 

lateral crico- arytenoidei and is very sli'htl,y 

developed, 'whereas the interarytenoids and crico- 

arytenoids are rerarkably well formed although 

undifferentiated. At the fourth month this 

spt_incter -like arrangement begins to disappear., 

owing to the general growth of the cartilages; the 

larynx lengthens as a whole, the cricoid grows 

rapidly, and from this it follows that the areas 

of muscular attachment become separated throughout 

and that several bundles are forced to lie obliquely, 

r'urbinger has pointed out that the lower group 

of sphincters is subjected to a far greater 

modification than the upper, which undergoes a 

relatively small change; he has also shown that th 

fibres of the inferior constrictor of the pharynx 

and of the crico- thyroid muscle are frequently in 

close continuity. beJides having the same nerve 

supply. it is instructive to note ;;1. «t the oblique 

f?.sciculi of the interarytenoideus muscle have at 

first no attachment to the arytenoid cartilages, and 

that their fibres run by three distinct pathways, - 

the / 
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the uppermost from the capitula laryngis to the 

margins of the epiglottis; an intermediate layer 

between th -;ids of the thyroid and ventricular 

walls, but also in the false cords themselves! 

while the lowermost strands blend with the thyro- 

s.rytenoid and lateral crico- arytenoid muscles. With 

regard to the general anatomical structure of the 

larynx, re shall notice chiefly in the following 

account such parts as are of special ohysiolo,ric7.l 

intrest, and whose importance is not yet fully 

recoL :i oed by writers on the subject. The principal 

ele r nt: of t?.; iaryr.8sal frame'7orti_ are the thyroid 

cric-:id and aryt r.oid cartilages .With the eri ,_;lotos, 

but 3 7al: or and less important nodules ar= pre~ nt 

in trie Chape of the cartilages of Nrisberr; and 

?.ntori ni. 

The true cords also enclose two small no-p1 s. 

of cartilage in their substance, serving to brace 

these bands at their anterior parts. Gegenbaur 

observes that the *riddle part of the thyroid it f,-ent 

possesses a tissue, whose structure although 

inseparable, differs from that of the surrounding 

hyaline laminae; it is situated at the region of 

insertion cf the vocal cords, and is formed of 

yellow elastic cartilage. 

in the rhinoceros, at the sane situation, there 

13/ 
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is a triangular area compoeed of eletio and 

apcneurotic membrene, giving attachment to some 

fibres of the thyro arytenoid muscle. 'Then the 

epiglottis of :5an is dotache fro' t its neihbouring 

parts, it ceases to lie in the forT of et curve, and 

t'ne mucous irembrane covering it becomes wrinkled 

frorn tne absence of tension. It is united to the 

thyroid by its inferior extrity by means of an 

elastic band nar:ed the thyrcee:_olzLottic liizament; 

the lateral borders are centieece 7:es with the ary- 

epilottic folds. The anterior surface is bound 

to the dorsum of the tonue by three folds, one in 

the riiddie, and another on each side, the riddle 

fold enclosing the glosso-epiglottlo ligaLent, which 

in so!i-e cases accompanied e,i- delicate strrnd of 

uscla. In the sheep end in r-..le:inants generally, 

but in the horse more learticly, a strong muscle 

is developed in this re6ion. The posterior surface 

of the eljglottis is concave laterally and concavo- 

convex from above down; it is provided with 

numerous small glands beneath the mucoLts membrane. 

Some variations in the sh.ape of this w.ocess 

are recorded by Gibb, Tho fcund'that in the majority 

of white adults the epiglottis ,Vas placed vertically, 

but that sometimes it was Jir:e:ted more or less 

obliquely over the vestibule behind: in rare 

instances the retroflexion was so marked as to be 

almost/ 



almost horizontal, :?,nd in the t1-1 epiglotti7 

acquired a dome shaped roof, being arched as in 

some of the lower rammals. This arching wa7, believeld 

by Oibb to have been produced by nature fnr the 

purpose of allowing freer entrancs cf eir to the 

lunz:s, as he thou,-;ht that any tr_dercy to obliTAty 

nt result ir r(r er 1es iffic-lity cf 

inspiration. !,'urthe,-, he asserted that pendency 

mi:Lt be acquired, ryq.1 s7)¡2,:gc:stP th2t ir a;7e1 ponle 

the position was usually v,_-1-",icr:1, 7.-;ecase 73ush 

peion s were more likely tn grc7,n th if 

they had been afflicted with p-ndert 

:-..ccordinL; to Oibh's -r the 

exas-inPtin of 'o'r 7;f.7 

lbout elev.,n per cent of Tri Th h,ve this 

pecuiiritj, whereas it 5..7 d:,w,loprd ir every 

belonOng to 71-inese Inlian 

rnce. he reE,Prd7 thi7 fsatura p7 

distinct inTediment to 1-re.T.thAng ,_nd supposes that 

persons so afflictad are les7 hea.lthy tha others. 

On conIidering thr forr of the eirslottis .,:tnong 

uncivilised races, it i-. ro7ar7,:able to find tho.t 

the sF%7-.p p?suliarities of sh7ps position, 

although loss rarkel pr,-7. present in the lar-fves of 

infants be onging to white r-,..ents. While in the 

negro/ 
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negro the epiglottis is pendent and arched it is 

only :siig1t1y tilted back in most infants, ;nil; both 

.Jxhib .t the pronounced incurvinç>' from side to side. 

in an article upon the congenital stridor c' 

infELnts by john Thomson and Logan Turner, an 

intsting comparison is made bst-geen. the ^p lattis 

or children and of adults. 

These observers state that the openirt; betr!een 

the a r'y- epilottic folds or the infant "is relatively 

Iìaì 1'ù:1c2' from side to side owing to the folding 

backwards and inwards of the epiglottis, with the 

consequent arawing to ether of the ary-- epiglottic 

folds, r rd r ing that cartilage gutter - shapes on 

it-2. posterior aspect." "As the child í rows, the 

ep1glvttiS becomes roro and more e r.Dande9, tre ar¡r.. 

e,.ig1.;ttic folds separated and tb' aperture it this 

way broadened." ihile this is the normal shape in 

early childnood, it may ?le greatly exaggerated by the 

sucking in of air, during spew cf the .glottis, 

because of the soft yielding nature of the parts. 

The conclusion to be drawn from the description !quoted 

is, that the folding of the epiglottis is the 

direct cause of the narrowing of the fissure of the 

vestibule, but it may be suggested on the other hand, 

that the shape of the epiglottis may be the result 

and/ 
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and not the cause of that constriction: for if not, 

why should the cartilage become flattened on toing 

released from its connections. I am inclined to 

believe that the thyro epiglottidean and oblique 

arytencideus *muscles and those fibres that aid in 

approxir:ating the false cords are also instr :mental, 

to some degree, in narrowing the vestibule arc' in 

retaining the epiglottis i.: its gat,trr- share s 

position, but that, as the child ;rows older their 

perfect action becomes weakened by slow degrees. 

This Lotter Formation disappears in most our opean 

children as tPey grow up, but a7ong a -:on the black races,' 

and also in the apes it persists through life. Trill 

? 41Ca: ï.r constriction o' t:.e op.ni:ir of the 

vestibule, and the shape of the epiglottis in monkeys, 

has already been described and in this regard we 

quote from the writings of an Arerican laryngologist, 

helbrook Curtis "Two other muscles, the thyro- 

epigicttic and the aryteno- epiglottic, make an 

l host complete girdle round the cavity of the 

larynx, and in contracting, they necessarily 

c an.strict tilt-) aperture of the larynx, tending to 

a.pproxi hate the vocal bands." 

in Q,uain' s Anato::.y is g;rven a description of 

the outer portion of the thyro- arytenoid muscle, 

some / 
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some fibres of which slope "obliquely upwards tow rdd 

the ary-epiglottidean folds- - - the portion 

of this which extends towards the _ßpì,- .lotti s 

is often de scr i bed as a separate muscle under the 

name of thyro- epiÿ;lottidean.'' 

e6af.ding its action, we find stated that it ma 

assist in cte,ressin the epiglottis. T the use 

of those .uscie: more will be said when the question 

of voice production is discussed. its mentioned 

a.:ove, i itJ considered pendency icy of the epi`,îott is 

to abnornai and even detrimental to health; but 

if tris idea is to JO fully entertained, one must 

wonder how the t :laCL: races and such animals as the do 

pi; a _ °:cnkoy are able to preserve their ad7ira.ble 

constitution; in the grip of such a deformity. 

:.icb concludes trat curvature of the epiglottis 

is unnatdrl and to b: compared with adenoids as an 

obstrt .v.: agent, and that it must interfere with 

sinL,_na; the adl:its, however, that in some negros 

the voce äÿ be vary powerful and beautiful. 

naturally tne condition if exaggerated may tend to 

impede respiration, but judging from the literature 

on the :subject, oven a :nark :diy curved epiglottis 

offers no barrier, unless at the same time there be 

(to quote ,:Jr. Thomson and Dr. Turner) "ill co- 

ordinateid spasmodic action of the muscles of 

respiration. " / 
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respiration." 

it seems to us that, in all probability the 

vertical epiglottis was a thing non-existent in 

primoeval man, and that its present forr:ation is 

virtually due to a suspension of natural selection ;- 

further, that the retroflexed position might be 

once more established, or acquired, under more 

suitable and natural conditions of living, such 

reversions to the infantile fora being considered 

with that group of cases in which a re- reversal 

cores about, when the general habit of living is 

altered - apart from any question as to the 

transmission of acquired characters in succeeding 

generations. 

it is difficult to give proof, but in a 

subsequent part of this essay some reasons for the 

opinions here offered will be given. 

rTut if tho shape of the epiglottis be interest- 

ing, that of the aperture below among black races 

is even more so. 

In order that the contrast may be lade clear, 

it may be noted that in the white man, when the true 

cords are opposed their upper surfaces are Teen to 

lie in an almost horizontal plane, these surfaces 

being continuous on either side with the floors of 

the ventricles. / 
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the ventricles. A slight dipping is present in 

some cases, so that the floor of the ventricle lies 

at a somewhat loner plane than the inner part of 

trie vocal cord. The opening between the cords 

then selves, when at rest, is in the form of an 

elort;ateì trie.n le with the base posterior. 

_nclosed within the mucous membrane of the .ary- 

epiglottic folds, a little in front of and external 

to the capitula laryngis are the upper parts of the 

cartilages of ;risberg. 

These small nodules are commonly absent or ill 

developed and Gibb declared, that of nine hundred 

larynges examined, the cuneiform cartilages were 

only clearly visible in four or Five, being poorly 

developed or totally wanting in the rest. 

Cruveillhier went so far as to maintain that 

they were never found in the white races, but on 

the other hand, according to Gibb zany have ristaken 

trie capitula laryngis for the cartilages of Fri sberg, 

Cuvier and .;olff anion`; therm. 

others hold that they r.re ;yore often seen than 

Gibb believed, but content themselves with the 

statement that they are frequently absent. Gibb's 

assertion is probably exaggerated for the present 

writer has frequently been able to see these 

cartilages/ 
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cartilages, while they are present in his own larynx. 

;hatever be the percentage in white races, it seems 

certain that the cuneiform bodies are always la_.r;sfe 

and easily seen in the negro. The difference in 

tt ; lottis is also remarkable, for, in the black 

man, the planes of the upper aspects of the true 

cords are obliquely set, so that they slope deeply 

into the ventricular cavities below. The dia..ram 

¿iven opposite illustrates the general alteration in 

shape of tha ventricles resulting from this obliquity 

cf the cords. Zì^.ey have been compared .7ith the 

saddle has of a mule, - the glottis forming the 

seat of the saddle above and between them. 

In the not ro, the fissure bet -Teen the true cores 

is. narrow and outlined more in the fashion of an 

ellipse than a triangle, because of a closer relation 

bctrecn the posterior parts than in the glottis of 

the - :uropean. 

3ore authorities have declared that there is no 

difference between tho larynx of the ,white and black 

a.ì; úiacomini asserted that the ventricles were 

',identical in shape, but no doubt Gibb was correct, 

for he ras able to prove his assertions by the 

exhibition of dissected specimens. Six months ago 

fias so fortunate a.^ to be able to examine the 

larynx of a negro girl of thirteen years of age a 

'pat Tent / 
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patient in tne Erompton Consumption hospital. In 

her case there was a pendent though not large, 

epiglottis the dec,ree of obliquity ring only 

moderate. A perfect view of the glottis could 

be obtained in all except th- 7-!ost anterior parts: 

the oartiia.!;es of :risrer . were glistening and 

;r;):'.inent, so distinct that t :e.,r arrested the elfe 

17:ediately. The elliptical nature of the -mace 

between the cords was marked and tended to per -list 

tleven rhea the glottis was fully dilated, for althoug 

the vocal processes were at once widely separated 

during the act, the bodies of' the arytenoids recr re 

parted to a : ~:ucn less de -ree than might have been 

xpedted. ±urine, full dilatation, it apce7red a-s 

if the mucous ^ìe r: brane from the 'a l s - cord on either 

iiad, passing between the Santorinian cartilages 

became tightly stretched, only relaxing completely 

with the perfect closure cf phonation. Then a 

middle note was sounded, the -~tar ins of the true 

cords were cc -apted along their thole lnn gth, the 

cartilaginous portion was absolutely sealed, -chile t 

false cords ca., nearer to,; heA than l a ever 

observed in adults, excepting those with well 

trained voices. Un a subsequent examination, durin 

which the ^,irror caused little or no inconvenience, 

I in st. Icted thr. c ?:ill te hold her -hre^t.h after 

deep/ 
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deep inspiration; when the effort was moderate the 

true cords wer,' always vinihle throT.:h tr:71 narrow 

intervnl betean the faise liga7-ents, but 

increased strain tho latter beco-o pnrfctly opposed 

s:) as to cc:Iceal the lij,amonts beneath. The rot 

1..er.lar.kab1,! thing was,ho-!evor, the narrowinF: ef the 

vestibule and the bunchin:L up of the cartilaes cf 

risber and Santorin '7hen a low note was sounded. 

un this account, and because of the psition of the 

ei,,._;iottis, it was iL:Jos-.7.ibl 1; see the 'true cords 

:A., such a. time. 

er.daavoured to note wther the e-o1)11eiti 

. or lot, durin,.; pb;nation; at first it seemed 

-ot te do so, but.on r1axiri th7: tongue it became 

vi3ibly d.pressed and drawn back-Tards when the 

tones were sounded. The motion appeared 

to indendent of the larynx, but it was difficult 

to d..7tine owin, tc the linitd view that could be 

otair:2-1 at an,, co tio. Of the narrowing of the 

1-.1s there was no doubt, for it. vs 

obvi.us on the dEp as vell as the -ildle notes : 

1.h: folds, toth,;.r with the cartilajes of '::risber 

ii3tantly toerds the riddle line oh the 

uttrano of r-). note, th fa1e cords accompanying 

the truc to e ;reater deRro1 than is usual. 
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TENSION DF THE VOCAL CORDS. phis is 

:vainly effected by the action of th :- crico- thyroid 

T :usC1e, ';hick draTs t} : `''root of th- cricoi 1 uri- r1s 

and bac',waris, rotati'l that on a transverse 

running through both articulation. .rich the 

thyroid. .. backward ; lidin , motion of the. cricoid 

as a whole is also produced, Lnd by these combined 

n.ovomonts the arytenoids, with their attached vocal 

cords, are draTn further from the fixed points on 

the posterior surface of the thyroid. 

It is historically inters -ting to read th2.t in 

the seventeenth century -host peculiar ideas as to 

the function of the crico- thyroid ruscles sere 

ent.rtained. 

t o quote the words of an observer named = ro''in 

"Then the muscle is contractd it extc'is the 

cartilat,e cricois or arnularis and ope -eth its 

cleft for a Fore deep or greater voice or sound." 

Twelve years later in 1655 this ruscle was thought 

by Jioni , to be instruc, ntal in dilating the ,ides 

of the thyroid, thereby enlar ring the _,lott i s. it 

has been proved experimentally on the exsectod organ 

by ;. uller, iyllie, and others to stretch the vocal 

cords, but tho motions by "rhich tension was produced 

i were at one time the subject of much controversy. 

Galen'/ 
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6alen, in the second century, Casserius in 1601, and 

_eyer and Luxley in later tiros believed that the 

ti4roid was trio movable piece and that it 'gas brour,ht 

do.yri=ds and forwards to the oricoi:: belo. 

Vessalius thou61it that both cartilages 

3ppreimated to each other, but that th:. thyroid 

r:oved the greater distance; iui.1 held that either 

ni¡,;ht become th fixed point, so that the muscles 

could act on whichever cartilage was 4'ree. On the 

other hnd ::.agendie in 113, :Ishop in 1S7(.1 and 

Juvier in 1.46 blievel ad wrote the truth, but 

vare unable to prove it to th satisfaction o-F' other7. 

x-rbably tha first to dive a true acccunt, based on 

experimental evidence was :.a..-,;:endie who wrote ;- 

,uand on .:11J:ve la peau du col de ranVere 

apercevoir l'intervalle erica - thyreidi-n, on lieu 

de se convaincre que clans la Ireductio-1 .les sons aigus 

et surtont a l'instant de la deglutition, le 

cartila6e cricoide s'e:Owe au point lue son .bord 

supérieur s'enage sous le bord inférieur du 

cartilat;e thyroide." 

ihi1e any haze experimented on the lifeless 

orean, few have sought to gain knowledge from the 

livin6. Among the latter, hooper of 7oston was 

able in 1893 to give a 47aphic demonstration of the 

movements / 
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mov,ellents th-1 criccid and thyroid :- The lsrynx 

cf do L; havini; been exposed under ether, two straw 

i. vers 'Aare insert2d in front, one in each cartilae, 

se as to record the deoression or elevation of these 

bodies on a .;'-oked cylinder. :nen the supericr 

laryncal nerves wrs stimulated, the cricoid was 

observd tc lcao up strongly and sudenly, while the 

thyroid remained almost staticnar:". As the 

respiratory excursions of both cartilaFes were 

invariably represented in the tracinr7 by re:611ay' 

wave, s second attEzipt was madc after t edulla had 

been destroyed, with the sare but or the 

disappearancE; of 3ubsidiary waves. Ths result is 

what one iL,ft anticipate in view of' the extreme 

robility criccid, which, in contrast .71th the 

leas thyrcid, has none of the extrinsic 

¿rout 7,,_,r4cles attached tc it, if e except a fe7 

fibrs from the 4nferior constrictor of the pharynx. 

This experiment alono ;;ith those of ;:crkel in 1967, 

and :,:euman in 1R94, which. .,!er of a similar nature, 

has established beyond di.::ubt the function of the 

erica - thyroid Iuscie in the living sllbject. 

the aryteroidc are rotated downwards end backwards 

the action of that p)uscle as a whole, it is 

iirobable that the oblique bundles are able to pull 

the cricoid almost directly backwards, after it has 

been/ 
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boers raised by the rare vertical group of Muscular 

fibres. This leads one to inquire, why one person 

is able to stretch the vocal cords with perfect 

facility in p:;cendinc, tige scale, while another 

experi :ces great. Jiff minty even in the *riddle 

parts cf hic compass. 

i':aturally it would seem that anyone with a large 

crico -thyroid interspace, other things bein ecual, 

: /ould be able to nove the front part of the criccid 

upwards tnro-,:gh a larger arc and So stretch the 

cords further than woulA te pcs7irîe to an in. ivirival 

whose i. t : _ ras narrow, but it is very 7?ro1,a1 -ie 

that thr= b,. Ord .sliding movement of the criccid is 

not less important as e. factor in producing tension producing 

i'his point has been investigated lately by Eoole 

in his ?1Thysiclo ,y of the Vocal Registers," but it 

see7 s to us that this writer's conclusions are 

faulty bccaaso he ry=a :oils from incomplete premises. 

iioole be ,jns by assuming that t e sole agents for 

producin t n:3icr. of the vocal cords are the crico- 

thyroid muscles. Apart from the fact that the 

highest tones resit fro the shortening of the 

vibrating elements, the importance of this mistake 

will be appr: :ciated when it is rene7ber :.d that the 

influence of the air blasts is capable of raising 

the / 
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the tone by one musical fifth. ? rther, we are 

told by Boole that the more horizontal fasciculi of 

the crico -- thyroid are the first to contract and 

that only in the highest notes is there stimulation 

of the anterior and ~ore vertical fibres. 

Reasoning fro:, hooper' e experiments, the anterior 

bundles begin to e.ct at the very first in the 

middle of the scale. It niht be objected, at 

this juncture, that such investigations are fallacious 

because all the fibres of the superior laryngeal 

nerves were stimulated e.t once, -Mile this need not 

be the case in the voluntary act of sing n : but 

by placing the finger in the crico -`thyroid space, 

during the ascent of the scale, it is found that 

the cric ̂ id begins immediately to ascend and the 

intrvel to diminish as the result. This fact was 

wholly neglected in Fioole's calculations. After 

the dissection of r^any larynges, and having observed 

that the crico- thyroid muscle varies greatly in its 

degrees of obliquity, the anterior division being 

almost perpendicular in some organs, he believed 

that those voices had the highest range whose owners 

were possessed of the most vertical anterior bundles. 

It would be difficult to prove that the posterior 

division of the crico- thyroid is of equal consequence 

in this direction, but some light on the importance 

of / 
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of its action may be cast by the recital of e further 

series of experiments by hooper. 

That tre theory which follo ws nay be rendered 1 

perfectly clear, it should be noted that the action 

of the air blast has usually been regarded as 

'iroductive of tension in the vocal cords, exactly 

in tige ;lay that would be shown by an elastic membrane 

bridËin, the mouth of a tube, through which a strong 

current of air was bic:cing. Sut with the vocal 

tube so treated, there is this difference, - that 

tbf cricoid is forced backwards as well as upwards. 

"'rcm this it appears resonable tc assume that 

the posterior portion of the crico- thyroid is able 

to at in unison with the air current, both 

displacing the arytenoíds backwards and so stretching 

the vocal cords. In the production of a high and 

powerful note, the stream of air passes the vibrating, 

cords under great pressure, and it may well be 

thought that the posterior bundles are contracting 

strongly throughout, thereby aiding the action of 

the current. Un this account it is probable that 

the posterior parts of the crico -thyroid muscle are 

quite as important as the anterior fibres. 

A difference in quality of tone, and not in the 

capacity to produce high notes, would result from 

varying/ 
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derees of obliquity: a sinEer 7ith a 

iare cricc-thyroid interspace and the anterior 

bundles of the muscle alrnost vertical, 7rould be 

likely to sin, with an easy light voice, svhile 

another with strongly developed horizontal posterior 

bundles would ;Jossess a greater volur..e and power, - 

other thinbs bein: equal in the two singers. The 

coTbination cf these features in a single larynx 

may explain some phenorennl voices, so far '19 the 

riddle and hi.,h re,(;isters are concerned. Leoper's 

experiments wer: as eollows 

doc; having be n ethsrised a T shaped canula was 

tied into tho lower end o' th- trachea: th2 1.iOtt1 s 

wal then cor-Tletely occludel by -ears o cotton -7ool 

and plaster of :?aris. line end of th- cross crbra 

ce the! t,ibe 7as joined to a mancroter 7-,n1 th? other 

e,-!3 so:.ved for th- introd.Iction of c-Pressed -ir, 

while two livers and a recordin cylinder were 'itted 

as in ti- previous sxperime(,.t. it was found that 

' both the criccdd th;roid cartilaces ascended 

with every io.re or ,rs,7:_ire, but that thr fermer 

a1.7s rose hither. 

Thder feeble pressure, the cricoil roved only 

a iittie faster than tLe thyroid, but with a stron)7; 

current / 
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current the tracin;_- narked an elevation alno.:,t 

_ :y a further series of experirents it gas proved 

conclusively that the cutic, or air - containing 

capacity, o ' the larynx :eal cavity 70S increased by 

an up arct and back'vard mcver er t of the criccid and 

that it -as dimi ished by any for-.aard motion of that 

cartilaJe: a simple enough explanation for its 

t 'n.c ïard excJrsi on under pressure, but the proof 

::if "ic,iit 

VLt'iTR1CLi.S. .,eîjnnbaur divides the cavity 

of tan larynx into three chambers. The upperr' cst 

or vT stib ;i , lyi ̂  a` ove the false c o rls, is 

bol,nded at tw: front and at the sides by the er,i- 

;,lcttis and ary- epiglottic folds, to ether with the 

r.. r bra. :,e ii :yin;; the walls of the thyroid 

bet7e. n tt:e false cords anl these folds: behind it 

is i i!: i ted by the ca _ i tula 1aryngi s and the upper 

parts of the arytenoid cartila:_es. The lo:rer 

chamber lies below the tr1.e crds and is sh°.ped 

somn`'îbat in tna form of a cone, increasing in 

dis,_eter as it descends into the cylinder beneath: 

its walls are abundantly supplied with elastic 

tissue, especially in th upper part. 

The / 
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TLC ChALBER. This is situated a 

little above the level of the pornum adani and is 

limit d above and below by the fä.l se and true vocal 

c girds. These two structures are separated on each 

side by a nary ~o.,1 fiss.,re loadin`, to the ventricles 

of :Nbr a,_ ni, two pouches lined by mucous rer.br'ne, 

j; 'ar ? s ßrá n the r r. -.. F -e.ss n,, o.t as and upr: rd. to._ r-3 to -, .:a ;_; n. c;. 

the thyroil. Those diverticuli conver7e sore-That 

at the upper and inner parts, so as to lie above end 

sli ;ntlyr internal tc the ventricular bande, betT'reen 

t:- latt2r a:n1 thyroid cartile e: their surfa ces 

are limed by numerous r *eccus .,lands, end the outer 

:va11e are fernished with fibres derived from the 

fasciculi of both the inner and outer portions of the 

thyrc- arytenoid 'ruscles (accordinc to COuain and 

:any other authorities). The floors of the 

ventricles ere for:;ed by the r racles of the true 

_gords. :.t the superior and outer mart, each sac 

receiv :s a "_zrther r:: ici lar support from tIvo band 

of fibres passin`,fro. the upper part of the 

arytenoid cartila_es to the epislottis; this muscle 

has been nar.eed by l.ilton the "compressor sac-uli 

laryn_is arytenc epiglottil s inferior" eel is 

connected with overlyi fibres derived from the 

aryteno- epibiottideus superior. in size, the 

ventricles vary considerably in :different persons, 

asce :ìdin6/ 
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ascen. :lins; most commonly for the space of half an 

inch, but someti :' ers farther, reaching oven above the 

brim of the thyroid cartilage. 

eruber and Iudinger state that in rare instances 

these 1- ouches have been developed in man to such an 

extent that they have passed outside the larynx. 

un this account they are considered as the 

homologues and analogues of similar dilatations 

observed in monkeys. In man, as in the orang and 

Tir*.oanzee, they may be unequally dev loped. The 

shape of the ventricles in the negro has Been 

already describ ed. 

CCRi)3 are formed by the superior 

thyro-arytenoid ligaments and their associated 

T.uscula r fibres enclosed within folds of the mucous 

membrane. :anteriorly, they are attached to the 

angle of the thyroid and to the basal mar_ins of the 

epiolcttis near to and above the extremities of the 

true vocal cords. "They are continuous above e!ith 

scattered bundles contained in the ary- epiglottic 

folds." rosteriorly they are attached to the 

anterior surface of the arytencid cartilages, a 

little above and external to the inner portions of 

the thyro- arytenoid muscles, while some of their 

fibres pass also to the neighbouring cartilages of 

.risberg / 
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irisberg as distinct Muscular bundles. 1jtyllie 

describes another muscular band which runs from the 

posterior edge of the epiglottis to the posterior 

part of the ary-epiglottic muscle. 

:_land - Sutton has shown that those parts of 

the cuneiforr bodies, :this!l are imbedded in the 

false cords, may be connected to the cartilages cf 

,.ia.rtorini by accessary slips of cartila.:e. he 

observes that, in the porpoise, there is a "style -liT 

process of cartil a e projecting from the cornicula 

1arin,is" 'vuiic _ is jci:ne d by fibrous tissue to a. 

similar process passin:2, back from the 'ase of the 

in the ant- eater this is represented 

1 by a cartilaginous bar running the whole length of 

the glottis from the cartilages of Santorini to the 

epi _lottis. 

in the horse a similar struct.Jre has been 

mentioned. land - .::letton believes that the 

cu ̂eiform cartilages and ventricular bands, Am man 

are the "do`enerate representatives of the piece' of 

cartilage, by means or -*'hick the cornicula laryngis 

and the epiglottis were united. 

ARY-ErIi:'.GTTIC HOLDS are connected in 

front ;;ith the sides of the epiglottis and couver e 
behind to be united to the Santorinian cartilages 

of each side. The oblique fasciculi of the 

a téñóia% 
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arytenoid muscles are important in relation to 

these folds; they arise froc: the bac' part of the 

muscular processes of the arytenoids, and rising 

obliquely, they cross behind these cartilages and 

become continuous with the ery -epi glottic muscles 

of opposite sides, to ascend te the lateral portions 

of the el.i lottis in the two folds of mucous membrane 

urin.j their passée, each may distribute fibres to 

' the muscular process or to the thyro-arytencid 

:,uncle of the other side. 

Geenbaur says that these oblique bundles in their 

furtLer course represent the thyro-epiglottic 

muscles of k.enle, which are present as separate 

bands in the orang and ¿ori 11a. 

In :;;gain's Anatomy very short reference is 

made to the muscles of the ..r perior aperture cf the 

larynx, it being remarked that sore fibres of the 

arytsnoideus muscle pass with the upper fascicuïi 

of the thyro- arytenoid µinto the inner and outer 

:wails or the sa.cculi cf the larynx, forming the so- 

called aryteno- epiglottidean muscles." 

here it i3 important to note that the muscles 

of the true cords are connected by diverging 

fibres with teose cf the false ligaments. rrcr 

the cJlcc'- thyroid membrane in front, fibres, 

belonging tc the inner division of the thyro- 

ritenoid/ 
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arytenoid muscles, pass up =Nards, outwards and 

:,ac__wards to the false cords in close relation to 

the walls of the ventricles. Another group radiates 

almost vertically from the external division of the 

thyro- arytenoid, and passing in a like ranner round 

the ventricles ends in the tissue of the °aise 

vocal cords; some of its more oblique strands are 

lirected to the muscle of the ary- epiglottic fold and 

to the epiglottis itself, the latter fibres being 

identical with those already referred to - the 

thyro- epiglottideJ,n muscle. 

CLUSURE OF TEE FALSE CORDS. iratura.11 

those muscles which, by rotating the arytenoids, 

adduct the true cords, must also tend to approximate 

the false ligements, but the most powerful is the 

transversus arytenoideus acting in concert with its 

oblique fasciculi. :hile the transverse muscle is 

instrumental in fixing the arytenoids against one 

another, the oblique muscles aid in depressing the 

epiglottis and simultaneously draw the upper parts 

of the arytenoids and their capitula closer, thereby, 

so to speak, rivettin,::; the apices together, No 

doubt the portions of the oblique muscles, which 

pass to the muscular processes and to the thyro - 

arytenoids/ 
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arytenoids of the opposite side, must also help to 

squeeze the arytenoids together, when the vocal 

cords are so perfectly approximated as to fora a 

fixed point for the action of either fasciculus. 

The curved margins of the false cords must be 

etriic:;htoned by the contraction of their intrinsic 

^fibres, and this would tend to bring the central 

c,.rts in apposition. Another important mecha^ ism 

or closure is the sphincter like arrangement of 

the fibres enbracin6 the orifice of the vestibule, 

or by the action of the thyro- epiglottic and ary- 

epiglottis muscles the opening is constricted and 

tiffe raucous r^ernbrane becomes relaxed below. It is 

probable that with this loosening, and with the 

dra'.vin,, forward of the arytenoids, the false cords 

can be perfectly closed ray the action of the inter- 

arytenoideus muscles and those that rule the true 

cords cor approximation. it is stated that the 

carti la;;es cf -.7risber,; may rotate in such a manner 

t.,at the false cords are drawn closer, but as these 

bodies may be undeveloped their movements cannot be 

absolutely essential. 

It will be apparent fro the foregoing attempt 

to describe a mechanism of closure, that in no case 

can the true cords be open when the upper gates have 

been / 
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been shut, eXC.'.: t under the in'luence of strong 

pressure from below. (according to Wyllie). 

:;tewart, ;uoted in Luain's Anatomy, says that 

the "larynx is closed by the two arytenoid cartilages 

beinL brought together and also for \lards, so that 

their upper ends are brought in contact with the 

posterior surface of the ey i`Tlcttis, the movements 

being caused by the contraction of the arytenoideus 

and ti.yro- arytenoid Muscles." To sum up, it seems 

certain that the falso cords are adducted by the 

sphincter -like action of the muscles that govern 

the true, together with the added power derived 

from those muscles that constrict the vestibule 

and bind together the tips of the antrcverted 

cartilages to which they are connected. The 

reasons for considering that the muscles of the 

true cords are essential for this action, are based 

on laryngoscopic as well as anatomical investigations. 

.ersonally, I have voluntary control over both sets 

of r_'uscles, this being entirely independent of 

phonation. 

In my own larynx, the slow approximation of the 

true cords can be demonstrated without a sound: then, 

as the sphincter action is increased, the true cords 

become closely sealed s.nd the false cords almost 

meet in the middle line. As described by a 

laryngoloeist/ 
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laryngologist in London, the cartilages of ';risber 

and Jantorini and the a:rytencids are "humped up 

to6ether" during the perfcr7ance. This humping 

becomes more marked on straining and when the false 

cords are perfectly co -apted the aperture of the 

vestibule becomes narro7ed. This picture cannot 

be seen unless the tongue is dral7n forcibly out, 

and the difficulty in closing the glottis at such 

a time is no doubt due to the traction on the 

epiglottis, which interferes with the constriction 

of the opening of the vestibule and the adduction 

of the false cords. 

ryllie has sho'.vn that the depressors of the 

epiglottis are not of themselves po,nerful enough to 

lower that process, unless the hyo -epi lottic ant 

glosso-epijottic ligaments be relaxed by the ascent 

cf the larynx and the drawing back of the base of the 

tongue. :ìegarding the closure of the glottis, 

.4llie differentiates between the complete closure 

of coughing straining or deglutition and the 

incomplete action to be observed in phonation. jn 

the ferrer, both true and false cords meet in the 

middle line and the epiglottis becomes ricre or less 

depressed, according; to the conditions under which 

the action takes place, being 4'urtber bent hack in 

the/ 



the process of deglutition, than in the act of 

straining, in consequence of the different elevations) 

of the larynx. In his experiments on the detached 

larynx, .:yllie showed that the true cords were unable 

to resist f rea.t pressure from below, owing to the 

.wedge shaped space formed by the under surfaces, 

but that if the false cords were approximated in 

addition, even powerful blasts of air failed to 

burst through the barriers. This he attributed 

to the valvular action of the ventricles, which, 

when inflated acted as a valvular obstruction to the 

stream of air. 

Some time later . yllie's results were aHrat-outtl 

confirmed by a similar series of experiments 

undertaken by Cash and Lauder :'runton, in connection 

with the exsected larynges of di P"erent animals. 

L'his valvular action of the ventricles is believed tc 

persist in the human larynx during coughing, 

vomiting and defecation or under any circumstances 

involving great strain with completely closed glottis 

Such a closure may also be recognised in other 

conditions, sr0 i.ore especially in young children-. 

To watch some infant taken by surprise, or to see 

his attention suddenly arrested is to learn some- 

thing in this connection :- a short breath is 

rapidly/ 
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rapidly inspired and at once the glottis Decor -es 

air- tight, the action being often frlle°eed by a 

slight explosive gasp on the release of compressed 

air. This occurs too in older children and even 

among adults, when a gasp of astonishment is pre - 

duced by the air rushing through a constricted 

opening, quite different frog: the harsh half sighing 

noise which precedes this and is inspiratory in tille. 

'.hen some general anaesthetic, such as chlorofor:, 

is ;river., a similar closure occurs: during the 

pr ir. ary staffes it is due to a reflex, or to a 

voluntary constriction, induced by irritation or the 

desire to be rid of an obnoxious inhalation. At a 

later period, often about the stage prior to complete 

anaesthesia, an absolute or persistent partial 

constriction may supervene, the forrer condition 

being attended with cessation of breathing, and the 

latter by stridulous respiratory sounds, resulting 

from imperfect co- ordination cf the muscles 

embracing the laryngeal orifice and of the respirator 

muscles in general. 

Spasms, especially if they be of reflex origin 

are commonly associated with violent expulsive 

efforts, the effect on the circulation varying with 

the strength or duration of the muscular contractions 

Zven/ 
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Even in profound narcosis these ruscular spasms 

continue, although inpercaptibly, and scarcely to 

be recognised as originating from the same source 

as the powerful contractions of the earlier stages. 

if the abdominal tension be suddenly increased in a 

person, conscious or anaesthetised, a prompt response 

*itn closure of the Glottis occurs; a blow on the 

abdomen or even on the chest, the introduction of 

fluid to the bladder or rectum, and the forcible 

reduction of herniae are examples among the many 

that could be cited. 

Sudden shocks, whether mental or physical, may 

occasion a sirilar reflex. 

Sir 7illiam ::acewen remarks that closure occurs 

in response to forcible dilatation of the sphincter 

ani, or to irritation of the pudic nerve, and indeed 

any painful stimulus, wherever applied, may be able 

to produce a like effect on a conscious or 

unconscious individual. Children are most easily 
in 

influenced -in this direction, and^the course of an 

operation, if the anaesthetic be badly borne, they 

may be often engaged in expulsive efforts. It has 

been remarked by ::s. ,`;ilson, anaesthetist to the 

Royal infirmary at E a.nchester, that this closing of 

the blottis is a reflex intimately associated with 

that of respiration, and that being so it is the 

last/ 
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last of the non -vital responses to sti,:ulation; 

when even this is lost, the only phenomena to be seen 

on irritation are those displayed by variations in 

the respiratory actions. 

!, r. .7ilsen observes that stretching of the 

sphincter ani has been ro; o7 -: ended as a means of 

inducing respiration in chloroform poisoning, but 

objects to such a remedy on the grounds, that in 

deep anaesthesia there would be no intake of air 

i. reparatory to the expulsive effort, as there is in 

the conscious subject. The manner by hich i believe 

breathing to be re- induced, when the tonue is dra, r 

out from a cyanosed patient, I would explain it this 

vray :- Preatliing has stopped! Everyone is a;-reed 

'on that; but why? "The bac'c of the tongue," 

says one, - mucous accumulation says another, 

so the tongue is dragged forward, the throat is 

swabbed a l the Patient breathes ai7ain. No doubt 

both are factors in obstructing the respiratory 

passages, but surely the closure of the glottis is 

not less in portant. ',J}:en the tongue is pulled 

out, the epi glottis must follow, in virtue of its 

Close connection with the glosso-epiglottic 

ligament. Upon this, the fibres passing from the 

lower mar/ins of the epiglottis to the false vocal 

ords are stretched and the latter are drain apart, 

ttìilo the arytenoids tend to separate, in the upper 

parts/ 
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In all probability the pars 

respiratoria is slightly opened, because the 

arytenoi ds are unable to remain perfectly opposed 

unless the false cords lie comparatively near. Now, 

the circle cf constriction is widened, the patient 

expires a short difficult breath an' the snasm 

ceases, to be followed by the lon inspiration of 

safety. This is typical of many cae.e, allowing 

for much dangerous delay throughout the process, 

especially in the adult subject, :where attifi cial 

rethods have to be resorted to as substitutes for 

the :work proper to the medullary centres and their 

associated muscles. j.ere it nay be 7ent? cr ed -that 

i have frequently induced children to respire more 

r ó ely by applying pressure from before bacwards 

on the porui adani, the effect being to widen the 

glottis sor.:e;ahat in accordance with those results 

obtained by Wyllie in his experiments on the 

phonatins larynx. i am bound to admit, however, 

that ^rith ordinary ranipulat:ion of the larynx I 

have produced the sa:Te results, although less 

successfully. And again, hoer oftcr it is that 

the diagnosis cf soma acute pu1r on ary affection 

can be made by notin g. the rhythm of the breathing. 

in a child suffering from pneumonia, for example, 

an inspiration is followed by a pause, during 7hich 

the/ 
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the blottis is sealed; expiration {'cller,s as a 

sort of _runt, varying in its nature with the 

dc,,ree of pressure. It has been stated that this 

plan of respiration is adopted instinctively to avoid 

pleuritic and kindred pains following on too rapid 

movement, and while this is partly true it is obvious 

that such a type of breati:i n . need h^.ve no 

association with pain. At the Sich Children's 

t:ospitaï in Great ,Jrr.-ond Street, i ne ed its 

occurrence twice in children r°ith ascites: one a 

hey of eiE,Lt years, and the other, a little girl cf 

five. :oth cf ther:. I treeuently tapped and both 

repeatedly showed this symptom of distress when the 

abdo-.inai pressure hecaTre alarming. Another 

explanation for triphasic breathin; has been offered 

namely, that it is adopted for the purpose of 

driving air into the farthest corners and most 

collapsed portions of the lungs, and this appears 

extremely probable when one considers the breath- 

lessness of a child with n:ar1.ed ascites. In :.y 

notes J. fini that the case of a little girl in the 

same hospital r.ffords a good example of this 

peculiar r lythr Tinder chloroform, end also during 

perfect consciousness. 

The patient, a little girl of nine years, was 

admitted,/ 
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alcoholism, cerebral affections and in poisoning 

from druy3, but as a rule the stertorous breathin 

results les3 from closure of the glottis tri_.:' from 

a dropping of the velum palati and a recession of 

the torte. Te this as it nay, ! can record two 

cases, one of alcoholic intoxication and the other 

that of an epileptic, in -c.th of Thon during 

unconsciousness thorn was triphasic breathing of 

¡ the infantile type, res:lltin` from closure of the 

6lcttis alone. This is important on considering 

that this mod_ of respiration is seldor, if ev¡:r 

mention_ ~i in ri ticn to the aûult. It he.s been 

already observed that compression of the '!-,rsath on 

a sealed Blottis probably results in a, distribution 

3f air to tige farthest vesicles of the lun_ and this 

lias led to the adoption of tha well known bottle 

blowing contrivance, which, i' it be no more 

, effectual than expiration through an alr::ost 

closed glottis, at least appeals strongly to the 

mental factor. rut in pneumonia it is difficult 

to determine for which reason the triphasic rhythm 

is employed; whether it be for the better inflation 

of the lung, or for a momentary relief from the 

distress involved in breathing. ? :.ost likely both 

are concerne in infl.ze:sc :Og the type of respiration. 

Opinions/ 
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Opinions differ as to the state of the -lottis 

in whooping cough, but the probable explanation 

is as follows :- At each successive cough, air 

is driven through a constricted ?Torture, the lungs 

become ¿ra.due.11y emptied and as the coughing is 

prolonged it sees that the muscles of the glottis 

approach to a condition of tonic spasm. In any case, 

they are incapable cf rapid co- ordination when the 

child strives finally to inspire, so that the air 

impinE es on the .ore or less adducted cords, often 

only to seek entrance in vain, until the abductors 

are brought into action. This complete closure is, 

however, only momentary and the whoop is heard 

immediately after as the result of vibrations set 

up by the invading steam, varyì r4-: in loudness with 

the force of inspiration and the degree of 

constriction cf the orifice. Uft,,n in pertussis 

in very yuang, children there is no whoopinE at ell, 

but the Drobable reason for this is that their 

couhind is rarely so violent as that of older 

children. Goodhart does not believe that a 

spasmodic actien is essential for the production 

of the .,hoop, but admits that it flay be present in 

some cases. One cannot see how the ,,ere rapidity 

and suddenness of ins'Arati on could cause the 

whooping/ 
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Whooping sound, unless some degree of spasm were 

present, for it is certain that the lips of the 

glottis lie more closely than they do in a state of 

rest, at least in the great majority of cares. 

in the ordinary hiccough the process is somewhat 

different; a sli_ht stream of air does usually 

manage to enter the glottis before it has had 

time to shut perfectly, but imredi.ately after, the 

closure becomes hermetic, result_n` in the wearing 

shock of the hiccough. This is the -post cornon 

feature of the hiccough, whereas it is equally 

coge.on in pertussis to see a child vainly struggling 

for breath throe 'h a sealed , lottis, until the 

prolonged ;. asnin; of the whoop hrin; s Lei ief. In 

diseases other than pert.-issis crowing souns ley 

be c:roduced. Dif ̂ere:nt varieties of iaryn -isTus 

are seen in catarrhal states, tetany and riclksts, 

among children, but the rest interesting is that 

which goes under the name of infantile spasm and is 

said by sone to be associated with malforr ation of 

the larynx. it is identical with the congenital 

stridor of infants described by John. Thorson and 

referred to previously in this essay, in connection 

with the shape of the eDiglottis and vestibule of 

the larynx. While the for 1e.tten of these parts is 

important, the muscular spasm associated with the 
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croaking is even more so, for, secin; that this 

may occur in expiration, there must be considerable 

adduction of the lips of the glottis to produce it. 

in a child predisposed to this affection, any 

sudden shock or change of temperature is liable to 

be followed by a spasmodic seizure. Goodhart 

believed the attacks to be due to the extreme 

elasticity of the laryngeal cartilages, and that 

on a sudden forcible inspiration these yielded to 

atmospheric pressure and so obstructed the opening 

they supported. 

Lees showed from post mortem observations, that 

excessive lateral curving of the epiglottis and 

consequent narrowing of the fissure between the 

ary- epiglottic folds must have their influence on 

the attacks. Thomson and Turner hold, however, 

that congenital malformation is not essential for the 

production of stridor and "that the prirary element 

in the causation of this condition is a disturbance 

of the co- ordination of the respiratory movements." 

i am much inclined to believe that the muscles of 

the false, as well as of the true cords are in a 

moderate state of spasm, both from my own observation 

of two cases, and from the fact that Thomson and 

Turner state that "the stridor is probably produced 

partly in the larynx proper, and partly in the ary- 

epiglottic/ 
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epiglottic folds." I have already alluded to the 

intimate association, during their contraction, 

between the muscles governing the vestibule and the 

ligaeients beneath, and herein lies a reason for 

the approximation of the ary -±spi rl.ottic folds when 

accompanied by spasm of the true and false cords. 

The drawing given here goes far to confirm the 

idea, and also explains how the epiglottis tonds to 

be gutter- shaped in children. The first picture 

shows the back of the cricoid 'rith the P rytenoi,d, 

Santorinian and cuneiform c^.rtii?;p.es in a state 

of rest. It rill be seen that the vestibule is 

widely open and the epiglottis sli 7htly curved. 

In the second drawing all the cartilages are 

drawn tc the centre, wit s the result that the 

a.ry- epiglottic folds are ,rrcu,;ht re.e.rer while the 

epiglottis becomes folded on itself. 

The tongue is not. represented, but when he 

copy was made, its connections with the epiglottis 

were undisturbed. On removing the ton mie later 

while the arytenoids were still adducted, the epi- 

glottis fell obliquely over the ve stibule, but even 

when the tongue was in position, that process was 

drawn back considerably, the appearance being 

difficult to represent properly in the drawing. 
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The de,ree of approximation of the c-rtiia.,;os of 

;risberg is greater probably than would be the case 

in the living organ, but on the other hand, the 

arytenoids would be closer. No doubt the lowering 

of the back of the glottis during constriction in 

the living subject would tend to narrow the vestibule 

yet further. - The bunched appearance of these 

cartilages was even more obvious in some of the 

larynges 1 have examined during life. I am able 

in my own larynx to demonstrate the above appearances 

at will and 1 can increase the constriction still 

:-yore, but the difficulty of accurate laryn;, ;oscopic 

examinatin at such a time is so great that proof 

cannot be given. In one of the two cases just 

referred to, the stridor was seldom audible at 

expiration, but when heard it seemed to originate 

from the region of the ,-lottis. The second case 

was more interesting :- A male child, fifteen month 

old, was admitted under Jr. Lees to the Sick 

children's hospital, Great Ormond Street in February 

1 1904, with the history of having suffered for 

weeks at intervals from dyspnoea associated with 

sore 

stridor. dhen I examined him, he was in no 

particular distress, but the breathing, was 

stridulous in expiration as well as inspiration. 

There was nothing to indicate pulmonary disease 
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except for an area of slitht dulness on the 

lower part of the rianubrium sterni, where the 

breath sounds were rather feeble. i ;cthing abnormal 

could be made out on examination of the throat and 

larynx, nor was there any nasal obstruction. The 

child was not ill nourished, but, according to the 

mother, had not gained weight for some time previous 

to ado :fission; during the stay in hospital he grew 

' Baker, and taking food badly, he began to lose 

weight. On the following day the dyspnoea had 

almost disappeared, but a little later it grew worse 

land more marked than at the time of ad:^ission. 

A steam kettle afforded some relief, although the 

stridor did not cease to be distinctly audible. As 

the condition did not improve, and as the child began 

to be slightly cyanosed, it was decided to operate 

on the chance that an enlarged thymus gland ri ;ht be 

the cause of the obstruction to respiration. 

..r. Lane operated, removing a portion of the 

sternum, but no enlargement of the thymus was 

discovered. ?or a few clays after the operation the 

stridor was distinctly less, but this proved to be 

only temporary, and a relapse occurring the patient 

grew steadily weaker: ten days later the infant died 

death being apparently due more to asthenia than to 

lack of oxygen, as the cyanosis was never intense, 

even/ 
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even at the end. From the post morter 

examination no iifornation was gained, - the thviiu s 

Kvas :small an anfi the lungs wore not diseased. The 

state of the larynx itself threw little light on 

the case, for the epiglottis displayed no more 

curvature than may be often seen in the infant. 

Throughout this child's illness T had been convinced 

that the obstruction was in the larynx alone, 

although 1 knew myself to be prejudiced in such 

matters. Eut now, after the negative results of 

the post mortem, it seems that the condition must 

have been ovring to some spasmodic action of the 

muscles of the glottis, and especially so in view of 

the fact that the stridor was evident in expiration 

as well as inspiration. 

It is Ìtated by Wyllie that a comparable 

condition 13 at times r.anifested in hysterical adults, 

and in some singers during the production of voice. 

Çther examples of closuro of the glottis are caused 

by swelling of the parts, but they need not be 

enumerated here. 
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THEORY OF THE VALVULAR ACTION OF THE VENTRICLTS. 

It is with much respect that I venture to 

differ from Wyllie with regard to the function of 

the ventricles, but it is difficult to believe that 

they can under any circumstances act as valves in 

the living subject. No doubt the wedge shaped 

formation of the inferior chamber is ill adapted 

to resist the exit of_air under pressure, but it 

must be re.:]enbered that with the perfect closure of 

the glottis the arytenoids are pulled forwards so 

that the vocal processes are depressed; the effect 

of this movement being to alter the shape of the 

inferior chamber, so that the walls converge at a 

more obtuse angle. The false cords cannot be 

closed without at the sere time squeezing the true 

cords more firmly together, and the more the 

superior aperture is narrowed, the greater is the 

de,ree of constriction below. It is impossible 

to imitate the sphincter -like contraction of the 

living muscles in the exsected larynx, by mere 

approximation of the cords. That there is such 

a sphincter action, and a strong one, cannot be 

doubted ethon it is 1<nown that the vibratile part of 

the true cord may be shortened by the formation of 
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nodes, during the production of a powerful top note.' 

other sphincters of the human body are able to resist; 

great fressure unaided by the development of any 

valvular nechatiis -,. If the l.iviní? larynx be 

-3xar: ined during the closure of slight straining, it 

will be seen that the false cords are not perfectly 

opposed, and it is only when the effort is increased 

that complete approximation may be observed. If 

the ventricles are to function as valves one must 

believe that, in the transition stage between partial 

and absolute closure of the upper ligaments, the 

point of resistance becomes suddenly shifted from the 

true to the falso cords, as the air is squeezed into 

the inflating ventricles. 

Subjective sensations !ray be of little value, but 

it is well known that such a change in the point of 

impact ca.znot be felt as the effort of straining 

becomes treater. Similarly, when the glottis 

is tightly sealE:d to prevent the entrance of air, 

the true cords form the resisting harrier, but one 

experiences no sensation of change, if, with the 

glottis still kept hermetically closed, one suddenly 

exert great pressure in the opposite direction with 

the expiratory !.uscles. But to deal more 

practically with the subject 

A/ 
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A short time ago, the larynx of a singing 

teacher nai sd ...r . hocking was examined by a 

laryngologist, úr. ;,aggett of Frock street, T:ondon. 

The latter inferms me that ':'r. hosking strap' -1 

violently on the closed glottis, in order to 

dei onstrate the movements of the ligaments, hut that 

the false cords were never at any time perfectly 

approximated during the process; the cartilages of 

the posterior part became b:Anched up during the 

effort, the cartilaginous glottis was absolutely 

sealed, but the a.ddected true cords were always 

visible between the upper ligaments. 

In my oar, case, when great pressure was used, 

the false cords were de_3cribed as being perfectly 

closed by L)r. Garrod; but, on the other hand, 

jr. Kidd, informed me that the true cords were 

always to be seen between the ventricular hands 

as i strained. 

,;hen the latter examined my larynx, he pulled 

much more etrongly on the tongue that did Dr. Garrod, 

so that probaLly the difference of opinion was 

directly ewleg to this fact. 

Cash and Lauder-Brunton proved that the deep 

ventricles of a dog's larynx could be made to 
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function as a valve, but en examination of the 

opening to each chamber the valvular theory 

appears to be far less tenable in the case Of the 

larynx of the living dog than in that of the human 

organ.. it will be seen from the photograph 

opposite that the aperture leading to the ventricle 

is ìimited.to the anterior part cf the glottis. 

Behind this opening, the inner surface of the false 

core' slopes obliquely downwards and outwards to the 

true cord beneath, so that this surface must form 

with the opposite false cord a wedge-shaped space 

with the apex pointing upwards; the angle of 

convergence of their surfaces being acute, and, in 

fact, similar to that between the true cords. 

i easonine from this appearance, it .seems doubtful 

how such an angle between the false ligaments is 

able to resist the air, if it be true that the 

lover ligaments must fail on this very account. It 

might be argued that, because the ventricular cavity 

runs backwards internally to this oblique surface, 

the walls are bulged to such an extent that they 

are able to resist any degree of pressure in the 

posterior part. Again, if the valvular theory be 

accepted, one sees little reason for the presence 

of the false cords in rodents, for in the rabbits 
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larynx they cannot possibly meet closely enough to 

offer a barrier to the air. ln this animal the 

false cords are separated by a vertical groove, on 

either side of which, two small spicules of cartilage' 

project bac1 :lards from the epiglottis; the false 

cords bake origin from the epiglottis, lying 

external to these small projections. From this it 

will be understood that the false cords of the rabbit 

cannot meet perfectly. Ivow, although the rodent 

cannot climb and does not strike out with its fore -- 

paws, it uses there powerfully for burrowing 

purposes, and for this reason it might be supposed 

that the ventricles were as vital to the rabbit as 

to the pig, whose false cords are in a much better 

position for perfect adduction. The false cords of 

the cat are also easily closed, according to Cash and 

Lauder Irunton, and with this animal the minute 

ventricles might possibly be inflated during strain. 

Eut the false cords of the genet are only 

represented by frail ridges in the mucous membrane, 

and these with the scarcely distinguishable ventricles 

cannot possibly act in a valvular way; in every 

respect, except t ,at it is mute, the genet behaves 

as a cat does; its appearance is similar, it is 

carnivorous, while it climbs with even more agility. 

The / 
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The bear may use the ventricles to resist 

air, but his little relation, the weasel, does 

not possess these cavities. The horse is unable 

to compress air powerfully and this solely because 

the cartilaginous glottis cannot be closed; yet, 

in th,3 horse, although they lie widely spirt, the 

false cords contain most powerful muscular bundles. 

In view of this fact, it may be judged that the 
the 

horse uses4false cords solely to aid in the 

approximation cf the lower ligaments, and such 

is probably their function in every larynx in which 

they are developed (apart from the protection they 

afford in deglutition). 

if this be the case, it follows that the 

ventricles are formed for the purpose of giving 

space to the true cords and that they may act as 

resonators. To this theory further support is 

`iven by the fact that the largest ventricles are 

generally found in those animals that have the 

strongest voices. Such an explanation furnishes 

good reason for the presence of the ventricles in 

any animal, rheraas the valvular theory fails to do 

so in thrse vertebrates whose false cords cannot be 

perfectly opposed. 

THE GLOTTIS IN BIRDS. At the Zoological 

Gardens in London, opportunities were given me of 

studying the movements of the upper glottis in 

living birds. For this I have to thank ,:r. Beddard, 
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prosector to the Zoological Society. Naturally, 

only the larger birds could be made tha subjects of 

easy investigation, so the Red -backed Pelican 

(pelicanus rufescens) was chosen as beim; the most 

affable. Then food was held out to one of them, the 

enormous beak opened to disclose the upper larynx, 

and about five inches of the trachea lying alon j, the 

membranous elastic tissue that formed they pouch of 

the lower half of the beak. At such a tire, the 

edges of the arjtenoids were usually widely see .r,,t. 

but, on throwing in a piece of bread, the aperture 

was instantly closed prior to the shutting of the 

beak iteelf. The :-ear:e movements of the glottis 

occurred wnen a pretence of : ;ivin, Food :rasrade, 

but inhibition was speedy enough to prevent a ^.or lete 

shutting; of the beak. I next attempted to mark the 

effect of General muscular strain on the pelican: 

while the keeper, with the bird between his knees, 

held the beak forcibly open I was able to observe 

that, when the struggling was violent, the arrter,oids 

became perfectly opposed, but that, with the cessation 

of effort they were parted again, the spece altering 

with tue respirations. At other times, for no 

obvious reason, the opening was semi -dilated in the 

struggle. the nest interesting thing was, however, 

a peculiar type of breathing in which the bird 
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indulged at intervals; this could only he compared 

with the triphasic rhythm of children. it took place 

only erhen kil1 C »aesiva resietance eme adopted 

}-ir the pelican,- .ner the effort WFL3 felt by the 

leeper, but .79.3 net apparent tee the onlooker as a 

etru8le:- ra7id bree.th wele te.ken .eith fully 

dilated glottis, the coening wes then closed or an 

instant and finally the air ems pemitted to escape 

in nine stream bete:Yeen the almost adducted 

arytenoide until a 'second inspiration was r..ade. The 

sound uroduced by the Pelican is a mere windy squeak, 

but like the white stork it makes up for lack of a 

syrinx by e noisy snappif! cf the teak, especially 

when annoyed. Experirents with the stork were also 

rade, but rather unsucceesfully, owing to its 

.1reeter strength and tc the fact tbat the opening of 

the larynx l'as cituated very far tack, and therefore 

more difficult to fellew in its mevee.ents. 

,t7:iable birds -vare not easy to erocure, bit the 

:Elate hornbill (ceratoyeina elata) fro:T, the Cold 

Coast of Africa was a deliifntful exception about the 

size of a raven. 

I was led te examine this one because of the 

peculiar noises it emitted; those were of a rough 

hraying character and were produced with less effort 

than mi6ht have been expected, for they were often 
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persisted in for fifteen minutes at a time. 

Tov irds t:'." finish of each expiration, a. curious 

clucking sound 'MRS added, as if fro; the sadden 

choking-off of a stre.a.m of vibrati n; .:3ir. on obtain - 

in.; a view cf the throat, the upper 7, ottis was 

easily s3on, and during: examination the bird began 

to tray tl:rouSh a half opened glottis, the noise 1--in 

v :ry much louder at inspiration. .Jiher the clucking 

sc1,nd MA.S produced, I noticed t.vtse the aperture 

b -t en the arytenoi.3S cLesei {'cr c ë :ond it was 

impossible tc time this closure, to ses :sh tier it 

preceded cr ca Te after the clunk, as the action was 

so rapidly perfor^ ed. 

A second examination, a -,week later, failed because 

the hornbill had grown sulky and refused to utter a 

note. Another of the hornbill species, a near 

relation of the °ormer, was subjected to a sir filar 

ex,Jerin.ent: the bird 'ras much mortified but in no 

way frightened. ,Then the beat, was parted, i was 

astonished to find that the Glottis was invisible, 

for the nol_ :th seemed to he no pletsiy cut off from 

the pha,ryn a1 cavity and persente 1 a. dome-shaped 

cha.r,ber v.ithout any posterior opening whatever. 

The reason for this was easily understood when the 

tongue was moved. The drawing opposite is intended 

to represent the cavity of the widely opened beak as 

it/ 
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it first appeared. The tongue is raised or 

dorsif 1exed to such a degree that the :Thole of its 

under aspect is in view, while the upper lies hidden 

with its surface glued against the palate behind, 

thereby shutting off the mouth from the pharyngeal 

chamber. To effect this these was no undue stretch- 

ing of the froenum linguae, and such a position 

appears perfectly natural to this variety of hornbill 

whereas, :pith the other, it would be it oosei ale of 

attainment. 

hen a sound was made the tongue care promptly 

do-7n, but at once assumed its former position when 

t__e note ceased. The shape of the glottis was much 

the same in both birds, each being provided with a 

median spur passing backwards from the thyroid plate. 

ost birds equipped with this projection are incapabl 

of producing anything but harsh ugly tone. It is as 

interesting tc record the difference between these 

two hornbills, with regard to the position of the 

palate and tongue, as it is to compare the wonderfull 

coiled trachea of the wild swan with the simple 

cylinder of the tame bird, - species, to tha outeard 

view, almost identical, but easily distinguished 

when the respiratory tracts are examined. That 

occurs in the upper r:lottis of birds while singing 

can be conjectured only hazily from the investigation 

described./ 
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described. xrom these no satisfactory conception 

of the mechanism, by which perfect musical tone is 

produced, can be formed, except perhaps indirectly. 

The sweet notes of a singin7 bird, on the one hand, 

owe much of their beauty to the fact that all the 

escaping air is in musical vibration whereas the 

harsh tones of the hornbill, on the other hand, are 

robbed of any purity that might have been, by the 

prodigal blasts of non vibrating air. Put the 

question arises, - Is the upper glottis open or 

shut during flight? Probably it is closed or almost 

closed, except when breath has to be inspired, such 

a constriction seeming to be essential in view of 

the nature of the air chambers that are found in a 

bird. in Volitores the general cavity of the 

abdomen and thorax contains numerous chambers filled 

;mitt; air, which are connected with the lungs# these 

receptacles are continuous with others lyin along 

the rick, chest and pelvis, which in their turn are 

found to communicate with the medullary cavities of 

the bones of the extremities, and with the interior 

of almost every bone in the body. Their relation- 

ship is so intimate, that, if one of the receptacles 

be broken, the others at once suffer. In proof of 

this Owen records that a bird with a broken femur 

becomes unable to fly owing to collapse of all the 
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air chambers. bunter remarks that one of their uses 

is "to sustain the song of birds and to impart to it 

tone and strength.; and he observes that it is no 

,argument to the contrary to say that there are air 

cells in birds which cannot sing since this is not 

the only function of the receptacles. It is believed 

by some that the air included in these sacs becomes 

heated and somewhat rarified, the better to aid 

boyancy; but judging from the tendency to collapse 

after a point of leakage has been produced, it would 

appear that expansion of the air is prevented by 

considerable pressure during flight. Now, if there 

be such tension while on the wing, a Tidely gabi!ig 

glottis would permit of air escape in precisely the 

.sage way that an opening in the femur or in any other 

part would do. The tongue in the majority of birds 

is quite unable to occupy the positicn necessary for 

perfect closure and there are no lips developed. it 

right be objected that the syrinx itself might form 

a barrier, but this structure is wanting in many that 

can fly. Nothing remains but the movable lips of the 

glottis. r,r h:.,.t the true 
, and felse cords are to a man 

during effort, so are the margins of the upper glottis 

Ito a bird on the wing. I believe them to be closed 

completely or partially, according to the varying 

necessities of flight, - hermetically sealed in the 

greatest/ 
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4,reate 7A effort, perhaps only slightly open during 

expiration and probably fully dilated for rapid 

inspiration. The frog has need of a valve and why 

not a bird? One has but to watch a canary in full 

song to realise how short a time is required for 

inspiration,- it is done in a moment and instantly 

he pours out his music again. 

The drawing at the beginning of this article 

sho is the interior of the widely opened beak of a 

sky -lark. The opening of the glottis can be easily 

made out. After reproducing this appearance, I 

pulled out the tongue, and was surprised to find 

that the upper larynx and trachea were so elastic in 

tc.eir lower attachments, that they followed the basi 

hyal and uro -hyal with the very gentlest traction that 

could be made. A slight elevation of the larynx 

brought the trachea into view in the manner depicted 

in the second drawing. The lips of the glottis were, 

in this little bird, exceedingly soft and so 

per °ectly adaptable that hermetic closure must have 

been effected :-pith great facility. 
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Th2 GLOTTIS IN VOICE i'ÎíuDliCTI Gïti. 

Rotation of the Arytenoic3 Cartilages ray be 

'produced by the actir.n or the cricc and thyro- 

arytonoid muscles on the muscular processes in such 

way that tha vocal processes are either abducted 

or adducted; the motion takes place on an almost 

vertical axis which inclines this way or that way 

.according tc the muscles used, of to tha special 

divisions of these muscles that ray act in concert 

in different combinations. A sert of Mliding 

movement, in which the arytenoido are drawn together 

or separated, may be effected by the interarytenoideus 

muscles and by the combined traction of the lateral 

:and posterior crics- arytenoids. 

Combinations of gliding and rotatory motions 

result from the separate contraction of particular 

groups of all these muscles, the position of the 

arytenoids varying with the preponderance of any 

one cf forces. Any ,_.O emen t of the arytenoi ds tit e vrc. s. 

rust tend to be aided or restricted according to the 

degree of tansoñ of the vocal cords, whether 

influenced by the crico -thyroids and other eruscics, 

cr by the pressure of air from below. 

i._any and ingenious are the explanation or the 

mechanism proper to each resister of the human voice. 
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The use of the laryngoscope, instead of sir;plifyi y1:ß 

matters, has brought forward problem after probler 

fcr solution, so that the message of each new 

discbiple of that little instrument becomes more 

subtle and refined than that of his brother before 

him. One sees this, - another sees that and each 

believes the other to be wrong, although both, in a.11j 

likelihood are recording correctly what they have 

seen in different subjects. A larynx that is 

capable of producing perfect tone, and one that is 

not, are examined and there is small wonder i ̂  the 

descriptions do not tally. 

herein lies the reason for so many conflicting 

views. There are dozens of books existing, which 

deal with the phonating larynx, but none has been 

written to explain the physiology of the differences 

bet+veen good and bad voice as interpreted by the 

laryngoscope, and by anatomy in addition to subjective 

experience. ahen a middle note is sounded, the 

arytenoids are seen to be suddenly approximated, 

with the result that the true cords lie almost it 

contact and the false ligaments above are brought 

nearer. 3uch a description will he in the nain a 

correct one of any pair of vocal cords that are able 

to phonate, but it is incomplete and it is only 
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when further details are set forth that we find 

authorities in disagreement even : °pith regard to the 

r.:iddle register of the voice. `Jon Meyer divides 

the opening of they glottis into two portions - 

one between the vibrating elements and one between 

the i,ostericr cartilages, the pars vocalic and the 

pars re3piratoria "lottidis respectively. 

?y the action of the thyrc- arytenoid muscles 

the vocal pr .ce33es and anterior parts of the 

arytenoids are rotated inwards, and at the sane 

time they are inclined forwards and downwards on a 

horizontal axis, 30 that the cords are depressed at 

their posterior ends. The lateral cr ico- aryl ̂ rrid 

by pulling on the muscular processes, act in ',rich 

the same way except that they tilt the vocal 

processes and aryt ̂ voids upwards and backwards 

instead of do'vnwards. Py their combined traction 

they tend to siring the martins of the pars vocalic 

in opposition. The posterior crico- arytenoids 

antagonise the lateral muscles and rotate the 

arytenoids in the opposite way, so that tiffe vocal 

processes ar;_ thrown widely apart and the hod:es 

of the pyramidal cartilages are adducted and drawn 

slightly backwards, so far as the saddle shaped 

joint will permit. if these three muscles contract 

simultaneously/ 
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sieultaneously, it follows that the aperture or the 

glottis will be narrowed in its whole length. 

To facilitete a continuation of this description 

it may be assumed that the vocal cords do not cease 

to emit tones and that between their vibrating 

edges a linear fissure is always to be observed. 

Although the glottis is narrowed, closure is not 

yet complete in the hinder part, because the 

posterior crico -arytenoids cannot bring the 

arytenoids near enough to seal the cartilaginous 

region. For this, the transversus muscle must now 

be brought into play, and the result is a further 

closure, so that the pars respiratoria becomes 

. occluded. Eut, as will be proved later, the 

contraction of the above nar:^.ed muscles does not 

suffice to resist pressure during the emission of 

po',verful musical tone; other assistance is needed 

namely, the action of the sphincters Of the vestibule 

and of those muscles that aid in the approximation 

of the false cords. Whether it be true or not 

that the füllest power over the true cords is so 

obtained, it is certain that opinions differ as to 

the necessity for closure of the posterior part of 

the glottisz 

Von heyer says that the pars respiratoria must 

be/ 
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be closed, and all who have experimented on the dead 

larynx have made it so when they wished to produce 

voice. Certainly, it seems natural to expect that 

air should be allowed to escape only through the 

vibrating parts and that all other openings should 

beshut fast. however, in spite of this, it were 

easy to believe otherwise from the teachings of the 

laryngoscope under different observers. 

Wattaille, Von Meyer and Lermoyez have declared 

that the obliteration or the intercartilaginous space 

is absolutely essential to perfect phonation; but 

Landl, .,:Drell iac'kenzie, Lennox irowne and others in 

a majority, believed that it needed to be closed 

.only on those tones a little above the riddle part 

of the vocal compass. 

Take, by way of illustration, an ahtra.ct of the 

description given by Lennox L,rowne of the shape of 

the glottis in an ordinary bass singer. A deep 

ìow F is sounded, the hindermost parts of the 

arytenoids are closely approximated, and an elliptic 

slit is formed along the whole length of the vocal 

ligaments. After the singer has gone e. few tones 

up the scale, the vocal processes begin to be visible 

by pointing more and more inwards, until at last they 

meet. By this time the elliptical shape of the 

vocal/ 
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vocal chink has gradually become linear, while between 

the pyramids there is a small triangular space, with 

its apex towards the front, which gets smaller by 

degrees as the singer ascends, until it Quite 

disappears upon his reaching middle A 

Lennox Browne remarks that this triangular space 

in r:any voices closes very much earlier and is 

often entirely absent in baritones and tenors. 

According to ":ard1, the vocal processes do not 

touch in the lower tones, but they do so on a Scent 

of the scale: he e1so described a posterior 

opening which gradually disappears as the voice rises. 

Lennox îrowne speaks of the danger of carrying one 

register beyond its proper limits, and instances the 

case of a soprano passing beyond high F with the 

mechanism of those notes immediately preceding it. 

The linear aperture, instead of being shortened by 

the formation of a node behind, becomes elliptical 

in shape, and this i believe, to be due to a failure 

in the perfect action of those muscles which draw 

the arytenoids closer. 

Lennox Browne observes that, at the same tine, 

the epiglottis rises to a higher level and that 

the parts are less tense than would have been the 

case if the proper mechanism had been resorted to. 

Fìoole in naming the muscles that adduct the 

true / 
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true cords for a middle tone, omits the transversus 

arytonoids altogether, but remarks that its action is 

required for the lowest motes, because in their 

formation the cords are so much relaxed, that the 

opening between they, would permit of undue escape of 

air, if the arytonoids were not in contact. here 

-.7e see two different opinions - Lennox Browne 

ignoring the perfect action of this muscle on the 

lower notes, but assuming its need at the higher 

stages; and hoole neglecting it for the middle, 

but holding it necessary for the deeper tones. 

In 1390, Chater, who had also a most thorough 

knowledge of the anatomy of the larynx, went so far 

as to declare that the arytenoidsus muscle was only 

required to contract for the production of high notes 

and this evidently because he considered posterior 

closure unnecessary in the lower ones. "Covering" 

or posterior closure, is a term employed by Morell 

Mackenzie to describe that condition in 'which there 

is complete obliteration of the intercartilaginous 

space by the close approximation of the arytonoids 

and cartilages of Santorini; whereas by "stop 

closure" he refers to the state of the glottis during 

the higher notes, in which the vocal cords are pressed 

so tightly together that some parts are unable to 

vibrate, - in other words a node is formed. 

According/ 
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According to L.orell !, ackenzie, "the cartilaginous 

glottis is generally open in the lower and gently 

closed in the upper notes of the chest" but it may 

remain patent in barytones as high as the middle 

high C in the usual treble notation. A picture 

of the cords in the partially adducted state is 

given in ::ackenzie's book and it is reproduced on 

the opposite page. While both Hoole and Chater 

had studied anatomy, they were properly not 

scientists, but teachers of singing and as such, it 

is worth noting, considered imperfect approximation 

a thing natural even to good voices. Put, from 

the purely scientific side, what has been recorded? 

:.:orell '.:ackenzie, in one edition of his book, 

describes the outcome of his observations on fifty 

persons, "havin a hi;h standard of organ and 

generally good rode of production." 

These were picked from between three and four 

hundred singers, many of them were unable to show 

the vocal organs perfectly on all registers. Among 

twenty five men, fifteen were observed to have the 

posterior opening closed when the middle tones were 

reached, usually about F or G. and it is 

mentioned of one of them, a tenor, that the 

glottis displayed an isosceles triangle as far as 

the middle high C. A similar picture was 

given/ 
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given by twelve out of twenty -five women; with 

this amendment,- that in six cases the cartilaginous 

part was closed throughout the entire range of the 

vcice. Three of these were women each possessing 

full compass and one of them is described as a 

soprano "famous for the violence of her vocal method." 

Lf the men, two possessed untrained organs, but the 

third was Joseph '..gas, whose range was greater than, 

that of any other singer i,:ackenzie had ever 

examined, and whom he describes as the "arcellus 

of English song." . 

Reearding the opposite extreme, five persons 

were examined in whom the triangular space lay 

continually open at all points of the scale whether 

high or low. i.one of these could compare in peint 

of compass with those singers who had perfect closure 

and the voice of one of them is described as im- 

perfect, although supposed to be trained, and 

having a very limited range with no high register 

at all. No remarks are made regarding the quality 

of the voices of the other four singers. 

:..ackenzie observes that "the closure of the 

posterior part of the glottis does not seem to be a 

very important matter as it does not affect the 

vibrating element, and it is highly probable that 

some air passes through the hinder portion during 

singing/ 
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singing, even when apparent closure has taken place." 

In 1900 Dr. ;dilliam Aikin published a book on 

"The Voice" and in its pages there is given a 

diagram to represent the condition of the glottis 

in the emission of a "soft vocal note." This 

picture might well be used as ñ strong condemnation 

of the modern singing teacher, for it shows a 

posterior aperture even wider than is usually 

considered necessary. 

in spite of what has been said, or rather, 

inferred by many, to the contrary, it seems 

undeniable that the less the air is lasted the better 

for the singer, and surely it cannot be wrong to 

hold that any system of vcic3 training should have 

for its bases the perfect obliteration of all 

openings through which non- vibrating air might pass. 

It is well known that tones may be produced 

by the adduction of the vocal processes, even though 

the arytenoideus muscle be paralysed and the 

cartilages remain separated; this is mentioned by 

halliburton in his writings. 

Dr. Ward, physician to the ..etropolitan throat 

hospital, New York, observes that the vocal cords 

may not meet perfectly in some persons, although 

there is no inability to phonate. 'Wyllie also 

points/ 
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pointsout that the tips of the vocal processes 

"are separated by a narrow interval in the true 

voice, but when falsetto is sounded, the vocal 

processes approach, and the chink between is 

diminished." Apparently human beings are not 

unique in this respect, for in animals mnder 

stimulation similar observations have been made. 

hooper of ioston discovered that, if the recurrent 

laryngeal nerves of an etherised animal were 

stimulated, the results varied with the degree of 

narcosis, with the intensity of the current, and ;:ith, 

the particular kind of animal employed. When dogs 

were fully conscious or only slightly under ether, 

the influence of faradism was to close the glottis 

more or less perfectly according to the intensity 

of the stimulus. In cats the effects produced 

were of a contrary nature, dilatation being almost 

always seen. When similar experiments were made on 

completely etherised dogs, it was found that the 

inhalation tended to abolish the action of the 

adductor muscles so that an electric current caused 

full dilatation. 

In 1975 Keen pointed out that in ran, whether 

living or dead, the result of any such investigations 

was to prove that adduction invariably followed 

stimulatio , and that in no single case had the 

opposite been observed. 

Eowever / 
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however, as in the living subject stimulation 

could only be effected through the medium of the 

skin surfaces, th proofs must be considered 

incomplete. Put to return to the dog, - what is 

of most interest is the picture given by the glottis 

in progressive stages of dilatation under a stimulus 

just strong enough to produce closure in the 

conscious animal. As mentioned above, the effect 

of slight stimulation in partial anaesthesia was 

to constrict the glottis, whereas in advanced stages 

dilatation was seen. 

In moderate narcosis Hooper described what he 

termed "f_ixed ,..ovements" these being of two sorts : - 

Firstly, a coniition in which the membranous lips 

were actively closed, and the cartilaginous portion 

behind fully dilated; secondly, when the degree of 

narcosis was less the anterior part was again closed 

actively, but the posterior was narrower than in the 

first instance, being, as he said, only "passively 

opened." As to the cause of this mixed movement 

hooper was uncertain, but suggested that it was due 

to imperfect stimulation of the lateral crico- 

arytenoid and transverses muscles. Objection may 

be raised to his explanation, on the grounds that 

active anterior approximation would not have been 

likely/ 
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likely to occur, if the lateral muscles had been 

much weakened at this stage. In view of the 

shape of the openin6 behind, and of the situation 

and nerve supply of the arytenoideus transversus, 

it is probable that this was the muscle most affected 

= more than probable when it is remembered horn often 

a parallel condition is seen among human beings, in 

whom no weakness of the lateral crico- arytenoid exists, 

the transverse muscle alone being at fault. 

The arytenoideus transversus receives fibres from the 

superior laryngeal nerve in addition to those 

derived from the recurrent, their filanents 

communicating in the region of the muscle. 

Luschka, in 18871, denied any connection, 

asserting that the sheaths only were continuous, 

but thishas been proved incorrect. Acconiing to 

4uain, these nerves communicate in two places,- 

at the back of the larynx beneath the pharyngeal 

mucous membrane, and also on the sides of the larynx 

under the alae of the thyroid cattilage; A beautiful 

plate, after Sappey, is given by ¿uain as 

illustration. 

This doubl^ nerve supply of the arytenoideus 

appears as an unexpected cause of weakness, for it 

seems certain that the majority of people are 

inclined to ignore the influence of 

the/ 
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the superior laryngeal especially, this being most 

obvious on thelo:ier notes when the triangular bpuning 

is present. The reason for this is, that in voice 

production, especially in speaking, the action of 

the transverse muscle can be dispensed with to a 

great extent. It is well known that the arytenoids 

are pulled firnly together in the higher parts of 

the voice, and this I believe to be owing to the 

contraction of the arytenoideus muscle in association 

with the sphincters of the vestibule and the muscles 

of the false cords, for -7hose stimulation both nerves 

are essential. rut when the voice descends, the 

crico - thyroid muscle is no longer in requisition, 

and the result that the superior laryngeal nerve 

is neglected utterly, the lower fibres of the 

transverse muscle being stimulated bk the inferior 

laryngeal alone. It is probable that Hooper, in 

experimenting on the dog, affected the upper 

laryngeal nerve indirectly by stimulating the 

recurrent, but the contraction was weaker than would 

.have been the case if both nerves had been 

directly influenced. 

orell i..ackenzie holds that the speaking voice 

is much the same as the singing voice, any 

difference being solely in musical quality. However 

it is precisely this musical quality that distinguish -{ 

ed/ 
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distinguished the voice of John Fright from that of 

the ordinary platform speaker. Without doubt, he 

had the secret of perfect approximation in speaking 

as the artist has in singing, - a thing sorrowfully: 

wantinL both in the orator and in the average singer 

of to -day. Frequently the examination of the 

tar oat of an adult with a weak voice reveals 

imperfect adduction of the vocal cords, so that the 

vocal processes lie too far apart and a marked 

posterior opening is visible. I allude to the 

condition which is often seen in healthy people 

not affected with aphonia. 

I have observed that while this space may be 

small on the emission of a soft note, it often 

enlarges considerably when a louder tone is struck, - 

the opposite of what one might have expected. In 

such cases the singing voice is always of a breathy 

character (unless the individual has been specially 

trained) on the middle register and there is a 

notable absence of what we call metallic timbre. 

I am aware that timbre varies in quality with 

the resonators, but however perfect the latter ray 

be they cannot beautify a tone that is fundamentally 

bad owing to malco- ordination of the muscles of the 

vocal cords. In these breathy singers, the 

action, or rather the want of action, of the 

laryngeal/ 
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muscles corresponds closely with the .nixed movements 

occurring in dogs, when the recurrent laryngeals are 

only moderately stimulated. For this theory of 

imperfect stimulation of those muscles that close 

the cartilaginous glottis, further proof is at hand. 

it will be remembered that _ ;.ackenzie described cases 

in which the posterior space remained open at all 

points of trie scale, and this shoats clearly how great 

is the tendency to weakness in certain parts of the 

larynx. it the triangular space of the lower notes 

is to be considered normal, then one is forced to 

conclude that perfect closure is abnormal a.n.d that the 

phenomenal voice of Joseph ì'aas survived in spite of 

_such disadvantages. 

i have examined the throats or numerous singers, 

but in many of them the cords were difficult to 

observe in the emission of high and low tones. On 

this account I omit the description of a number of 

interesting voices. Among my notes is the record 

of observations made on a man of about thirty years 

of age. his speaking voice was barytone and never 

strong at any time; his singing voice was of two 

absolutely difterent qualities. On the middle and 

lower parts of his compass the notes were weak and 

breathAly barytone in character; on the higher notes 

which/ 
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which he took easily, the voice was still weak, but 

clear and bell -like resembling the tones of a boy. 

looking at the vocal cords the reason was at once 

demonstrated. Zhen the breathy middle nctes were 

sounded the opening of the glottis was invariably 

wide at the posterior part, the vocal processes 

failing to meet properly: but when the voice rose to 

the high clear tones the triangle became suddenly 

obliterated, the closure occurring at C sharp. 

At this point any attempt to make a proper crescendo 

was ineffectual, as the cords gave way before the 

force of the blast. Traction on the tongue 

evidently interfered with control of the vocal cords, 

.for in the hi,i: voice a crescendo could be nade with 

difficulty when the mirror was not in situ, but on 

the middle and low notes nothing but feeble sounds 

could be made at any time. It is to be noted 

particularly that the breathy barytone production was 

of the same quality as the speaking voice. To take 

another case, that of a bass singer whose voice can 

best be described as "woolly" in timbre. When he 

sang loudly it was with marked strain, the sounds 

being fogged and unmusical. he had been under a 

teacher who had taught him that because his voice 

was feeble it must remain so, and that the only way 

to d 
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to produce good tone was to husband the breath and 

sing softly. When he did so the sounds were not 

unmusical but were wanting in the ringing timbre that 

characterises the soft notes of a good singer. 

i:is compass was small, being less than an octave and 

a half so far as serviceable tones were concerned. 

The laryngscope showed that the vocal cords were 

never perfectly adducted at any point of the scale, 

and although tree aperture behind diminished as the 

voice ascended it .rC s always easily seen. The next 

case is interesting in presenting the opposite 

extreme, or complete closure on all parts of the 

vocal compass. (The voices previously described 

belonged to amateurs imperfectly trained). 

The owner of this voice was a singing teacher, 

a _..r. hosking, who gave the history of having had 

great difficulty in equalising the voice on all its 

registers. Eefore taking lessons he had been able 

to produce strong and beautiful tones with great 

ease. Le told me that, instead of improving under 

tuition, his voice became weaker and inclined to 

"wobble." his teacher had insisted on his 

attacking each note with a consonant preceding the 

vowel. After two years of this training, during 

which he gained in flexibility but lost in compass 

and sweetness, he put himself under a well known 

teacher/ 
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teacher of singing named Lunn, who professed to use 

the Italian method as taught by Garcia, L'archesi, 

iorpora and Cattaneo, the latter having been Lunn's 

own master in Italy. In a few months ' °r. }iosking 

regained the lost timbre, increasing his compass 

enormously and according to Santley his production 

was perfect. At the time that I examined his 

larynx he had an easy command of two and a half 

octaves with a voice equal throughout and of a 

rich bass quality. ,1henever a note was sounded, 

the posterior parts became perfectly sealed, - 

the arytenoid cartilages leaped close while their 

tips were seen to be pulled forwards towards the 

epiglottis; the vestibule became narrowed and the 

ventricular bands lay so closely together that the 

true cords could only be seen through a narrow 

interval. The appearance presented can best be 

described by saying that everything in the region 

of the cartilaginous glottis '.vas bunched up towards 

the middle line. Alen the attempt was made to 

examine the larynx without drawing on the tongue, 

the constriction of the parts was so marked that 

nothing of the glottis could be seen. Mr.' Hosking 

complained always of great difficulty in phonating 

when the tongue was nulled upon. In_ the production 

of the highest notes I was unable to see the glottis 

well/ 
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well enough to observe whether or not the vibrating 

ligaments were shortened from behind, 1-ut here, as 

in all other notes of his range, the pars 

respiratoria remained perfectly closed. Rurther, 

he was quite unable to produce voice in any other 

way, and even while speaking softly his peculiar 

metallic timbre did not desert him. In this he 

offered a narked contrast to another singer, a tenor, 

in whom the speaking voice was weak, whereas the 

singing tones were rich and full showing in their 

production an image identical with that of Mr. 

A.osking. he also had been trained on the Italian 

system, but was able at will to use his soft 

speaking voice while under exaìination: 17her he 

did 30 there was always imperfect adduction of the 

vocal ligaments. 14 observations on ì. r. Hosking , 

the singing teacher were confirmed by a laryngologist 

iir. dagget of Brook Street, London, and in this 

connection he has kindly allowed me to use his name. 

At Great Ormond Street Sick Children's hospital 

I frequently examined the vocal organs of children, 

and in every case where a view could be got I found 

that the cartilaginous glottis was closed during 

phonation. All those examined were under twelve 

years of age and were possessed of good clear voices. 

Although/ 
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Although the arytenoids came well together the 

"humping up" (to use Jr. ?aggets expression) of the 

cartilages was much less marked than it was in the 

adult trained organs just described. At ?rompton 

Consumption i- .ospitai I discovered a boy of fifteen 

;:-hose voice was particularly feeble. As compared 

with the younger children I noticed a distinct 

i :eakness in the action of the ú.rytenoideus muscle, 

for, when a r.ioderately loud note was emitted, a 

narrow space appeared behind. The case of this 

boy is particularly interesting in view of the fect 

that he was admitted with the history of having 

suf 'erect from a gradual weakening of the voice for 

some months. It was said that he was unable to 

coubh properly, and this was perfectly true, for the 

sound produced began with an aspirate and resembled 

the noises produced by a horse. The boy was given a 

bed in the hospital at my request, there being no 

diagnosis of any malady other than hysteria, he was 

discharged uncured. 
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But what is the old Italian method and 'hereindoes 

it differ from those of the present day? 

ï have been unable to find any literature 

dealing scientifically with the m,echanisr proper to 

the coup - de - glotte of the Italian masters, but 

1 ackno-rledge ¿rat fully to _.:r. Lunn that his 

theories on the use of the false cords have given 

me the clue to a probable explanation. 

2riefly, 1 believe the fundamental principle 

of the italian teacning to be this, - that those 

muscles which close the cartilaginous glottis must 

be so educated that vclurtary control becomes 

possible durir, the entire process of singing. 

::odern systems have no such basis, for they leave 

the muscles to themselves to act rightly or wrongly 

as the case may be. 

Although L.anuel Garcia and his forerunners 

taught empirically and were unaware of the exact 

nature of the action by which a perfect command over 

the laryngeal muscles was obtained, they taught 

nevertheless rightly and produced wonderful voices 

by the use or the coup -de - ,glotte. 

Garcia describes it as follows :- " Calmly 

and with ease attack the tone very neatly 
1- 

slight motion of the glottis on -the vowel A very 

clear;/ 
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clear; this motion of the glottis is to be prepared 

by closing it, which momentarily arrests and 

accumulates the air in this passage; then, as 

suddenly as the pulling of a trigÚer, it must be 

opened by a loud and vigorous shock, like the action 

of t113 lips energetically producing the letter Î." 

it is obvious from this description that the initial 

movanent is to adduct both true and false cords, 

thereby seating the opening of the glottis in front 

and behind. : +o "vigorous shock" could possibly 

be made here without a correspondingly strong 

contraction or all the closing muscles, and the 

object of the teachers of this movement is to 

preserve the voluntary action of these muscles to 

the very end of the note that is sung. The reason 

for the peculiar picture presented in Yr. Hocking's 

larynx can now be clearly understood, for in him it 

was the ccup - de - glotte that was instrumental in 

restorinc, the voice. As a rule when a pupil first 

attempts this method of attack, the sound starts 

with a clear resonance, but is succeeded in a 

moment by the usual fogged tones of his every day 

singing. After long practise the subtle timbre 

of the starting point is heard to continue to the 

end of the note, and then, it is, that a man's voice 

can/ 
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can be called reset and restored once more to the 

position that it occupied in early childhood: ex e9, 

like the child, he is only at the beginning but with 

a true beginning as perfect as nature had first 

willed it to be. 

b'y own case cannot be out of place, for I speak 

from experience, having learned in such a way my own 

beginning. As a boy I sang easily with a passable 

Voice: after the breaking time was over T °cund 

that any except the middle tones were difficult cf 

production, and that tue voice was bad,- hardly 

tolerable to the listener. At the age of twenty - 

three i took lessons under one who gyres thought to 

be a gcod raster and ,who professed the Italian method, 

as everyone does, unfortunately. The basis of his 

plan of teaching was that ell straining was had and 

that voices chouid be trained on soft easy tones, 

(falsetto he called them) beginning from the topmost 

notes. 3o f r it was good: T learned on the 

small compass of a barytone voice to sing without 

effort, but the tones were breathy and of a most 

inferior umbre. larynx was examined at this 

time and I was told that the vocal cords were never 

completely adducted on any note high or low, and that 

thei e was a? weys a wide aperture behind. I accepted 

this/ 
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this as the normal appearance and unalterable. Two 

years later :r. Lunn began to teach re the coup - de- 

glotte. After a year's steady practise I had 

made so little progress that I felt further study 

;would be useless, but I persevered. Six months 

later i began to improve markedly. Although the 

voice cannot be considered even moderately good, 

it i so much better and strcn -:er that there is 

.iif "ioulty in recognising it as the same with 7hich 

I sang a year ago. And now the laryngoscope tells 

a different story, for the cartilaginous glottis can 

bo ciosed voluntarily during phonation, and the 

cords themselves lie closely Parallel. The picture 

visible in i.x. Losking's larynx can be repeated by 

-.y own on any note cf a much ext:,.ìdec; compass, 

although in my case the bunching up of the posterior 

part and the narrowing of the vestibule behind is not 

quite 30 narked. I am still able to demonstrate 

the fer er image of imperfect adduction, and can use 

either method in singing or in speaking when I please 

Dr. dd and Dr. 1.:a uir© of Brampton hospital, at 

my request exr' ined my vocal cords. So also did 

ter. Uarrod of Greet Ormond Street, Dr. George 

Cathcart, and Dr. Logan Turner. Each of them 

confirmed in detail the descriptions I have given. 

One cannot believe that the coup - de - glotte as 

taught/ 
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taught by Garcia is the only method by which perfect 

closure can be brought about, but it is certain 

that no amount of practise on piano tones could ever 

reset a degenerate voice of the kin's described. 

In many countries a system somewhat akin to 

that of the old Italians is now in vogue. In it 

the pupil is taught to shout loudly on some vowel, 

often preceded by an aspirate, but he is not rade to 

seal the glottis before the attack, and on this 

account Garcia himself has repeatedly objected to 

its use. There can be no doubt that any method 

calculated to develop full power eventually tends to 

produce a contraction of all the muscles necessary 

for come.iete approximation, but it see7s certain 

that the coup - 13 - glotte 13 sup1eri er in that it 

establishes a direct ieluntsry co trcl and not a 

i:aprazard one. Some months ago I interviewed a 

sinking teacher in London who styles himself 

"rrcfessoì horspcc1" and advertises largely his 

"Vocal Discovery cf the Century." he held that in 

the majority of persons the vocal cords did not meet ! 

properly and that for this there existed but one 

remedy. 

To obtain a perfect closure he recommended the 

production in sharp ringing tones of the following 

syllables - / 
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syllables - "Pat - a -- vat - a - we y," 

t;ft'''r trie correct metallic ring had been acquired, 

he resorted to the broad "A," insisting that the 

loqor jaw should be pushed forwardnc? that the 

lower lip should cover the teeth during the pro- 

duction of a note. i imagine that such a system, 

ray o °ten be extre;rely beneficial, for, as vieil be 

explained later, the cords are more easily co-apted 

on sharp narrow: vowels is than: on broad ones. û, the 

ethos hand it i., d,ubtfäl if t -e singer can ever 

obtain by this :ethcd th., :onderfui power that cores; 
with the ;l,Linctar- _i':: control brought about by the - 

coup - de - ll.otto. 7ro:I:1' ?'l:j 7ehnke declare that 

the latter in rutnoue to the voice, but as neither 

of them was able to sing Tell, their opinions should 

give way before those s pressed by persons -:whose 

voices have been :lade perfect by this nethed. 

A.t i3 perfectly true that Garcia's teaching may 

do harm L' it be not carefully carried out. When 

training is first begun the natural impulse of the 

pupil is tc raise the pitch of a note by too great 

blast and pressure on the cords, so that the proper 

tensor ruscles are neglected. 

Foth Garcia and i:.ackenzie speak of the danger 

of this habit, which, if net overcome, can hardly 
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fail to do injury sooner or later. 

A person, who has what is called a natural 

voice, may be taught the control spoken of, in a few 

weeks while another with a poor voice ray take many 

months to acquire it. The former has a natural 

action and Finds no difficulty in moving along the 

path he has been used to. Let him out himself 

and r any teacher who forbids undue strain, whatever 

system he may employ, and the result may be perfect; 

but send his friend with the weak breathy voice to 

the avera ge *raster who does not teach the Coun - 1e - 

glotte, and the voice will only learn to run little 

more easily alon_s its breathy course. If he be 

trained scientifically to have voluntary companc1 

over the opening of the glottis, he nay take years 

tc learn, but the outcome will be the fullest 

development possible to hm. Inferior systems are 

deceptive, for improvement is so often apparent in a 

few weeke that people are well content; and because 

a better method cannot show ite effects, ever after 

a years probation, it is condemned and tossed aside 

as the ,worst pcssible. ':!hen an infant cries, he 

begins s by Practising easily what has often taken 

Gracia months to impart to adults, namely the coup - 

de glotte. he takes a deep breath, closes the glottis 

and / 
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and then the sound follows strong. There is no 

Preliminary escap c unvoic,:d air and the tone 

C ontinues to t:r rid rithout waste; ugly enough 

sound, -unblessed of musical instinct if you ,7111,- 

but selde breathy, this is reason enough for 

his ability to !lointain the tone with one ,.:ixpiration 

through twice the nub c.I. of beats possible to an 

ordinary man. "It inflaries th5.2 larynx!" cries 

the singing tear; but the baby, knowing how 

best to co-ordite those mu7:cles whic1-1 rule 

tension anf. blazt, may ory for hours together and 

be in the end only the Lealthier for his exertions. 

Arid, here, new light is thrown or the natter by 

re7emberinf; that infant requires little or no 

training for his prolonged efforts; his method is 

born with him and his Lir.z:less de7lonstrations are a 

certain proof of its naturalness, in spite of the 

apparent strain involved. :iearied he may he at 

times, but ho is no victim to laryngitis as an 

adult would be if, unwarily, he were temptr'Jd to 

rival the baby. 

At a children's hospital it took me about a 

week to teach this plan of attack to a boy of eleven 

years, while a little girl of seven learned her 

lesson in a few minutos. 

It is a fact that most of our great singers have 
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sun from childhood. 

Jenny Lind, Patti, Patey, Catala.ni, ..ilsson, 

Lehmann, and Albani among, women, Joseph ;'_aas and 

;,.arid among men are all known tc have donc so, and 

their production as adults VMS perfect because they 

inhe: ited the natural action of childhood. Apart 

from beauty of tone, great sir. gers are specially 

remarkable for two things, - firstly the 

inexhaustible air supply and secondly the no-7er to 

produce far reaching pianissimo tones. That these 

may be rendered possible, there trust be no scn7pe 

of air hicn is not in rusicai vibration. I::anv 

ascribe the wonder of great voices to a perfect 

conn,and cf the respiratory : : ;usclss, but fe-., stop to 

think that the rlarro.iness of the fissure throe h 

whicn the air passes i s even more i ̂ portsnt. If one 

who O:isc:ss:3 full control over the lungs be unable 

at the sat?.c time to rule the escaping breath with 

the glottis, he is a poor singer. ' :'sith the cveragel 

person this power over the cords diminishes steadily 

as he grows older, if he does not sing. Rarely 

does he nmembor that trie voice originates from the 

larynx as he talks, but r' pr ds it as a mere 

accompaniment of speech, and, as such,f ̂r less 

worthy of direct attention that the tongue and lips, 
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which he uses voluntarily. but although degeneration 

must follow on the habit of softening the voicc in 

conversation, the desire to :ace oneself understood 

by articulated sound, instead of by erotional 

modulation of the vowels as vowels alone, is a 

seccn: source cf weakness and must tend to divert 

the -.ind from the source of production to those 

parts concerned in the modification of tone for 

speech. The result is inevitably loss or power, 

and corrins as the penalty of civilisation, few 

cultivated per sons c q talk as loudly and as long 

a child or nativ cf .. frica. Of' this ly:tter 

cause of d J °neration ne better proof can be given 

than the fact that a pupil rarely improves if he be 

taught to sing words instead of pure vowels, - that 

is, if his will be not primarily concentrated on 

the muse_es that rule the vocal organ itself. It 

is clear that, of th(. several resisting points in 

the mouth and larynx, (described by '+yll.ie) the 

only one important for voice trainin {_ is situated 

at the cttis, and that the use of those above it 

must always is ì. t.o interfere with good production. 

According to :.unn, and others who have believed 

in his thoory, the false cords offer the true 

barrier to the exit of air during phonation, for 
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by close adduction they 'orr: a valve which renders 

the ventricles capable of in,'lat; on from bnlorr. 

Lunn holds that the ventricles pro;jerly used 

c:... :,hu., limit the e6ress of air, and that th:: 

essential difference between good and bad voice can 

be ;n:,laiao.ì in no ot3ïaï way. ln support o-.`.' this 

theory he quotes &a.le n :Ji :o doscrib^-.d the vr-Ilvula.r 

action of t:1F; larynx in r.oldin breath. 

Ualen, nowever .ices not e;zplicitly ,a.:,c; ` ` that . r.at 

this machaniss holds ?,;oor'. in 'Joicc _.r'o:.'.l:.cti on and 

ap: ar ontly he confine:; ais de';c:'i.:t.ion of the 

function of the rent: icies to their uc as breath 

holders. 

i.'t,, results of '',`'rïlie's sx;aeri.~.,rt:; on the 

larynx E.lso taken in cor,'ir T=r._:;rz of T...._ r, J 

jnti1 it had been pointed out to the lat4.er 

tht, the invest.i6-.tion -3 de-onstrating the function 

of tae v:-Yntricles ha.cl no relation to the fornation 

of voice. Jr. î: ori;e uathcrrt infor7sed re that he 

celi._'ved in this valvular theory of the voice, and 

on bein , a^ed Thy the laryn`oscope afforded no 

proof, he replied that perfect vocal tone could 

rc.ver ne produced 'Att. the mirror in to iti on. 

Â1t.hou0h this has been denied by Il any, it is curious 

to learn that those vrith the best voices have had 
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the greatest difficulty in si:;, ins proì rJ :r. during 

exai: ination. .0a îtley sait: that his voice r?£' 

unmusical and i aas deem red that the sound resembled 

the "baa" of Ç'_ sheep. food singer, t_ such +i rl a 
L 1. es 

naturally finds it 1 e _ e y t o phonate than a had 

this because approximates his false 

cords to a greater ex Ì ) 'n the i.00r }incr, r, the 

punir. out c° ti:; inte_f ;girl` 7_tß-1 this 

action. t11'i'_i :JY'. Cathcart consiry.e _ that the 

ventricles ..ra i_ ̂.flat,d in voice production, he 

condemns the c. -,up `I 't te a_ a to violent method 

of to,lching and ca._cu1ated j J injure th. 1 .rynx sooner 

o .,r 

T cannot accept Lunn'Ti theory regarding the 

vcntrici :s, ?),.cruse the s1:.ace ^etween the F'a i se 

cores in phonation must always be greater than 

that betveen the true cords, and tr:i F! so the 

air can only be resisted by the 1c" r ligaments. 

Those who think that the ventricles act as valves 

must believe at the sbtme time that the point of 

resistance can be suddenly shifted from the true 

to the false cords during singing and s.zcr' a theory 

is barely credible. 

In Dr. parry CaIpbe11's rook_ on "Respiratory 

Exercises" mention is made of the `snera.11y accu:. 
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view "that the regulation of the expiratory blast is 

essentially dependent upon the antagonistic 3.cton 
of the inspiratory and expiratory muscles. Cathcart 

is quoted as contending that the false cords should 

be the proper regulators. There is no doubt that 

ae inferior sinter must continually seek help from 

the inspiratory muscles, otherwise his breath would 

be soon spent; but a trained artist needs less of 

this aid because of his po, =ver over the lips of the 

,lot tis. Naturally, the softer the tones emitted 

th" more must he avail himself of the insnira.tory 

force, but because of his ability to diminish the 

cpeni'1_ or the .lottis he can sing on cor: pressed 

while the poor performer cannot hope to 'imitate hin . 

Experiment has proved that if some gas lighter than 

air be inhaled, the voice becomes immediately 

weakened. because of the necessary diminution of 

amplitude of vibration. The ability to compress 

air explains the far carrying po7er of the pianissimo 

tones that coma fror.. a perfect voice. 

tut of the ventricular bands and their cavities 

beneath, - what cart do they really play in the 

formation of beautiful sound? 

I believe their function to be as important as 

if they acted in the valvular way that Lunn has 
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.written of. 

'';hen the tr'lo cords are inper'ectly opposed, 

th ; 7al : e carne aro invariably farther p _rt th ̂n 

in thcJo cases in -:.hor., perfect closure i soon. 

1:any* ,,r; t.arC describe tbn narro,,ring of the 

space betwe °_n the upper cords, 'luring ,ascent of 

the scale and 'Garcia observe'; that " :when the arv- 

epiglottio folds conte .ct th:ly ? c-rer the e Diglcttis 

and --la'A3 the sureri cr orrice of the larynx 

considerably rarrc. er." lie goes on to say "that 

the brilliF.nt and powerful sounds of the chest 

re6ist;r contract the cavity cf the larynx, and close; 

stili n or 3 its cri fi c." 

Apparently Garcia does not r1coznise the 

exist, nce of such a thin'.: as a tria 'lLuîa.r opening 

behind Juri n,.; voice production, and this is not 

zur ri 31ng if the throats he examined were those of 

his c.., pupils trained en coup de glotte. 

:;h ther or not the exact truth has been dcscribel 

in r,: e.rcl to the muscles that are concerned in 

a.d uct.in the false cords, it is certain that their 

action aids ir a more efficient closure of ths true 

cords :articularly at their posterior parts. This 

is tYe r c,, on for the employment of that movement 

known as the coup de glotte and is of itself enough 
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to establish the importance of the ventricular bands 

in phonation. 

Eut there is more to bs said for then 

if resonators be too far re,_ cw'd fro musical 

vibrations, t,._:ir po;ler to rs-- inforc_: i 
c diminished 

and the near r the false cords. approach, the better 

rust be the _.osition of their pouches to ect as 

resonators. As a result they boco*n?e filled, 

though not properly inflate:, sound Knave^ as 

the voice is produced. Further, it is well known 

that a powerfully actin, muscle must have *'or its 

on in a fixed point, or at least one capable of 

being controlled in some d-'dree. It is believed 

ttu t the ascending fibres cf tne thyro- ar, r.rc id 

: uscles are able by their contraction to pull on 

th:: vocal cords in such a way as to rnder ther 

thinner and more translucent, and that by t_. hi s _ 

means the hi f,Ì* notes are made easy of roducti on. 

Examinations by transmitted light have proved that 

the cords do become altered in this manner, and it 

has been th.;u6ht that the pin -hole appearance of 

the glottis in the topmost notes results from the 

use of these diverging fibres. In any case their 

function being to contract, their power must be 

auE,mented by the adduction of the false cords, a 
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movement which increases the tension cf the part. 

from ,which the fibres take origin. 

.uscles froc, the walls of the v- rt'icle, ^frl 

frog the ventricular bands cannot but iìcrease i^ 

strength if their origins b, fixed during contrect oî. 
Eut the false cords alscttal:e part in lc-Ter n 

the posterior part of the glottis, eon ition 

favourable to the voice. . c n ;y r has pointed 

out that, with the depression of the vocal pro ̂esse.,, 

the kedge shaped space below the hinder part of the 

true cords becomes broader. re reasons that this 

alteration must tend to lessen the force of the 

ascending current, and that the resulting tore 

be poorer th &n ::ol.id have boon the case had the 

angle of approach been rore acute. Probably the 

contrary = 
_ true, for the purity of tone does no t 

depen.r -e f i j 
t. . rt: ch the air r. trikes n d on tir. force .r_ i _lue ,,li.. ai_ .,,,, t.h-_ 

cords, but on t.h^ narroqness of the fissure, an the 

power of the true cords to retain their position under' 

any degree of pr ?ssure. Tt he.s ?iraady been shown 

that the carts rest liable to give way before the 
lie 

air blast A behind tiffe vocal processes, but the less 

acute the angle below, the less easily are the cords 

blown apart. The intrinsic muscles of both true 

and false cords are concerned in the depression. of 
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the vccal processes, but the upper bands are able to 

exercise a greater ltv:ira.se pe,:rer t. th, 

:.ìuring sinsin th 7-1y little ri,lards of the 

ventricles mu3t be continually )f)urns thir secretion 

on to the true cords,- a vital thins for their proper 

vibration as has betin proved experinentally on the 

exsected larynx, - and it is proble that the 

ccmes more roily if the false cor,Th r.re 

actins 

rany believe that the e!)i¡;iottis is important 

as 2. reflector of sound waves and it seer:Is ]ikely 

that such ;In .lotion would be benefitted by a 

dra-;in:; baci: of this cartilage. I have observed 

in so7ile larynes that muscular 'ibr-1 oasF:ing 

iron: the for part of the false cords to the 

inferior narin of the epiglottis (as decribed by 

4yilio) are exceedinly well developed. The 

drawing opposite sho the position of one of these 

nuscies, and it is to be noted that in this larynx, 

helon:ing to a woT], the epizlottis is Tore 

obliquely set than is lisual in Thite people. 

I have already mentioned that thc narr7in of 

the vestibule has a sliTAlar influence on the 

position of the epiglottis and I believe that unless 

the ary-epic;lottic folds and false cords are strongly' 
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aprr .:tit^atc,d, the epi ,ml ott i s cannot be drawn back by 

the little muscle de.cri be d. 

If t%,2 false n c ,re ?. 
Y r a î4 ;. ?I°Y, a fixed 

point for its cO:ltractiC:^. 7.° at Once established, 

so that the elOtti ; is :';a11á.9 back to a slightly 

obli ;1:1e position, tf1 : cie,;rE',e of obliquity, apart 

from caà:Ztracting frccs, -.ráryir,, with the strength 

of tho muscle and the trac{:.c:n of the ,arv-epirlottic 

bur.cilos. This TM:vv.:"¡?.^t, oG' :er7Pd :nryá±i7iós in 

phonation, is i?:der:?Y.lF,nt of the droppin7 notion of 

the eri,siottis ir d,.=.771utiti,:)-1. 

The dif _ :.ouyt ,.:^, 

v?r.on trie tntlie and ti?': r+; ,^ t t.i s^.re forcibly 

pulled 'c^.°`ir:a.T is E;eplain:=_,d by the fact that the 

trtt .,'tî'2Ct .5r ! onoos°.d Unle ss the 

fcì_d ccT'13 ar3 actin:; 1n uYl? s:on: the ! P?'1 et'lt8 . 

or t!:7: !at t_'.r 1_:'i ?,XCi: i?:t er'`c.3 by the position of 

tt e lrlctti. 
renars that "if the muscles which bring 

together tr.c false cords acts l . o during the 

production of ;Le higher notes of th7! voice, their 

influence as closers of the upper part of the 

;;1-:;ttis must then be counteracted by fibres, 

lia:!lent0uâ e!'17 muscular, which stretch between these 

cords and trie mar. gi n of the epiglottis. 
t, or that 
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valve being then, as we have seen, pulled strongly 

f orv-:rcis, these fibres will draw t::: false ligaments 

upwards and vutma.rd.s, thus 14î =^ -os.tnt the 

interval between thee." Now it i ,^' ̂ e],- ,r.. _,, 

this difficulty that is Av^rlenceci_ by sinärs, and, 

that it r.:_.,y be obviated, 7.re taû:zht t.:, draw 

bac!', tl:a tJn,jl,i,e., "so that it ray he out of the wa.v " 

according tc th _: usual oxpla:-a,ti n. 

it will be shown i r;med.i ,.tel t1 t'iat many of the 

present day systems of voice training are indirectly 

concerned with the improvortt of trio action cf the 

false cords. So nuch t?';,? 7.7o;^r,o 1 :) it that the 

principle or their :roper pcvet.^ents is acquired in 

tri s ',ray and not oy direct voluntary impulses 

Si'^ss reeves insisted that only the tip of the 

tongue should be used in articulation because he 

believed that too much mov ?ment of thn posterior 

part affected the beauty of tone. 

it is interesting to contrast his views with 

those of Lilli Lehmann, who says that the tonEi e 

is to be ier:_ecz back with "tremendous power after 

every syllable" and that the base must be raised 

as high as is consistent 7i th tho vowel uttered. 

hen the broad "N" is sung the front of the 

tongue is pressed down, but, to compensate for the 
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elevation of the base, she recommends that a 

longitudinal median furrow be formed. 

From this it appears that both knew the same 

dif"iculties and te.u¡_ht empirically, being unaware 

of any physiolo,ical explanation. 

Por the sane reason "Professor" Liorspool 

instructs his pupils to sing with sharp narrow vowels, 

such c3.3 "A" in the syllable "pat," and "A" in th 

,.iorri "way," and obviously a singer prefers the 

vowel''ee for his top notes, because tha tongue is 

arched up and drawn towards the epiglottis. 

r. Burnett a singing teacher in Edinburgh 

trains the voice by making the pupil sing a clear ee, 

preceded by a consonant and then suddenly followed 

by an open "ah" . 

A method of voice production, reccr-eended i-y the 

:'rennh, but also by t, -elba, de Reske and ìiolbrook 

Jurtis (an American Laryngologist) is to hug- the 

tone through the nose, the mouth being closed. When 

the f_umming sound can be easily made the mouth is 

open. ̂ d and the note continued eithe.' nasally or the 

reverse, according to the teacher's instructions. 

This is called "Placing the voice." 

French people, as a rule, produce nasal tones 

by this method, but Melba sings with a high palate 

without th:: slightest nasal timbre and on exactly 
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the same system. Surely this "placing" is not 

concerned with the resonators but rather with the 

lips oç' the Llottis, seeing that in some the palate 

ie elevated, and in others lowered. The majority of 

untrained eincers are perfeetit, able to hum the 
C. 

:;cale without the slightest }:reak in the natural 

,ice, and to touch high notes easily in this way; 

but the instant Ue mouth ir: opens el and the tongue 

alters in pos ition, th, crac:ing is painfully 

apparent and the top notes are strained. Jere asain, 

this can be explained by the shape of the glottis, 

for .men the mouth is shut the hyoid is elevated 

And the epiglottis is easily drawn back, but the 

reverse is the case when the jaw is lowered. This 

may be proved by shutting the mouth and placing the 

tip of the fin;; r in the space bet.treen the hyoid and 

thyroid; then, if the mouth be opened and the 

tongue etr orlgly depressed, it will be found that th 

interspace has become too narrow for the introductio 

of the finger, the hyoid having descended further 

than the thyroid durin ; the process. The consequen 

is that the ligaments of the epiglottis are no 

lone :er relaxed and the false cords find it difficult 

to approximetc near enough to close tho true cords 

perfectly. There can be no doubt that the pupil, 
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while humming, learns to use the false cords 

properly, but until the muscles are cultivated he 

cannot hold them in position when the jaw is 

depressed. It is hard to prove the truth of such 

theories, but I believe that the peculiar 

difficulties in singing certain vowels can be 

explained in no other way. The elevation of the 

hyoid, influences the epiglottis to such a degree, 

that humming is made easier (especially on strong 

tones) than the open production, and the vowel "ee" 

requires less effort than the broad " A " on the 

rances. Similarly, on top notes, light 

coloured vowels are as a rule more comfortably 

taken than darker ones, and only for the reason 

that the ton,,ue, and with it the hyoid, is in a 

better position. If it were not so, the vowel 

ee would be as ,difficult of production as "ah", 

and Lilli Lehmann would not have insisted that the 

tongue should be retracted and its base elevated. 

Some people, having no direct control over the 

false cords in singing, are difficult to convince 

in respect of these facts, but I have never failed 

tc convince anyone possessing voluntary command. 

it can only be asserted that the false cords and 

used consciously by many in singing, and in order 

to prove that the position of the tongue is of 
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great consequence to the proper control of the 

;lottis, it is enough to point out that the 

difficulty in closing; the false cords, quite apart 

from phonation, increases as the tongue is nulled 

fabther out ß.n3 that nobody -could dream of opening 

the elouth and depressing the ten ae if compelled 

tc exerci 3e enormous pressure_ on the glottis from 

below, during; etrainink;. 

_ any teachers have tau .ht that the tongue i3 to 

be drain far on in uractising, a.,d have been 

responsible at the same time for the ruin of many 

VJi ;'3. 

earcia taught no such movement, but advised that 

the tongue should lie absolutely relaxed along the 

bottom of the mouth "then a broad vowel was sounded, 

e'!ideet1y that it might the more easily occupy any 

position required by the action of the fa.lee cords. 

If one read any modes n work on singing, it is 

discovered that the ton ne and palate are all that 

is bad, and that the most amazing exercises must 

be employed for their regeneration. Curiously 

enough, these parts were comparatively neglected by 

the old Italian teachers who trained their pupils 

entirely on t .e vo r l "ahu with the coup de glotte. 

,Whenever the SC 'i.13 could be easily and properly 
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sung on this difficult vowel, no trouble was 

experienced in using any other sound, or in adding 

consonants to the voice. 

iWdern rasters devote themselves to the 

movements of the resonating chambers, while ignoring 

the essential part, -- the seat of production. 

have observed that, when a voice is 1>r.fect and 

naturally good, the tip of the ton _,e nay be rolled 

all round the cavity or the mouth anl do_^siflexed 

to any degree with little effect on th' beauty o 

a thing possible only to the singer Those 

false and true cords are so strong as to be 

independent of any movement above. .hen the for gee 

is continually interfering vitíl the sound by 

assuming wonderful positions, it is not that organ 

=which :should be blamed, but rather the false cores 

which the unhappy tongue endeavours vainly to assist* 

Vicarious constriction is the result, and of course I 

th resonating chambers become distorted, but none 

the less does the root of the evil lie deeper, - at 

the degenerate glottis. 

Suppose one of the reeds of a perfectly 

shaped oboe to have a hole bored in its middle, - 

what is the result? A musical tone, perhaps, if 

the aperture be small, but only a poor breathy 
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counterfeit of the beauty that might have been. 

If the horn- blower have cracked lips, he cannot 

play; tut th p`r!crmer, (whose lips correspond 

to our vocal coats) and not the trumpet, is the 

one to be h19~ned. i.o amount of manipulation of 

tr:e resonators of either of these instruments can 

perfect the tone if the lips or the reed be 

defective. nd 30 with the human voice, which 

can be reco.<nised as intrinsically beautiful in 

spite 3f the presence of adenoids or enlarged tonsils. 

^levaticn of the larynx and retraction of the tongue, 

as :4llie has shown, tend to relax the glosso - 

epiglottic and tyo-- epiglottic ligaments. But the 

movements of deglutition tend likewise to occur in 

ein,_.ing, with these differences, - that in the 

fir.t the eha-rynx is constricted and in the second 

widened far as possible; in deglutition, the 

li a tints connecting the epiglottis with the tongue 

and hyoid bone are relaxed, whereas in phonation, 

more especially in the top notes, they are stretched. 

Although the epiglottis is more easily lo7ered on 

the deeper notes, it is in high production 

particularly that the movements of deglutition tend 

to be repeated ;- the tongue is arched, the soft 

palate leaps up, the larynx rises, and there is a 
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sphincter like action of the glottis along with the 

folds of the vestibule, while the epiglottis strives, 

at least, to overcome the fouward traction. 

The tendency to constrict the wa11s of the 

pharynx, so often observed in bad singers, is due 

most probably to the instinctive effort to 

approximate the false cords. Fut so weakened have 

the proper :nu3c1e3 become, and so often have they 

been aseocia.t.,Qrl with the ~iuscles of deglutition 

instead of ui t.n those of the true cords in phonation 

that vicarious action occurs immediately. One is 

struck by the encrecus compass of the greatest 

sinkers, but apparently t_oe of to -day are not to 

. be coTpa.red with others of the past. :'specially is, 

this deterioration to be found among the males, for 

what an of the present time can use three octaves 

of notes. Yet Farinelli, and Eernacchi, born at 

the beginning of the eighteenth century could do so 

with ease. Among women, Catalani and Sessi, 

tiara and Guari possessed ranges of more than three 

octaves. Their power to sustain notes and to sing 

passages of prodigious length on one breath was even 

more remarkable. 

Sassaroli is said to have eYeecuted a cadenza 

of fifty seconds, - and in one breatht Obviously 

in/ 
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in such voices there could have been no waste of 

air, and their powers were owing, I believe, not so 

1 :,uch to control of the expiratory muscles as to 

perfect command over the vocal aperture. It is said 

by the greatest sir; rs that they feel as if they 

were suckint; in the breath instead of expelling it, 

and such a sensation can only be experienced when 

the ,;lottis is firmly ly closed but fur the sr:allest 

chink necessary for the vibration cf the air. Eut 

i the nearness of the cords can account for the 

capacity to sustain long rotes, so also can it explain 

phenomenal ranges in some measure. 

in production of the: highest tones it is 

obvious that the blast of air has a greater influence 

if there be no unnecessary leakage. It is accepted 

as e. fact that the cords are often shortened from 

behind as well as in front in the top notes and I 

have already written that in this the false cords 

must play an important role by their aid in 

establishing perfect contact between those parts not 

in vibration. put what of the function of the false l 

cords in the deepest notes? No doubt the limits of 

range are determined by nature, but to the singer who' 

can best adduct the trus cords is given the lowest 

note, assuming two organs to be equal in every other 

respect/ 
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respect. One singer may have in the relaxing 

muTcles all the power requisite for the production 

cf deep voice, but the space between his vocal cors 

raj be wide, that the air encounters little 

tL ̂re ara rushes forth unvoiced, or 

onlLf ^e= blc vibration. On the other hand, if 

the fissure be nerrowed during phonation, the 

er:_litude of vitraticr, is increased enormously and 

the tcn1e ÿ ̂ cc--:es full and rich, as it was in Maas, 

in 'oho 
, it will be reneirbered, there was perfect 

approximation on through the entire compass. 

Regarding falsetto, each has so di fforont a 

eonccption of the very nature of this sound, that it 

is not surprising to find that explanations differ. 

.cr^s observers, i etrequin and Liday ammong then;, have 

ever, considered the false cords responsible for such 

t_r;actio?. An account is given in the British 

;.:sdical Jounnal of August 24th 1895 of hodgkinson' 

experiments in this direction:- Some finely 

powdered indigo having been blown on to the vocal 

cords, he ebeerved, that during falsetto tones the 

dust was driven from the margins in such a way as to 

i o ie that they \'; t,ra.ted in their whole length, 

without the formation of a node. Miller and 

Garcia held a similar theory and remarked that the 

amplitude/ 
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amplitude of vibration was much less in falsetto than 

in the chest voice, because of the wider space 

between the true cords. i-ialliburton and Each 

ccnfirr: tY.is view in their writings. 

6n the other nand meny ^ali ve it to be 

produced by the "orraticn of a posterior node, so 

that only part of the vocal cord vibrates. ISackenzie 

remarks that this mechanism is employed for the head 

notes of women end for the falsetto of men. 

Apparently it is not the laryngoscope which is at 

fault, but those who give the same name to separate 

methods of production. 

Sims Reeves declared it to be impossible to 

execute a genuine crescendo on falsetto, a difficultÿ 

that does not present itself in that mechanism 

necessary for tt.e singing of head notes. Evidently 

Sims Reeves' conception of falsetto was identical 

with that of :;arcia, with whom Lennox iron ;me was 

also in agreement, - e.lthou6h the latter describes 

two varieties, the second being found in the 

production of R note with the mechanism proper only 

to the register beneath it. With the mirror, I 

have seen an image of the cords showing incomplete 

adduction on a high note, and also the picture 

presented during posterior closure: the sound audible 

'with/ 
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with the first ï would have termed falsetto, and 

that . tii the second simply a high note produced in 

an unaccustomed manner by the same movements that 

are er::pioyEd for the head voice of women. 

hie latter method 'tras used by Simms peeves, and 

is else employed by de- Reszke and Caruso of the 

present day in the production of their tors notes. 

Unfortunately, as feev men ?.ro able to develop this 

t regi nr to perfection, it is named falsQtto, and 

althoutl,h. °.L1ìljei'S had and gccd can produce tones 

far hi8hcr than can ever be properly used, the 

method of production ray be none the less e true one 

with perfect alefre'__retien of the cords. The 

.coedit i _n described y Garcia ci. ght, I thin'. :, to he 

considered the true falsetto, end the very incomplet 

tress of the closure emplcyed f'n its production would 

seer^, to juetify tr_r givin of such a name. 2ach 

observes ti.at faisettc can bo carried right do,=,-r the 

scale to the loser notes. 

According to Garcia, "every time the epiglottis 

lowers i t .elf ani nearly closes ths orifice of the 

larynx, t voice gaine in brilliancy, and when, on 

the other hand, it is drawn up the voice becomes 

irnmedietely veiled," a falsetto note being sounded 

with the cords too far apart. If .the tongue be 

pulled out forcibly there is very great difficulty 

in/ 
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in producing anything but falsetto tones, the effort 

ob3ervPd bein duc; to the attempt to adduct the 

f?.j ^e cords, .,,c that the true may be properly closed. 

Fierr7onl.n in this vay, one is inclined to the belief . 

,l- " t o results from t19 lmPÚT^ °mot action Cf 

the false corde;, and is in reality only e.n 

.xs1 .;'ra.tion, during singing, of the ins,zff.; ci Font 

approximation to oc se -ßi1 in many while u , i n t the 

so,-Kin: voice. In co- c:cil'.sion it rust be ariritted 

t!lat, .,.. rt from the reinforcement of po zn:'., a voice, 

in which ti. is no undue escape of air }17ill be 

more beal.itiful than another in -,hick the natural 

p'irt.ty is adult,r ed by a constant ,treaty of 

unvoiced 

i'hro rout the essay this fact has been nade the 
basis o ideas that have been brought forward. 

It cannot be pretended that the horse and pig afford 

examples of .. u 'ical pro iuct.ier., but the breathy tones 

of the fort^ ̂ r ray well he cor:pare.d ':'tith the voices 

of many unrcrtun=>.te persons. 

ahile the horse cannot possibly seal the glottis ! 

the pif;, if we are to judge fro :: the shape of the parts, 

probably finds it easier to close than to open. 

This animal nay be said to phonate invariably 

with a c ̂ up de glotte, and because it is capable of 

keeping / 
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keeping the laryngeal fissure narrowed, until the 
end of the tone, no air is permitted to escape 
that i.s 'ot in vibration. 
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THE VGïC__S OF ANIMALS. 

A man, beccel-inL: ..:ute, ..,..:E,s -^ii,h his 

,-eid eyes and by the gesture of __i.., hard, but 

seldom does he have r,2.our7e to ^eise _s a substitute 

Mi ,peech. Some bir'3s, for ex=-^r:le the stork, ir 

.:eî _tult of R vocal inetruTMent, ars a1-le to îrod-ece 

l eu'_ì snapping :1o13ss ;Vith their rc'.i°r' ul b:?e,.':ts; the 

tapl11n..7, of the wCodpcC_:er is -veil li e :; t:l i. l (P O 

oi:sarvî,s that some Tale spiders pro'lu..`' 9. stridulating 

sound, using the abdomen as a sort of °:d.dle, against 

'v!'iici: the hinder part of the thorax is I'abbed, --hile 

serenading the ;'c,`:ale. 1ut to the insect, i1711y 

innocent of a voice cr -un, the_^e is Eiver the power 

of Cl^c.iiìilL prcper musical sound by t?To separate 

:-;ocl1ais-:^. ..:ost of them do C^ by repek,.ted 

1î.1;11L31;'3 U: t^_":1' !'linge during °lJ.Vht, but it i3 

known that in :any insects, such as wasps and bees, 

the peculiar humming or b11?73ing tones are produced 

by the rapid transit of air through lateral holes 

}, The queer bee is said to Oá'ti in the thorax. .n. qa.: be ^ s.iu t. .t a 

strane piping note in com7anding the attention of 

her srrarn, but i can rind no explanation of the 

means ec::ployed for its generaticn. I;osçu.itoes, 

gnats, and even flies are believed to attract the 

females/ 
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females with musical sounds of varying quality 

and Larwin quotes :Layer's assertion "that the hairs 

on the antennae of the male mosquito vibrate in 

unison with the noies of a tuning fork, within trie 

range úL ti_o sound :. emitted by th_ fer .lei he 

loner hairs vibrating :'i tl'. the graver notes, and 

the shorter ones with the hj her ones." 

Some of the order i iptera, to '_-;hick these 

being, are said to produce noises by t`-e motion 

of the "neck, within the prethoracic cavity." In 

Erazil, a male cicada of the order iior.optera makes 

a sharp chirping; noise, -which may be heard, according 

to Jarpenter, at a distance of h9.lf a ...ile. It is 

produced by the agency of muscular fibres acting en 

a strong elastic me;:brane, stretched over a cavity 

on either side of the last thoracic segment; this 

mueical apearatus is developed on a '.?1r sca 

in the female, ;;;hich, however, is never heard to 

chirp. 

Among Orthor.tra, an order including crickets 

and "resshopp :rs, the field -cricket produces sound 

by thr screping of one wing-cover, which is furrishe j 

with teeth-like ridges, against the hard projecting 

portion of the other. _.ocusts are provided with a 

similar instrument. In grasshoppers, the inner 

surface / 
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surface of the femur develop., teeth, which are 

scraped across prominences on the wine covers in 

the same way that . a bow is used on a violin: ir. 

a South African genus the femora -.re ru;?hed on 

ridges of the abdomen instead. 

_,ee tles are kris +:n. to scrape in .a similar manner 

the situation of the stridulating organs varying in 

diffe:.nt species. 

The death moth Hake:: a tics -:ing sound by tapping 

on some object with its horny uiiandibles. Fut the 

question arises, - how ....:,_,y animals can properly be 

called dumb, or iac,tpabie of c,roluc_rì sound? 

If the word "inaudible" were substituted t_7, truth 

mint be nearer. 

Tyndall remarks that the cbirzing of tre cricket, 

as well as tns delicate harmoai s of try, bat, are 

unheard by many. 

he descrYb! cs a country ;7Q.1ì: during which the 

grass swarmed wiLh "chirruping" insects, the sound 

being shrill to his ear but absolutely inaudible 

to those of his companion. it is usual to imagine 

that all fishes are dumb, but there are some 

exceptions. eel - shaped fish of the 

L.editerranean, named the Ophi1ion, eTits a peculiar 

sound/ 
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sound on being handled, the pogonip.s are audible 

even under ester, and the triglae grunt when taken 

from their element. Darwin observes that the 

t^i'lae has a compass of nearly an octave, and that 

its toms ere produced by the ..,ovsment of certain 

mu _ c 1 . s be 1 cn` ìn1 tc the s`.vir? -- bladder. 

The male ophidion makes sound hy ccmpressin 

the cir -bla5 er by means of mu cl ;: s in conr.ecticr, 

with movable bones. Another "_c2?, not r -lluded 

to by Dlrwin, has, howev e.', ..) such ap r. arátus 

3;2V.-doped and yet can be heard; for this reason 

it i2 ::3?uned that then: are other rethods, not 

kno wn, by which sound if; produced. The rflackerel, 

for amnle, has the power to utter a moaning sound, 

( ;robabl;' by 'means of friction iet.-veen the hones of 

T har;.'^.r>sá,l civity, puncture of' th' bladder in no 

'vay 3ffctin this capacitj. it is sl)pPosed that 

SC,TE ^.mphibi ̂ rs produce ton both at inspiration 

LL_nd c; ; r»ti on, but ju i ;ir._; fro~' the in''1ation of +he 

it Pouches, tree frogs, .edible frogs and toads 

invariably croak dur iif; ex irati on. Although the 

'îc' a t - )rds are regarded rightly as the parts by 

which tho croaking sound is made, it has been stated 

that the noise may be produced by friction of the 

pharyngeal muscles on the distended pouches, 

precisely as one might do with the fingers on the 

surface / 
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surface of a tense balloon. 

Darin, in the "Descent of van," ró^'rkc 

that "c .rtain frogs sing in :. äeci': edl;T pleasing 

manner" and hs describls the wet chir,'inf; notes 

of ti: litt,: i'.yl aFj of ..._o Oalî'_E.'.ro as bei fl_, 7.? 

harclory. 'i'r=: neme gecko has been given to one of. 

the lizard species in imitation of th,tt little 

reptile's sharp chi2^in¡7. .::1ii. Tt sual 1y the males 

amcn6 rorr,ilPs, as among birds, are the voic_. 

prod.:csrs, but crocodile 71 th its ellf?winz 

roar is an ?xception. 

c1:Gloni_;. FI'-' only able to !l' S.`3, but the 

European tortoise emits a ,':rculiar Icr, 'cirinç note 

and black tortoise . bello- inT n ico . Tho hiss 

of the snake is sv:arpr than that of oth-r anir l _ :;c--.._ S, 

and :cL1Ci+iJ: c3, for its ".itt'",re':ce, the li';,)^. 

glottis arc nnY`''O,raía (((Ì:j(jñ.L.1 
ti t o, gn most snakes no otYr noise than 

th,. hiss, some prcce soun:a by r?pi_, ;triìting of 

trie tail on stalks of plants. 

.iccOr d-r6 to hnCinr ion, the i,cÌlis c.^:rinata., 

a species of viper, makes a kind of his ir.g noise 

by the friction of its scales, modified L'or thr 

purpose, aLainst one another. The tail of the 

rattle - senke is provi.l.e(i rrith peculiar prominences 

which/ 
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rattled in Lhe sr., way. ::.ost of the 

bird, in ':7hoP'i the syl^;?^`: is undeveloped, are 

'.iJì., t^ 7':1147: . hissing noi;,=, T'nrF or less harsh, by 

t.n c 77,-rytnciJs to intercept th(? air CLrrebt > 

:ut .1.t.hci.`h .. true syrinx May be wanting, a slight 

:.:ilat- ±i rn is often prcs eCt ,hQrp the trac'r:ea. 

and tni:. ..:ay bc , hid to aid. ir the 

gn::!r-:ti on of sound as well as the u ppar opening of 

th:1 fhe voice of the hornbill hai already 

b::el ci ven . an ea:am..l, of one hard both in 

e%rirrAior_ inspiration, but the idea that the 

iUirr^, :f s`.rifr'_ng birds are i,..7-plra.tc%'y i, incorrect, 

as =ì.= by Lunn when be pointed Ji.l% i.h.^.t the 

crir :.r? va!;our from :, robin s:n:;ìng might be easily 

stn on a ,.^csty ..ost birds une the 

v;; i C,-) to °.Xdr eJs 'Ja.ryi-_ `?'?OtionS, Gut apparently Z y 

,. "y" t;.._te í-ì. I:u:1-io't,2r0ì.ls pleasure in '.'vë. t :li_ 'î;.T, thn 

effects of their scr,a_.,= on other flni:~a1s; Audubon, 

r entione 5. by Dar-.:ir:, ;new of a tame night heron that 

delighted to terrify a cat by uttering+ sudd.eniy the 

"ront frigh tful crier'." lt is a.stCnis"inv to 

cgin:-iller the different qualities of sound capable 

of h,'in ; e n itted by Onn bird, - th s0rig, the 

twittering, and the chirp of a single throat. If 

the softest notes of a beautiful human voice are 

able/ 
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able to pass to every corner of a lads hall, losing 

n.t'.i ̂  cf their sweetness in tran3t, it i _ held 

1)c: ._. wonderful thing: but the '_ark, too, has 

t.!t s,3.,:.'-,t of D^^ntrat inT music aol th^ song of a 

i:_ audibl through ,pace of half. 

,.. mile. 

.. 1t:.u:;r. .', -.t.e-tì.rcwt an&ft -T:ea3cfa-pipit can 

sirr; ° .;b:.y cr. the wing, th7:y little po1er 

c.3t a .','_? c¡-l±,.:, or the toprost 

t.vi6a. . 
t . iin _.;l' the bla.cY,ir, rhich the 

7i7iC3 so 7E1:., rust li'.{r?'7i =e be securely planted 

ììt the la-27.( :1_a:3 :t- nnt!'! t0 Sing with 

t};: aa._;1 _ :74rtion or ?.îo.7. .;in; °1ig.bt. The tolling 

o:, ;,::C bell-bird Cr ..ampanc'.rC cf South Arerica can 

1.:,-ará three Liles away; _t'iCugh rello+.ued by 

tL- nct2 of this '7h:t!: `'"^ther°d creature, 

'),y, is said tc 2ess^rle the noise of a 

harr =or ".11ir _ upon an iron zas-main. Whenever a 

úc.ìo is sounded, a si:iral tube hanging fror his 

forehcad springs up inflated with Rir to a height 

of t'r.r, incl-w3s, the J;.c 'a,inF continuous with an 

O :;:JlZt, ,. c 
i , I.i_^.tCl v: 

1}; :, : ; ;.nr;sir.n cf this tube ri ..71-.t well have 

been ase I ',y Lunn to afford analogy for his 

I ventricular theory of voice production. In his 

book, / 
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book, however, he ouotes DarTn's account of a bird, 

thP l'etcao cuplolo, a opocies of grow, whose neck 

io furnist:el on eaon /.,ide with an ora*.ee coloured 

sac whion becomes dist,;nded 7ith overy sound that 

is Trade. .;r3.:,n both of these are -oricked, the bird 

is ooble to .produce any scurd whatever. 

LILI: 7:73.1,7 bustard of Zuroo)e is provided with 

a lare Douct hangin ro:7: thc frort of the throat 

and thi i thoubht to to concerned ,,ith the 

producticlo cf its charactriotio note, which. 

resobles the word "oak." nn tho throat of the 

u7Throlia of Sout.h :Inerioa, a larfre nendent 

pouch is dovoOodo:i, 1j1t.r w-hen its low 

nota is .iv on forth. The syrinx of the 

lo( is rOSIL interesting and one c,innot help 

oonFAruction of its oq.vity with that 

of an orOinary organ pipe, Yhoss bevelled internal 

edge is so plac,,d a5 to divide the stream of air 

into waves. ;,constically the syrinx of' the duck 

would seem to correspond, not with e. reed instrument, 

for the tone i3 not enough to influence 

pitch by it own vibrations, but with the organ pipe 

which it resembles so much. The septum of the wild 

duck, as mr4 be seen from the drawing, is unpaired. 

Consequently the note produced is far from perfect, 

as / 
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as thc irations re riisturbed by curnInts of 

unvcic,:d h?3 been call,?d compound, 

and accont oE7;y to listin7uish rror that 

of ti:c 

t:%11:4ht to -171,1*:, cmch 

as t:1,: 7rt aid jPs.cd2a7, the serilunf,.r me7lbrane 

is particularly -11 1ev3lop an5. the tone is 
mor thal The poiers of the parrot 

aro r,11 hut ovrm the starli,lj 7;a7 do wonders 

as Lt: tht4 scn of' other bir..73t it is 

sail tt t ,:y oven proncunce a re77 =Th. The 

mooldn.- reprolucn the voice of p17^st pnv 

qupdrnd h 1:*_y )1r:P.r, but 11,7 has little fFre P..! kr 

imitator of beirs. 

In an article on the voice of birds, Gould 

rerk3 the cuckoo is the only 1-ird thPt 

hi3 efforts, and that his voice, 

beccr hoarser as thr. au=or uìvnce, ceases 

altoethor in th:-. -nd of June. The ery or the 
ni6htin1s is in 7,arkel contrast, Ro:a it il Torth 

nottiij 7:71.in that in tilis singer the ,useiss of the 

syrinx p.re rn.or 7AT-on:71y develop7ad thp.n in any other 

bird or 7enc. It is stated that no bir .? larger 

th7tn 7,, thrush ie ever heard in continued song. 

Dar-fin rc!Th-Lring to tht-, instrumental rusic of 

birds, as apart from the voice tones, says that 

peacocs/ 
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! nfl.cc^.t:s ?."P.á ít-..il"s of r}er.,.ii 7 t*le their ouills 

to i)r'7)1ln1 
'1, sort; turLv,-cocks scrape 

t rt ;'.7' wings on tho g2'ound, ;v12i 1r t.1-!e 7717,17 Hoopoe, a 

nrn-If d bi.r:l cf .irCrF 
f 

t-ps his beak on 

tt 
G. t-..n }_^ ..i Fc .: 7 peculiar rote, ^.r-g ro ccr~i:7es, 

both ,,-;^, in=trur ntrl ru3ic. 

If th^ "'c"''.-.'.^u stands musically sLiL3rs...., arong 

the lower ra--- _ ls, :.:, opposed tc man, the thi'ust is 

th orly bird :,hieb can ;inT vithnot trainina the 

escc.n:li.lc- Ai:ato:7'r seals. 

Jt mot 11n that t:î; scale of the r'i'.:t'eS of _,, 

äticif?!7t, ci1'e';17o aná :'.;yptlaYl s owed ori .ri r, to t?-17 --CZg 

of t.+li.s ..er,, Al thou7h the vni.^.e. of the 

rlackri-rci _., .-,.etc.r, it has not the range or variety 

of th,. tnr_-.-'7' 7, song; Ye.rrell observes that it is 

n.., r- . ar;, -, 
o, '-er and n al i f tone." or .. F.. _; oz p, z n ti__ ty o_ one. 

r;- 13:ï:?!liYl jackass ioeo naturally 7Y1?± the riarrot 

can only lo in imitation; any r1n.,1 4 
. b c Zoo i t s 

extr iorli nar r voice :gay be heard, r ^1 it nothing 

so rich c i the hoarse laugh of a bibulous Terry -ruai :er. 

Con iderin ; the harsh sounls Produced by the raven, 

one is surer ±sri to find the syrinx so perfectly, 

formed. it is supro$ed that the bony saur projecting 

into t ̂ e u'lt er larynx destroys the qua ?.li ty of voice, 

but it is not easy to believe that this it the only 

factor/ 
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factor to determino, whther or not a tone shall be 

beautiful. The fiss,rr.1 cf- the uoper glottis is 

not a_symmetricai, oaing to the !esial nositin of 

the spur. 6uon a proi.3ction, T have feuml, !_rpFirs 

the tone or a oiarit, 17v.t ri7e7 not render it in 

any way harsh or unmUsical, and this bing tho case 

it is probable thE,.t the 2.,-rinx of the rf,-...ven 

its?lf responsibl for th? rile- s ;17 tone. It 

i3 impossible to see trig unrer glottis of carry 

while it sin6s, bat I would suizest from observations 

on the hornbill that tl-,17, opening is oft 

closed in song: not thpt it nay afford a strcng 

resistance to 3utgoin air, or alter itch to 

any marY.ed i3re, b tnat it r1-17 tne 

tones in 1:!rhaps as the movernnt of the 

plate, and -.Le itin o-7 the mouth a..7.1 tongue, are 

able to do in 

in thos whic I e:a:iinad, th 

glottis was scon t alter repeatedly in ..hape 

their atten+t,: at phoneti-7n, but all that could be 

learned was, ti..71t, the wider taa ,,ct,rture, the :ore 

breathy did tne tound become. 

1:Afferent breeds of one rsTily c'f birds are 

easily flistif,6ui:iLed fror one another by the cries 

peculiar to each. 

Darwin/ 
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Lar4in Cbserves that the voice the Eulm 

sock of India in is that of our 

own domestic bird, vrhile the cro17 of 7,obi is 

"ludicrousty diffrent" fro.; cry of the 1^.tter. 

Lhat voices of birds 7iay be usE,f1 to nn i3 1h0'711 

by the rant tit in China a .T;pecial breed o' eese 

is employed to 'ound ia the nint watcYs, and. 

one remerber.:7 in history the geese of th C)apitol 

of Rome. 

in Ruenos Ayrer., a noisy bird cf th plover 

s.Pecies is encouraged to ',Perform a like office. 

Tyndell assnr, that even the :btr-1,./.e CT 
of the street sp-x:.:-7 is inaudible to .one rsers. 

Of the peculiar note of th t 7ention has alrl-ady' 

been made, an it seems not 1;nlik-:1y 

animals .na,,.r th.-A passes :inn it is 

known tnat r!.:y be conscious of h1l;11 tons, fror 

a .ialston's -7hich a ran fails to 5r-J17Ircei.te. 

voico of the dos under different conditions 

of life cherEes rocarkal,ly. 

_Co ou:ta "Tn.i' habit of barking._ does 

not cnaracterise J1nAzie natural species or the 

family" for it Ti:v..r develops until the sni:pal 

becomes morc or luse domestcated. If a barking 

dos/ 
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dog revert to naturg,.1 hl.bits, his vr.dco 

altc.irs, the di3ppears, v.11.7 he 512-1.t-.:.t 

howl of welves as a mode of sY:prsic.n: on 

oth hand. a ;.:Lcal ler?.rns to 1.)r': he 77;11,C, 

to coiruicn witt: ordinary dogs. 

civilisd, the Dine,o7; of imstrnlip. 

rr.roly bar-: and i & told by one of tt keepers at 

the Zoo ti:at he has never known them to do anything 

but 7hine and howl in their c?.ptivity. Acnor1in7; 

to Leibnitz, dogs have evrm been hrd te speak, for 

in 1715 h cormunicatd to tho Aca3ery of 

6cience ei:periencs of 7, matif' -7hich 

pronounce !-ford-, th 

purring of a oat tc be due to thE, vibraticns cf the 

faim: cords, but this is imrroble, or t !2.'s:und 

can 1),; imitated by anone by ap:'1=intin,r; 

both truo aha ftase cords an-.1 Mc:Ting through the 

narrowed aperture of the lower 11J;a:T:entF!. Fy this 

means the purr can be continued easily, as it is 

in the cat, for r-tor than thirty seconds with a 

It is produced by thf vibrations of the true 

cords in close approxiyation, as it must be in the 

cat too. 

Luch has been said regarding the voices of 

pigs and horses, but it may be added, that, whereas 

the / 
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thr, FAE 6runts rL,y on his peculi r vmel, the sheep 

and co;; prefi:: a consonant, and the ho= fc,11(y77s 

breathily %.spirate. 

T1i7 VOICS CF L1AN AND TTC D7'071TRATTnN. 

s.ttc:ntion L i.rnctA to th-,) hi,.n voice, 

on notices thet an infant at first confin..,?s himself 

alTost Tholly to vo7e1 sounr7.s, a 

ciY t ccr_lp fe. :71otte. Thii 2raratory closure 

is 7,--aways 1iíit in the 

chilArn bUt it 1.3 loss often 4::.) r-r77.r1:(1 

in ths cry of rave - 

thc coup -1- Elotta persits lonf;Pt, being 

7:rny 7:cnth; aft;Lr th cru it -rf cc- ce-sf to 

be 

!v'st clildrn continue this zxrlosive etod 
of phsnti r. mtil bout th .. third year, "rut many 

lose it 1.7tr earlier. I have notes of the 

case of lIttl- 1-oy c' ciht who !71.-c7 

hl: aff_Ict-:d viith epil?psy, te numb°r 

of rss 17-11-Jin. t-rr to el2;ht in the tnrenty 

four rlur r tbs ti-- I knew him. 

feeble, his speech v'at seldom irtelliible, athough 

on sOTP days he could ask for things -fith a few 

indistinct/ 
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indistinct words. When angry, he ;-roula shriek 

at the top of hi3 voice, ana repeatedly I observed 

him to inhale and to seal the ¿1ottis before 

attacking the sound. Of those who adopted such a 

plan, this Child :,ras ty far the oldest of any that 

í had :seen. In the "DISORDERS O SID2ECt" 'ylli e 

gives an instructive table dealing with the usual 

ages at Yrhici-_ children are heard tc gr .I t and te 

crow. .;yliie observes that gruntinE, of which 

the coup de _,lotte i., to 1i portant feature, begins 

at the third and persists until the seventeenth 

month. A 7,odified fors' of the grunt occurs 

frequently under chlorcí'crm and during the triphasic 

breathing of children, and it has been pointed cut 

previously that children as old as nine years ray 

utter this peculiar noise. The roan of the adult 

is identice1 so far as the mechanism of proucti on 

goes, but here) the action is attended with much 

effort and sees unnatural. Exhaustion would come 

to the latter much sooner than it :roula tc a baby 

using, the ss.7..- 

Assumin, the intelligence of trio persons to be 

equal, the coup de glotte .ill be acquired far more 

easily 10,/ child tlY,.,1 by the 7 = ̂ ï n man. 

13iviltsation compels the softening of speech 

f or / 
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for ordinary conversation, and it follows that most 

voices grow weaker with advancing years until a 

sertain limit is reached. Everyone is struck by 

the clear metallic tones cf children, - ho-,- they are 

uiible from*. across the street, but there is little 

of this penetrating timbre in the adult. 

ichool children are taken and trained 'en masse', 
- there is no selection made,- and yet everyone is 

able to sing passably and almost a1 rs:rs clearly. 

Lrir result is successful compared with what it 

:would be if an equal body or Tiddle aged. men were 

treated similarly. I an told that the ordinary 

speaking tones of an African native are easily 

understood .at the distance cf twenty yards. It is 

a fact that women sing more easily than men, and no 

one can fail to notice the dearth of -ood male 

singers a> compared with those of the other sex. 

Eut before puberty it is the boy who i s chosen for 

training, not so much for the reason that he has a 

sweeter voice, but rather because of its greater 

power. One naturally asks why, and explanation 

becomes easy on considering the i*portance or the 

breaking time at puberty. 

Until that period the natural action of the larynx 

has tended to persist in spite of the enfeeblement 

I 
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resulting from lack of proper discipline. 

Then comes the rapid change in the voice orgax? 

during ;which the muscles are attempting to accomodate 

themselves to new conditions. In too many cases 

the. perfect usage of childhood is never completely 

recovered, and what was once a beautiful voice has 

beccre breathy and harsh, no longer even tolerable. 

Then comes the teacher striving to restore this 

broken organ., but, being powerless to diagnose the 

evil, he almost certainly fails. Probably the 

pupil is told that the tongue, the palate and the 

resonators are at fault, but to the vocal cords, 

tnei: :selves the cause of failure, little direct 

attention is given. With a woman, on the other 

hand, the growth of the larynx is less in degree and 

more gradually accomplished, so that the muscles 

having; little trouble in adapting themselves, tend 

mora easily to preserve their normal balance. 

But, if the natural habit be lost, the singer cannot 

prevent himself from straining, and this effort, 

unfortunately, is not confined to the proper muscles 

but spreading vicariously to other parts becomes so 

fixed a habit that the sound is never pure. 

The weaker the adductor muscles the more does 

this vicarious action occur when a powerful note is 

emitted / 
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emitted. 

hO%7 often does one hear a pleasant speaking 

voice in an adult whose singing voice is forced and 

unmusical. It is not insisted that such weakness 

can always, be observed in the laryngoscope, but it 

is a fact that, while nany adults approximate the 

cords imperfectly, (especially when they have been 

trained on soft falsetto tones) children a.ro 

Seldom observed to have the cartilaginous glottis 

open even on the lower notes. 

It is probable that many an adult o Tes the 

preservation of his vocal gifts to the language he 

employ;. 

if gutteral a.nd aspirate sounds are numerous, 

the free delivery of vowels cannot fail to be 

interfered with in some degree, 

lton wrote that the English do not open their 

"mouths in the cold air, wide enough to grace a 

Southern tone, but are observed by all other nations 

to speak exceeding close and inwards." Hullah 

remarks that the voices of Anglo-Saxons are naturally 

worse than those of other indo- 3uropeans, and that, 

although the duality may be good, their tones are 

always less in intensity then those of the Welsh, 

Italians and Germans. VIhile climate may have 

some/ 
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soT e effect on the voice, it cannot bo believed that 

the air of Italy plays so important a. part as the 

languak;e. ':di th the italipns the speech is liquid 

and flows easily from the mouths of t he People. 

it lias not been without result that the acs irate is 

scarcely to o hoard in Italy and that .Most Tords 

terc,inate with a vowel in the 1! :,1gu e. In 

general, the natives o? Italy spçak more loudly than 

we do, and this, too, makes for beauty of voice. 

Among the 'Welsh, ¿;utteral sounds are much fe'rer than 

with us and their prouinent position as singers cannot 

be questioned. No such praise can he given the 

Chinese whose voices are thin and 7eak in comparison 

:.ith ether partially civilised nations, and -:with theca, 

too, the language has had its i i'iuence, for 

consonants ahcund in their monosylla?;ic .-:orris. They 

are said to cirig Frith a Freak nasal falsetto. 

Japanese voices arc also poor and the etiquette of 

this people demands the habit of subduing the tones 

in conversation. Treves remarks in his 'hook 

( "Zile other side of the Lantern" ) that this fashion 

is carried so far in court circles thrA none may 

speak in anything hut a .chisper. 

Turks, Arabs, and Yoors always sing nasally 

although their voices are usually good and powerful. 

Among/ 
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Among civilised nations the French h,e.ve the same 

habit owing to the influence of their nasal 

pronunciation of :,orris. 1:o one can í'ail tc note 

the penetrating metallic timbre of the trained or 

untrained nefro voice. If, chorus the stridency 

is unpleasant, and so pronounced is this feature, 

that the tones can never be c,istaken for those of a 

uropean. 

inc Italian, also, has somet.lin of the same 

timbre, but hollowed and of a more delicate quality 

especially in t ̂ nor .,ingers, - although for this 

be^uty his b :ttor traiini_: and fitter sense of music 

are largely responsible. it is often asserted that 

ranjr uncivilized nations have thin nasal voices, but 

'^hi_e this rA fir be so '7ith the untrained African, his 

voice is certainly not a feeble one. Cibb, in an 

essay "un the Character of the Voice in the various 

nations cf Asia and Arica" hes written much that 

is cf interest. 

Apart from the strength of voice in different 

races, he observes that in every one there is audible 

a peculiar metallic quality of tone: even the 

Jap..::esc and Chinese with their comparatively weak 

production ::.anifested this peculiarity. Among the 

natives Of Burnati and India, the voices of the 

plain / 
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plain -dwellers are generally por `, but those of the 

hill tribes are much stronger. But of all the 

nations mentioned, the Tartars stand easily first for 

absolute power of voice, the sounds emitted being 

r:et.11ic .n,ri deafenin ; i_i character. 

Ciòb dwells particularly on the fact that the 

epiglottis in these races 4_9 always more or lass 

retroflexed, and that he considers thi: feature as 

abhor i and even liable to interfere with breathing. 

It has already been suggested in this essay, that, so 

far from being abnormal, this pendency is the natural 

position of the epiglottis, and reasoning from the 

shape or this ca.rtiîa.se in quadruranfl., in logs anl 

in pig;.,, it seems improbable that pendency is 

detrir..ntal to ' Further, Gibe ould have 

it beiived th.7t such e. f ormati_on tends directly to 

weaken th:, voice, and yet he asserts th; t the voice 

of the Tartar is the strongest in the ,:'orid. No 

doubt he is right in holdin& th-t rstrof1 xion of 

th. opi_ictt.is is concerned with the metallic tone 

common to the yellow and black races, but that it is 

a caus.s of weakness cAnnot possibly be en tel,ta i ned. 

from all that has been considered pnrcvi ously I am 

forced to conclude that a true metallic twang is due 

to nothing less than perfect approximation of the 

vocal/ 
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voc:.i cords, and that the tilting back of the 

pi 1otti ; froT7 t: e c" :1tinu7.,l use of the 

riuscles of the false cords iurinF phc,n9.tion Proof 

of this will 173 .A,hen tho deoneration of voice 

is ar atonicaily cons° dhred. 

Ínat the f-cod vc,_ce wastes c. air cannot be 

denied, and it is certain that metallic tone depends 

on the sane principle. It is no argument against 

the perfect action of the t-:lottis in the savage to 

say that he sings badly, for in him the rrusical 

instinct is wanting. .iher: devrloed, as in the 

case of the negro, the voice h-. :s corr& po_ndingly 

.sweeter, but never loses its metallic quality. The 

ancient. Greeks 'fi-r'st to : _ " ,ice ood singers 

-agi cl tisi ; bec,,:se they knew 1, 7, , ?: undo 'stood the 

beauty of tone; it ray be h' vcv r tl-T,,t their 

methods were too violent, for it is on record that 

Plutarch had to warn his pupils of the danger of 

overstraining. 

ì..etallic timbre, although infinitely refined, 

is always to he heard in perfect voices and 

particularly in Italian singers. If a certain note 

of the voice be continually exercised, this 

peculiarity becomes evident sooner or later and 

examples/ 
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exa,pies afire not far to seek in this country, - 

the far carrying note of the coal crier, the sharp 

voice of the coster, and the strident tones of the 

fish -wife are surely metallic enough for the 

stoutest critic. 

Garcia observes that every time the epiglottis 

tend, to be drawn backwaris, the tone gains in 

brilliancy; this occurs in my own case, and., 

hav n ; control over the false cords, I can be 

certain that the changes are directly Niue to the 

adduction of these ligaments. Regarding weakness 

of voice it has been already argued that insuf'icien , 

exercise i3 bound to share in the causes of 

dec aeratiLn and that language is also an important 

factor. 

h3 to articulate clearly does not go 

har..: it hand viith the development of the voice, 

unless at the same tire, attention be specially 

directed to its carrying power. Although the 

savage doss not consci ,)usly do this, yet he concerns 

himself little with clear pronunciation and 

cchsecuetitìy the natural action of the glottis is 

less intrfered with tnan in the case of the white 

man 

Kingsley tells us in "Yeast" how Lancelot 

listening,/ 
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list ninii to a village revel was struck by the semi- 

sava_;e utterance o? the people and how the words 

were made up entirely of vowels. I am informed 

by those who have lived in Africa that what has been 

described as a gutteral click in some languages is 

in reality a sharp coup de glotte occurring in the 

m,id :Ile or :'lord. The click is e?. ployed b y the 

Arabs and by the Swahili tribes, and apparently 

there arc few white men who can imitate the sound. 

.sud ;in,, broadly, it seems that those natices 

which have been longest civilised, and have been 

7antin in uusical talent, are possessed of the 

weakest voices. in support of this idea, tl :e 

weakness of trie Japanese and Chinese voices may be 

instanced. 

Doubtlees this is due in great part to the 

tendency tc atrophy in any oran, which has ceased 

to be fully e ercised by the individual, and to the 

probable transmission of acquired characters to the 

offspring. Although the latter influence is 

dif_'icult, to prove, the Lamar .ian doctrine can 

easily be accepted in this connection. Eut to go, 

further, there is every reason to believe that an 

important role is played by sexual and natural 

selection. If, by force of environment, the jae.s 

and / 
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and teeth of a bull -dog un-iero degeneration, and iP 

by con3equ::nt suspension of natural s: action the 

mean biting strr,ngth ba levered in successive 

generations, it is not too rauch tc imagine that the 

avarai_a vocal power lias been similarly influenced. 

In (;y` L 3 ages, the suri ._v .1 rear must have 

been far above that of th;, present day, if we 

except the voices o' such tribes as are still 

untouched by the hand of civilised culture, The 

stase, at the breeding season has need of his voice, 

and the bachelor hero of antiquity was held the 

braver by his foes and the fitter by his women folk 

for thr' power tc ccr..r: nd. rut whr,:n the tide of 

civilisation crept in, the refinement of speech 

f 1 oned ; i th it, and -Jtfensth we dan ~r^ áue.i ly of 

les rL, `L rì voice, as i:i curve of limb: the 

::earl level stood lower with the pe.rti a.l abeyance of 

naturel selcticn, and so far has it fallen in the 

present tima, that the av: rage person grows hearse 

when the slightest vocal effort is called for. 

it is conceded that civilised men have been 

found to compare favourably, in point of general 

physic. ue, with ave.ses, and thpt the voices of many 

of the latter are feeble, but the barbarian of to- 

day i:, not the conqueror of yesterday as the 

degeneracy/ 
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degeneracy of l-nr.y dark tribes rust show. 

iJa,r,;in observ^ that ".i o1rt and quQ.rrelqore 

men often corf:n to _. bloody end," but it nay be 

assumed th'zt the mean power o-T vocal s,alf-a.ssertior 

becomes ra.isr,d In th? children o' :1c.th defunct 

persono, and that vcl.^,.e_, cannot _'ä i i .'J )ro'=I st.ron.vFiT" 

in a warlike race, i° it h., uncivilised. Ir the 

"Jescf:nt of Lan," .iarri snn eir is aoted as 

assertin t'1.3.t, c7.me:rlz sonrr birds, th -J r:,^,le who can 

si:1í, is th? first t7 be accepted by the female, 

and .. F:cllätt?iil say.-; ';,:i?.t the "f^?''?I!3 finch selects 

that male, out of 

the r.:ost." 

Usfortun--.tr;ly, amor our-elves, the cuality of 

voice is not one Or the principal attractions, 

i.7.i. _.y'i1t. a miner part in se,71:a_ selection 

to t:1io day. 

The Males of most ä Yl ^1 s use their voices at 

t11 t;reedir season in particular, --.nd Darwin 

remarko that "it apmoars probable that the 

progenitors or man, either the :ales or ferales or 

both sexes, before acquiring the power of expressing 

tileir mutual love ir :.rticulatc language, endeavoured 

to crarr: each ot.h,r r;,zicr,1 rhythms." Le 

reminds us that the voices of women are more 

beautiful/ 
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beautiful Lhan thoso of s14,:gests that 

powors were first acouired by women that 

they md4,ht attract tha opposite x. 

It is knovm cf thi: the s7e7,t4-. singers 

rr: but plainly adcr, }1,:,.reas, the ncr-qrs are 
j7iven t2-e bri.41test coats as tncuA it were to make 

fcr lack of talent: frev this it seens likely 

t}t physical beauty arid cultrs, as dveloped 

in ran, uEurped more, or less the irrcrtnrt rcsition 

of tri.; voice. 

Zut ho77ever one 7,:ay theorise on such lines, the 

proofs ar nevsr nore than circurr7tanti;,11. Still 

thsre li no difficulty in tht 

11?-s been affected by civilisati tbat the 

norli.al and perfectly balahced Technisr. has been 

1i.;tlirba as Tell as weakened in 

Then rtai muscles of Lh jJp d7ost 

unused in ch-diy speech, their di::-g-:cieratio-11 must 

necessafily follow, and Then tv!c, groups of muscles 

ara persistently elp1,-,yed apart indtead of in concert, 

an; ;Itt.emot to use them siEultanecusly must ehibit 

more or les3 ince-orlination. This must be so in 

th,1 ca3a of those muscles -71ich act on tb,..) true and 

cords, otherwise ths 0311D :17,1ette 7ith its 

continued timbre would be as easy to every individual 

as/ 
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as the utterance or an inP,erior musical tone. 

ihat chan,es in the shape of the vestibule 

Of' ti: larynx have come alrout, in the course oP tire, 

is hardly to be denied, and it seers rot 

that these have resulted directly fror incrosin 

inahility to phonate 'it h the combined strength of 

both the upper and lo.!er liga7erts. 

in the ccopnyiT photoraph of a dog's 

lar!nx, one i3 struck by the 21most horir:ortal 

poition o" the epiglottis, the marked lateral 

:Thidin,; or that certil2e, and the ev.oeptional 

narrowness of th issure beteen the ary-ePirlottic 

folds. position of the ar..-teroils is not lss 

instructive, for it he seen t'-at their ur,per 

L.rti.phs are -flert arl are pulled f,,r fo,-72rds over 

th Jr the larynx. 

iÌe '71:.rnjth of the ruscles run-in the 

r_)1ìs of the vestibule, and of' those that pass from 

the false cords to the lcoler m,nrins of the 

_;ttis has been rontionei already, ad no doubt 

it is for th .urose of raisin.: the eni;71ottis,and 

th=by these fibres that the hyo-epi:-lottic 

.11SCif?,3 are so well developed in th- dc:. 

Mien one sees th- vertic21 opidottis of such 

arimnls as th- horse, or : an,-,aroo, 211 finds at the 

sar.,e/ 
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same time that the false cords and the 7uccles or 

tt,e vestibule are rudimentary in thn on- and 

practically -!or. -e,:i ;tent in the other, one is 

driven to the idea that such conditions are 

intimately concerned with voice preThuction. Certainly 

there are exceptions, for example the re ̂ bit and 

hare, in whom. the false cords are developed along 

ith a vertical epiglottis, but in them the muscles 

or ti-a False cords and vestibule are undeveloped, 

chile their voices are feeble. Although the pig 

possecses a .Jendent epiglottis, it cannot be given 

here as an example, for this reason, that there is 

no *muscular connection between the false cords of 

tnet animal and the epiglottis. It must be 

? . i tted at once that *zany arguments contrary to 

those theories eight easily be furnished from the 

appearance of the larynx in some of the lower 

animals. 

i have been unable to obtain as many specirers 

as 1 :rcuid nave wished, so that to dogmatise would 

be useless. 

,;ot'.vithsta nding, the nearer one approaches to 

man on the comparative scale, the rore does it seem 

probable that tns human larynx presents features of 

degeneration. In monkeys the epiglottis falls 

back/ 
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back over the orifice of the larynx and is almost 

!_ori zonta 1 in the ...ycctos "Those voices are stron.l.est. 

:he close relation between the sides of the 

eÿi,:lottis, the ar:ytenoids and the cartilages of 

arisberg has been described, and in the baboon, !*:hic 

1 dissected, the latter cartilages presented naturall 

the peculiar bunching together that appears in the 

hunan larynx when the false cords are adducted and 

tr:e coup d:: "lette is produced. As in the dog, the 

7:,uscles joining the epiglottis with the false cords 

and 'with the sides of the vestibule 7ere ?ell formed, 

bat unfortunately in this baboon 1 omitted to 

dissect cut the connections between the epiglottis 

and hyoid. 

ln the black races and in other uncivilised 

nations obliquity of this valve_ is always marked, 

while among them are to be heard the strongest, 

elthough not the most musical voices. coming to 

the white races, we find that pendency of the 

epiglottis may still be a prominent, although less 

usual feature. :: leven per cent of 7uropeans, 

according to Cibb, present this peculiarity and 

every laryngologist knows the difficulty in 

obtaining a occd view of the larynx in marked cases. 

r'or the obliquity of the surfaces of the vocal 
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cords in the negro I cannot offer any explanation, 

unless it be to suggest that the plane of the 

thyro- arytenoid r^uscles becomes altered =pith the 

position of the arytenoids. Such a slo.in c, 

the cords is well shown in the glottis of the 'log 

and monkey in whore the arytenoid cartiln,,es are 

pulled far forwards: but it is also to be seen in 

the cords of some white people, for I discovered 

this appearance in the larynx of a woman of thirty 

eight years of age in :Thom curiously enough the 

epiglottis was more obliquely set than usual. 

further, in children the epiglottis is more 

often bent back than in adults, ':vile the incurving 

from side to side is extremely common. In children, 

also, the arytenoids are in closer relation than in 

most a ult persons, and in infants I have never seen 

anything approaching the degree of antiflexion of 

the epiglottis that is sometimes apparent it the 

larynges of old people. A photograph of the 

larynx or a man of fifty is given here, and the 

broadly open vestibule is most suggestive of the 

part that the muscles of the ary- epiglottic folds 

and false cords may play in altering the position 

of the epiglottis and the arytenoids. 

in th-; child, the movements of the false cords 

and/ 
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and of the superjacent muscles are as natural as 

they are to the savage, and although, by force of 

heredity, the epiglottis of white children is not 

commonly pondent, it seems that the muscles tend at 

least to rstore it to the original position. T'ut 

:where people have become refined and taie pride in 1 

clear articulation, the epiglottis rises to a more 

vortical position, the speech loses power, and the 

tones are no longer narked by the metallic ring of 

thin ancestors. 

in th.-273e ;white races, the opening of the giottith 

itself is rarely clos ?d during phonation as nature 

originally intended it to be, and as it cannot fail 

to be in their anthropoid progenitors, when a note 

is sounded. 

For speech a strong sphincter action is 

unnecessary so that there is small wonder if 

sphincter muscles become weakened and the vestibule 

becomes widened in the course of many eneraticn8. 

the Tord sphincter is, in speaking of the human 

voice oft.n used to indicate that undue strain is 

being employed for production; but effort in 

singing is never unpleasant where .*muscles are strong 

enough to fu'.fil their office, and every great 

singer can use enormous sphincter power (of the 

proper 
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proper muscles) without the slightest apparent 

strain. The natural use of these rruscles is the 

only thing that can explain the enormous gap'that 

separates a perfect from an ordinary voice, with 

reL,ar.i to both beauty and poorer. 

it is hardly to be questioned that sore degree 

of degeneration has taken place in the larynx of 

civilised races, although the proofs given are 

most incomplete. 

î;ut now, the method by which the Italian 

rasters guided their singers to perfection seems 

clear; unwittingly they sought nature for their 

own guidance and electing to hold by those 

principles .rich civilisaticn had discarded, they 

taught the natural coup de glotte of childhood and 

pro iced the most glorious voices that the world 

has ever known. 

in the history of song many names are famous 

and among the greatest are those of 'olio, Malibran, 

...archesi, jenny Lind and Santley, - all trained 

in much a "ray. 

nd although almost all teachers of the present 

day declare the coup de glotte to be harmful, - and 

no doubt it has been so in the hands of ignorant 

men, - it is at once natural and scientific. 

Some/ 
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3one one has said that the cry is universal 

lan6ua6e in creation, and it may well be allowed 

that the first -born movement of the cry should be 

the basis of all perfect instruction, for surely, 

with such teach ink, the golden era of. Italian son` 

7i ht indeed be born again. 
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